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Foreword

With increasing requirements of energy and low carbon emission, research on how to
use clean, green and renewable energy has been becoming a popular trend and common opinion for modern industries. Among all those developing industries, vehicle
manufactures are one of important part for achieving a low carbon emission. For the
purpose of this reason, many traditional vehicle manufactures are investigating using
Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) to replace conventional vehicles using combustion engine. Inside of EVs and PHEV, power electronics
is taking a quite important role for converting electric energy to drivable mechanical
power energy.
In order to obtain a high conversion efficiency for achieving low cost of EVs, many
different power converter topologies are invented for the sake of implementing high efficiency, compact and economic condition concerning EVs application. For each power
converter, magnetic components are core group portion for storing energy and delivering necessary energy to a certain load part. This PhD work addresses investigations of
magnetic components especially focusing on power inductor in term of resolving existed
issues on using coupled inductors for multiphase interleaved power converters; presenting an overview of multiphase interleaved power converters, significant advantages of
using coupled inductors, specific optimized methods of building coupled inductor and
finally implementing lab evaluations for demonstrating illustrated issues regarding EVs
and PHEV applications.
This PhD research was supported and founded when I was as the associate scientist at
Institut fuer Solare Energieversorgungstechnik (ISET) (Now it has become Fraunhofer
Institut fuer Winderenergie und Energiesystemtechnik-IWES). This work was founded
by an European project called PV-MIPS project (European commission contract No:
TREN/04/FP6EN/S07.34959/503123) and project W-charge (Wireless Charge) which
was founded by Bundesministerium fuer Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit
and cooperated with Audi, VAHLE and Volkswagen.
First of all I would like to show my great thanks to the most important person, my first
supervisor -Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Peter Zacharias, who not only provides me scientist
support with a great deal of patient and supervision during my each research step, but
also numerous novel ideas and valuable advices. With his selfless help and guidance,
I have learned a lot of knowledge in the field of power electronics, and obtained many
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highly commendable experiences on how to proceed a high quality scientist research,
which will be valuable treasures for my career development in the future.
Furthermore, I would like to acknowledge my second supervisor, Prof. Dr. rer. nat.
Ludwig Brabetz, for the great support and detailed review of my work. Meanwhile, I
would like to acknowledge Dr.-Ing. Norbert Henze, because of his great support and
his unconditional help, I have superior working environment for carrying out my work
at IWES.
On the other hand, I want to express my gratitude to all my colleagues at IWES, for
the support and for the help in some possible related research fields. Hereby, I would
also like to show many thanks to the people in the Division of systems engineering
and distribution grids, specially to Dr.-Ing Alfred Angler for all his support at the
beginning of my PhD work, Dr.-Ing Benjamin Sahan for his valuable suggestions,
Joerg Kirchhof for his numerous help and valuable discussions during my whole PhD,
Dr.-Ing Thorsten Buelo for his support in professional knowledge, to Dr.-Ing Philipp
Strauss for his support on my PhD founding. Besides, I want also to show my gratitude
to my excellent power electronics team, Marco Jung, Stefan Ritter, Yichuang Zhang
and Siriluk Pumirat for their selfless support, help and great teamwork. Moreover, I
would also like to thank to my friends from the Centre of Competence for Distributed
Electric Power Technology (KDEE) at University Kassel, Mehmet Kazanbas and Dr.Ing. Samuel Araujo for their support on talking and discussing in the field of power
electronics.
Meanwhile, I want to thank to Natnael Teshome Malla for his excellent master work
as an important portion of my PhD. His master work provides a lot of valuable theory
and experiment results for supporting my following PhD research. Furthermore, many
thanks to other students who help me to proceed my research work.
During my PhD research stage, without the huge support of my family, I could not
have any chance to complete this work, and would stand alone on the same point. I
would like to express my great and special gratitude to my parents and my brother,
who provide a great deal of support for pushing my PhD work. Although they are
quite far away from me, their support only by phone line or internet provide me a
hug encourage and warm spirit support for helping me to go through the whole PhD
journey.
I am, of course, particularly to express a specially word of gratitude to my wife Shengting Xu for her greatest support, unfailing patience, munificent understanding and her
selfless love during my whole PhD work. Without her support, this thesis would have
not possible to be completed. The role of being a wife and a mother, she has contributed almost all of her time to whole family for supporting my PhD proceeding,
educating our growing angle- my son Haocheng Liu. I also want to thank to my lovely
son, his arrival and growing always becoming a sweet spring in my mind to let me keep
forward steps during this length and hard PhD journey.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge all the people who are not listed here, but for their
contributions to this work. Sincerely many thanks to all of you!
Holzkirchen June 2015
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Abstract

The challenge of reducing carbon emission and achieving emission target until 2050,
has become a key development strategy of energy distribution for each country. The
automotive industries, as the important portion of implementing energy requirements,
are making some related researches to meet energy requirements and customer requirements. For modern energy requirements, it should be clean, green and renewable. For
customer requirements, it should be economic, reliable and long life time. Regarding increasing requirements on the market and enlarged customer quantity, EVs and
PHEV are more and more important for automotive manufactures. Normally for EVs
and PHEV there are two important key parts, which are battery package and power
electronics composing of critical components. A rechargeable battery is a quite important element for achieving cost competitiveness, which is mainly used to story energy
and provide continue energy to drive an electric motor. In order to recharge battery
and drive the electric motor, power electronics group is an essential bridge to convert
different energy types for both of them.
In modern power electronics there are many different topologies such as non-isolated
and isolated power converters which can be used to implement for charging battery.
One of most used converter topology is multiphase interleaved power converter, primarily due to its prominent advantages, which is frequently employed to obtain optimal
dynamic response, high efficiency and compact converter size. Concerning its usage,
many detailed investigations regarding topology, control strategy and devices have
been done.
In this thesis, the core research is to investigate some branched contents in term of issues analysis and optimization approaches of building magnetic component. This work
starts with an introduction of reasons of developing EVs and PEHV and an overview
of different possible topologies regarding specific application requirements. Because of
less components, high reliability, high efficiency and also no special safety requirement,
non-isolated multiphase interleaved converter is selected as the basic research topology
of founded W-charge project for investigating its advantages and potential branches
on using optimized magnetic components. Following, all those proposed aspects and
approaches are investigated and analyzed in details in order to verify constrains and
advantages through using integrated coupled inductors. Furthermore, digital controller
concept and a novel tapped-inductor topology is proposed for multiphase power converter and electric vehicle application.
v
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Zusammenfassung

Aufgrund der internationalen Herausforderung, CO2 Reduktion und die Emissionsziele bis 2050 zu erreichen, hat fuer jedes Land die Entwicklung der Energieversorgung eine Schluesselposition eingenommen. Die Automobilindustrie spielt hierbei
eine wichtige Rolle und fuehrt Forschungen durch, um Kundenbedoerfnisse und Energieanforderungen zur Deckung zu bringen. Eine moderne Energieversorgung sollte
sauber, gruen und erneuerbar sein. Die Kunden erwarten preiswerte, zuverlaessige und
langlebige Produkte. Unter Beruecksichtigung der steigenden Anforderungen auf dem
Markt und steigender Nachfrage nach energiesparenden Loesungen gewinnen Elektrofahrzeuge (Electric Vehicle, EV) und Plug-In Hybrid Fahrzeuge (plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle, PHEV) fuer Automobilhersteller eine steigende Bedeutung. Im Allgemeinen
existieren fuer EV und PHEV zwei kritische Kernkomponenten, naemlich der Traktionsbatterie und die Leistungselektronik. Die wiederaufladbare Batterie stellt fuer
die Wirtschaftlichkeit und Wettbewerbsfaehigkeit ein wichtiges Element dar, da sie
hauptsaechlich zur Energiespeicherung und zur Versorgung des Elektromotors mit kontinuierlichem Energiefluss dient. Zur Ladung der Batterie und fuer den Motorantrieb
nimmt die Leistungselektronik-Baugruppe eine wichtige Brueckenfunktion ein, da sie
elektrische Energie bidirektional und verlustarm zu wandeln vermag.
Im Bereich der Leistungselektronik existieren zahlreiche unterschiedliche Topologien,
wie z.B. galvanisch gekoppelte oder getrennte Stromrichter, welche zum Laden der Batterie verwendet werden koennen. Eine der am haeufigsten verwendeten Topologien ist
der verschachtelte Multiphasen-Stromrichter, insbesondere wegen seiner bedeutenden
Vorteile in Bezug auf optimales dynamisches Verhalten, hohe Effizienz und kompakte
Bauweise. Hinsichtlich seiner Verwendung wurden umfangreiche und ausfuehrliche
Untersuchungen zu den Themen Topologie, Regelstrategie und Bauelemente durchgefuehrt.
Dieser Arbeit liegt der Forschungsschwerpunkt bei der Untersuchung einiger vielschichtiger Themen zu den Fragen bezueglich Analyse und Optimierungsansaetze beim Bau
der magnetischen Komponenten. Diese Arbeit beginnt mit einer einfuehrenden Diskussion der Argumente fuer die Entwicklung von EV und PEHV sowie eines ueberblicks
ueber verschiedene moegliche Topologien in Bezug auf spezielle Nutzungsanforderungen. Aufgrund geringerer Bauteilanzahl, hoher Zuverlaessigkeit, hoher Effizienz und da
keine speziellen Sicherheitsanforderungen bestehen, wurde ohne ein galvanisch gekoppelter verschachtelter Multiphasen Stromrichter ohne galvanische koppelung als Forvii
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schungsplattform ausgewaehlt. Die Finanzierung der Arbeiten erfolgte durch das Projekt W-Charge zur Untersuchung seiner Vorteile und moeglicher Erweiterung bei der
Nutzung optimierter magnetischer Komponenten.
In Kapitel 2 wurde die Leistungsfaehigkeit des interleaved buck converter (IBC) und
des interleaved buck converter mit gekoppelten Induktivitaeten (IBCC) dargestellt.
Bewertungskriterien waren einerseits der Rippelstrom und der Oberschwingungsstrom,
andererseits erfolgte ein Volumenvergleich der passiven Komponenten. In der anschlieenden Zusammenstellung der fuer Interleaved Multiphase Converter (IMC) besonders geeigneten Anwendungen in Stromrichtersystemen mit hoher Leistung wurden
insbesondere die Vorteile des IBC und IBCC zur Verbesserung der Stromrichtereffizienz bei Hochleistungssystemen durch Nutzung parallel betriebener Stromrichter
beleuchtet. Es zeigte sich dass der IBC in Hochleistungsanwendungen die Stromrichtereffizienz steigern kann, was insbesondere auf die verschachtelte Regelungstechnik, die niedrigen Schaltverluste in den Leistungs-MOSFET und den geringeren ohmschen Verlusten in den Filter- Induktivitaeten zurueckzufuehren ist. Die verschachtelte
Regelungstechnik wurde urspruenglich zum Zweck der Reduktion desr Rippelstroms
des Gesamtausgangsstroms entwickelt.
Ein Multiphasen Stromrichter mit verschachtelter Regelungstechnik (Interleaved Multiphase Converter, IMC) stellt eine zuverlaessige Methode dar, um Verfuegbarkeit, und
Skalierbarkeit in Hochleistungs-Anwendungen bei DC-DC-Wandler zu bieten. Durch
Nutzung von IMC kann bei bestimmten Dimensionierungen in verschiedenen Situationen der jeweilige Rippelstrom zeitgleich auf der Eingangs- und Ausgangsseite verringert
werden. Der hierdurch reduzierte Rippelstrom macht den Einsatz kleinerer Filterkondensatoren moeglich. Weiterhin kann durch geschickte Sequenzierung der jeweiligen
Schaltphase innerhalb eines geeigneten Designs die Gesamtinduktivitaet reduziert werden. Auf jeden Fall ist es bewiesen, dass beim Betrieb mit der Phasenanzahl N > 2
immer eine kleinere Induktivitaet verwendet werden kann, als bei einphasigen Stromrichtern. Auf eine moegliche Verringerung der Filterkapazitaet kann aus dem Vergleich
des jeweils notwendigen Kondensator-Volumens bei IBC und einphasigem Stromrichter
geschlossen werden.
Obwohl der IBC im Vergleich zu einphasigen Stromrichtern signifikante Vorteile aufweist, wie z.B. die Rippelstrom Verringerung beim Gesamtstrom, kann dieser Ansatz
keinen Beitrag zur Reduktion des Ripplestroms in den einzelnen Kanaelen des Stromrichters liefern. Aus diesem Grund wird ein IMC mit gekoppelten Induktivitaeten
vorgeschlagen, um den Rippelstrom in jedem einzelnen Kanal zu reduzieren. Bei Betrachtung des gleichen dynamischen Verhaltens weisen die einzelnen Phasen bei gekoppelten Induktivitaeten einen kleineren Rippellestrom auf, als bei vergleichbaren IBC
mit getrennten Induktivitaeten. Der IBCC hat nicht nur die beim IBC dargestellten
Vorzuege, sondern er weist weitere guenstige Eigenschaften auf. Wie der Vergleich
mit dem IBC zeigt, hilft der IBC mit gekoppelten Induktivitaeten, den Rippelstrom
in jeder Betriebsphase klein zu halten und darueber hinaus kann er gleichzeitig das
dynamische Verhalten des Stromrichters verbessern. Ergaenzend wurde beim IBC und
beim IBCC ein detaillierter Vergleich des von den passiven Komponenten eingenommenen Volumens vorgenommen. Bezogen auf diesen Vergleich ermoeglichen gekoppelte
Induktivitaeten eine kompaktere Bauweise und geringere Bauteilgroeen gegenueber
getrennten Induktivitaeten.
viii

Durch theoretische Analysen und Schaltungssimulation hat sich gezeigt, dass der IBCC
bedeutende Vorteile bei der Rippelstromreduktion in jeder der parallelen Leistungsstufen und gleichzeitig eine Verringerung des Bauvolumens der passiven Bauelemente
mit sich bringt. Durch diese Beitraege konnte verifiziert werden, dass die gekoppelten
Induktivitaeten sehr geeignet fuer Hochleistungsanwendungen sind. Mittlerweile gibt
es in Anbetracht der Anwendungen in Elektrofahrzeugen und Plugin Hybrid Elektrofahrzeugen (EV/PHEV) die Moeglichkeit, durch einen kompakten Stromrichter mit
gekoppelten Induktivitaeten die hier geforderte Gewichts- und Volumenreduzierung
der passiven Komponenten zu erzielen. Mit kleineren Komponenten und verbessertem
Umwandlungswirkungsgrad wird der hier benoetigte Hochleistungs-Stromrichter eine
bessere thermische Performance, einen kleineren Kuehlkoerper, verringertes Gewicht
und hoehere Zuverlaessigkeit aufweisen. Kunden die bereit sind, sich fuer ein EV/PHEV
als Hauptverkehrsmittel zu entscheiden, sind u. a. motiviert durch oekonomische Faktoren wie z.B. Einsparung von Energiekosten, kurze Lade- und lange Betriebsz eit,
verringerte Wartungskosten, lange Lebensdauer, etc. Kompakte leichte und effiziente
IBCC koennen einen Beitrag zur Verwirklichung dieser Eigenschaften leisten.
In Kapitel 3 werden die wichtigsten Fragen zur Verwendung von verschachtelten Stromrichtern dargestellt, gleichzeitig erfolgt eine Beschreibung der Methoden zur Performance Optimierung bei verschachtelten Stromrichtern mit getrennten und gekoppelten
Induktivitaeten. Im Anschluss an die theoretische Analyse wurden innerhalb des Projekts ”W-charge” Demonstratoren fuer Stromrichter unterschiedlicher Eigenschaften
gebaut, insbesondere diente das Projekt zur Verifikation des Stromrichterverhaltens
von verschachtelten Multiphasen-Stromrichtern. Im Hinblick auf die theoretische Analyse kann die verschachteltete Stromrichter-Topologie Rippelstroeme auf der Eingangsund Ausgangsseite reduzieren und als Folge geringere ESR-bedingte Leistungsverluste
bei den Eingangs- und Ausgangskondensatoren hervorrufen, was die Stromrichtereffizienz unterstuetzt. Bei praktischen Laboruntersuchungen an den Demonstratoren
konnten diese Vorteile der verschachtelten Topologie geprueft und verifiziert werden.
Wegen des unsymmetrischen physikalischen Aufbaus der gekoppelten Induktivitaeten,
haben die Kopplungsfaktoren zwischen den Einzelspulen ungleiche Werte. Diese unsymmetrische Eigenschaft fuehrt dazu, dass die gekoppelten Induktivitaeten ungleiche
Koppelfaktoren zu jedem andern Paar gekoppelter Induktivitaeten besitzen und dies
fuehrt zu einer Beeinflussung aenderung der spezifischen Performance des verschachtelten Stromrichters, insbesondere sind Rippelstrom und Wirkungsgrad betroffen. Die
reale Wirkungsgradmessung bei Verwendung symmetrisch gekoppelter Induktivitaeten
hat gezeigt, dass eine symmetrische Struktur der gekoppelten Induktivitaeten Leistungsverluste in benachbarten Komponenten wie Leistungshalbleiter, Induktivitaeten
und Filterkondensatoren verringern kann.
Zur Untersuchung der Eigenschaften von verschachtelten Stromrichtern wurden viele
verschiedene Methoden zur experimentellen Verifikation durchgefuehrt, wie z.B. Gesamtrippelstrom als Funktion des Tastverhaeltnisses der Ausgangsleistung und Stromrichterwirkungsgrad in Abhaengigkeit der Eingangsspannung. Alle implementierten
Tests haben die Schlussfolgerungen aus der theoretischen Analyse des Multiphasen
Stromrichters mit verschachtelter Steuerung bestaetigt.
Im Allgemeinen stellen verkoppelte Induktivitaeten fuer Multiphasen-Anwendungen
eine unsymmetrische Struktur dar und wegen dieser unsymmetrischen magnetischen
ix
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Struktur ist es nicht einfach, die hieraus folgenden magnetischen Kopplungsfaktoren
auf gleiche Werte zu bringen. Daher wird auch die Stromrichter Performance durch
die unsymmetrischen Kopplungsfaktoren beeinflusst.
Kapitel 4 beschreibt einen Loesungsansatz mit Hilfe von Serienschaltungen. Er stellt
grundlegend ein Verfahren zur Herstellung von symmetrisch gekoppelten Induktivitaeten u. A. auf Basis eines Transformators mit mehreren Wicklungen, aber auch
auf Basis eines Y-Kerns dar. Waehrend der Bearbeitung im Rahmen der Promotion
wurden auch viele andere Methoden erforscht, aufgrund des hierfuer notwendigen Umfanges koennen diese Arbeiten hier jedoch nicht beschrieben werden.
Drei zentrale Ansaetze fuer symmetrisch gekoppelte Induktivitaeten wurden einer detaillierten theoretischen Untersuchung auf Basis einer Modellanalyse und einer Analyse der Kopplungsfaktoren unterzogen. Ergaenzend werden die jeweiligen Vor-und
Nachteile der einzelnen Ansaetze analysiert.
Mit Hilfe einess mehrschenkligen TransformatorsKerns mit mehreren Wicklungen koennen symmetrisch gekoppelte Induktivitaeten hergestellt werden, dies erfordert jedoch
die Verwendung einer groen Anzahl von Teilwindungen. Mit steigender Phasenzahl
wird es als schwierig angesehen, die erforderlichen Teilwindungen auf dem gleichen
Phasenschenkel unterzubringen. Aus diesem Grund sollte eine Transformator Induktivitaet mit mehreren Wicklungen und herkoemmlicher magnetischen Kernstruktur
nur bei geringer Phasenzahl, also beispielsweise weniger als drei Phasen, verwendet
werden.
Ein Ringkern stellt ebenfalls eine alternative Loesung zur Erzielung symmetrisch gekoppelter Induktivitaeten dar. Fuer dreiphasige gekoppelte Induktivitaeten kann auf Basis theoretischer Analysen eine perfekte Symmetrie vorhergesagt werden. Jede Phase
verfuegt ueber die gleiche Streuinduktivitaet und Koppelinduktivitaet gemae Modellanalyse des magnetischen Kreises. Daher kann dieser Ansatz fuer verschachtelte Multiphasen Stromrichter mit gekoppelten Induktivitaeten empfohlen werden. Dennoch
besteht ein Nachteil dieses Ansatzes bezueglich des Luftspalts. Fuer eine Speicherdrossel ist ein Luftspalt aeuerst wichtig im Fall magnetischer Saettigung bei hohen
Stromstaerken. Daher verringert sich beim Ringkern ohne Luftspalt die wirksame
Induktivitaet mit steigendem Strom und hierdurch tritt groeerer Ausgangs Rippelstrom auf. Als Folge koennen hoehere Leistungsverluste in Form von Leitungsverlusten
bei den passiven Bauelementen, Kupferverlusten, Kernverlusten und Schaltverlusten
auftreten. Aufgrund dieses Sachverhalts und um die beschriebenen Nachteile zu vermeiden, muss die Windungszahl erhoeht werden um Saettigung und Rueckgang der
Induktivitaet zu vermeiden. Dieser Ansatz fuehrt direkt zu erhoehten Kupferverlusten in den Induktivitaeten fuehren. Fuer Hochstrom-Anwendungen muessen daher
sorgfaeltig die oben genannten Punkte abgewogen werden.
Y-foermige magnetische Kerne sind aufgrund ihrer speziellen Kernstruktur noch weitgehend neu. Bei Verwendung dieser Kerne koennen fuer jede gekoppelte Induktivitaet
nahezu gleiche Kopplungsfaktoren erreicht werden. Eine Hauptfrage betrifft jedoch
den Herstellungsprozess fuer solch einen Kern. Bei Verwendung dieser sehr speziellen
Kernform treten zwangslaeufig hoehere Produktionskosten auf.Trotz der Kostenfrage
im Produktionsprozess kann durch verringerte Leistungsverluste und hoeheren Stromrichter Wirkungsgrad ein Ausgleich erfolgen, was(fuer das Gesamtsystem) eine Alternative zur Senkung der Produktionskosten darstellt. Als Folge dieser Betrachtung
x

besteht die Moeglichkeit,(ein Gleichgewicht bzw.) einen Ausgleich bei den GesamtProduktionskosten herzustellen. Des Weiteren wird bei steigender Ausgangsleistung
wahrscheinlich die Anzahl der Phasen ebenfalls erhoeht und daher erhoeht sich auch
die Anzahl der gekoppelten Induktivitaeten. Mit der Y-Kern-Struktur ist es unproblematisch, gekoppelte Induktivitaeten mit mehreren Wicklungen herzustellen, auch
wenn mehr als drei Phasen benoetigt werden. Auf der anderen Seite kann bei je Phase
steigendem Strom die Induktivitaet der einzelnen Wicklungen gezielt durch Einstellung des Luftspalts im Hinblick auf die Saettigung optimiert werden. Weiterhin laesst
sich der jeweils notwendige Kopplungsfaktor mit Hilfe theoretischer Analysemethoden ebenfalls mit Hilfe des Luftspalts einstellen. Daher kann der Y-Kern die bei den
anderen beiden dargestellten symmetrischen Strukturen dargestellten Nachteile ueberwinden und er stellt eine elegante Moeglichkeit fuer die Herstellung von symmetrisch
gekoppelten Spulen fuer verschachtelte Multiphasen Stromrichter auch bei Hochleistungsanwendungen dar.
Kapitel 5 beginnt mit einer detaillierten Beschreibung zum Design des Stromteiler
Reglers (Current sharing controller). Master-slave-Regler, Regleruebergeordnete Regler werden normalerweise fuer Stromteilungs-Anwendungen verwendet. Droop Controller fuehren insbesondere bei Hochleistungsanwendungen zu zusaetzlichen Verlusten. Master-Slave-Regler lassen sich einfach implementieren und bieten hohe Regelgenauigkeit. Aus diesem Grund wurde diese Regler-Strategie fuer den StromteilerRegler im W-charge Projekt ausgewaehlt. Um eine stabile Regelung zu erzielen, wurde
ein Kleinsignal-Modell des Multiphasen-Boost-Converters eingefuehrt und analysiert,
welches auf den uebertragungsfunktionen von Control-to-output, Eingangsgroee zu
Ausgangsgroee und auch Ausgangsimpedanz beruht. Basierend auf dieser Reglertopologie und dem AC-Kleinsignal-Modell wurde ein Stromteiler Regler entwickelt und
mit zusaetzlichen Kompensationen ausgestattet um die Stabilitaet des Stromteiler Reglers darzustellen.
Basierend auf dem Design des Stromteiler Reglers wurden einige Simulationen fuer
den Betrieb mit-und ohne Stromteilung durchgefuehrt. Zwischenzeitlich erfolgten
auch Laboruntersuchungen unter Verwendung eines dreiphasigen Hochsetzstellers. Die
Laboruntersuchung beinhaltet auch den Betriebsmodus mit-und ohne Stromteilung.
Hierbei diente auch eine dreiphasige symmetrisch gekoppelte Induktivitaet zur Verifizierung des Stromteiler-Reglers.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass der verwendete Stromteiler Regler sehr nuetzlich bei der
Verteilung bei einem mehrphasigen verschachtelten Stromrichters ist. Weiterhin ist
er hilfreich, den gesamt Rippelstrom im Filter zu reduzieren, was mit einem Rueckgang der Leistungsverluste im Stromrichter verknuepft ist und damit zu verbessertem
Stromrichter-Wirkungsgrad und besserer Systemdynamik fuehrt.
Der Fokus bei Kapitel 6 liegt bei verschachtelten Stromrichter Topologien mit angezapften Spulen. Angezapfte Spulen wurden erprobt fuer Hochsetz oder Tiefsetzapplikationen mit hoher Spannungsdifferenz. Wegen ihrer auerordentlichen Vorteile in
speziellen Anwendungen, wurden Stromrichter mit angezapften Spulen bei vielen verschiedenen Topologien angewendet. Bei galvanisch gekoppelten Stromrichtern werden
angezapfte Tiefsetzsteller haeufig als Eingangs-oder Ausgangsstromrichter eingesetzt.
Weiterhin wird bei steigender Ausgangsleistung der verschachtelte Tiefsetzsteller mit
angezapften Spulen empfohlen.
xi
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Um das dynamische Verhalten von verschachtelten Tiefsetzstellern mit angezapften
Spulen zu analysieren, ist eine detaillierte Analyse im Normalform mittleren Zustandsraum Modell durchgefuehrt worden, um die Regelung des Stromrichters zu implementieren. Ausgehend von einem Tiefsetzsteller mit einfach angezapfter Induktivitaet
wurde ein State Space Average Model des verschachtelten Tiefsetzstellers mit angezapften Induktivitaeten abgeleitet.
Das Kernkonzept dieser Arbeit bestand darin, integrierte gekoppelte Indultivitaeten
fuer die Verwendung in kompakten Hochleistungs-Stromrichtern nutzbar zu machen.
Zur Erfuellung dieser Aufgabe wurde eine zweiphasige gekoppelte und angezapfte
Induktivitaet analysiert und ein praezises Modell des magnetischen Kreises wurde
hergeleitet. Basierend auf diesem Magnetflussmodell koennen mehrphasige angezapfte
Induktivitaeten hiervon abgeleitet und analysiert werden.
Angezapfte Induktivitaeten eignen sich sehr gut fuer Hochsetz- und Tiefsetzsteller
mit groem uebersetzungsverhaeltnis. Jedoch sind sowohl konventionelle Tiefsetzsteller
und Tiefsetzsteller mit angezapften Induktivitaeten nicht geeignet fuer Tastverhaeltnisse unter 0.2. Durch steigendes Windungsverhaeltnis bei den angezapften Induktivitaeten kann das Tastverhaeltnis erhoeht werden, andererseitsd steigt hierdurch die
Streuinduktivitaet und die Spannungsbelastung der aktiven Bauelemente. Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass aus diesem Grund die Vorteile konventioneller Tiefsetzsteller mit angezapfter Induktivitaet nur gering sind. Um dieses kritische Problem
zu loesen wird in diesem Kapitel ein neuer Tiefsetzsteller mit angezapften Induktivitaeten vorgeschlagen, der sich fuer Anwendungen mit kleineren Tastverhaeltnissen
eignet. Durch Ausnutzung der theoretischen Analyse der jeweiligen Bauelementbezogenen Stress-Faktoren, zeigt die neue Topologie deutlich geringere Bauteilbelastungen wodurch erklaert werden kann, dass die vorgeschlagene Topologie geringere Verluste hat, denn elektrische Verluste sind eng mit der auftretenden Bauteilbelastung
verknuepft. Des weiteren werden neben dieser Tiefsetzsteller-Topologie zwei weitere
Hochsetzsteller Topologien vorgestellt. Diese Ansaetze sind nicht nur fuer Anwendungen mit kleinem Tastverhaeltnis geeignet. Bei steigender Ausgangsleistung kann der
vorgeschlagene verschachtelte Stromrichter mit angezapften Induktivitaeten auch fuer
Hochleistungs-Anwendungen verwendet werden.
Insgesamt beitet Kapitel 6 einen detailliert ausgearbeiteten theoretischen Analyseprozess bezueglich angezapfter Induktivitaeten fuer eine groe Anzahl unterschiedlicher
Stromrichter-Topologien. Angezapfte Induktivitaeten bieten signifikante Vorteile bei
Betrachtung bestimmter Anwendungen. Angesichts der integrierten angezapften Induktivitaeten und ausgehend von den grundlegenden hier dargestellten Stromrichter
Topologien besteht zusaetzlich die Moeglichkeit, wirklich kompakte Stromrichter mit
hoher Effizienz zu erzielen.
In Kapitel 7 wird schwerpunktmaeig ein sechsphasiger Multiphasen Tiefsetzsteller
untersucht, welcher bei hoher Schaltfrequenz betrieben wird. Normalerweise kann
bei steigender Schaltfrequenz die erforderliche Induktivitaet und Kapazitaet reduziert
werden, wodurch das Systemvolumen des gesamten Stromrichters abnimmt. Aufgrund geringerer Groee der passiven Komponenten ist eine Kostenreduktion des Stromrichters bei steigender Schaltfrequenz zu erwarten. Es besteht jedoch bei steigender Schaltfrequenz ein kritisches Problem in der thermischen Auslegung aufgrund der
Schaltverluste bei hohen Schaltfrequenzen. Aus diesem Grund wird der Multiphasenxii

Stromrichter empfohlen. Aufgrund des Multiphasen-Betriebs koennen Leitungsverluste in den Halbleitern reduziert werden und der gleichzeitig auftretende kleinere
Ausgangs-Stromripppel kann zusaetzlich zu einer Reduktion von Leistungsverlusten
durch Schaltverluste, ESR-Verluste und Kupferverluste in den Induktivitaeten der Filter fuehren. Aus diesem grund wird fuer Stromrichter mit hoher Schaltfrequenz der
mehrphasige verschachtelte Stromrichter mit dringend empfohlen.
Neben den ueblichen Leistungs-Induktivitaeten stellt eine gekoppelte Induktivitaet
eine weitere Moeglichkeit zur Steigerung der Stromrichter-Effizienz und des dynamischen Verhaltens dar. Der verschachtelte Stromrichter kann nur den Gesamt Ausgangsstromrippel verringern, mit Hilfe der gekoppelten Induktivitaeten koennen jedoch auch
Rippelstroeme in jeder einzelnen Phase reduziert werden. Aus diesem Grund kann
bei Verwendung gekoppelter Induktivitaeten und wegen der hierdurch bewirkten Verringerung des Rippelstroms in jeder Phase, der Stromrichterwirkungsgrad gegenueber
Stromrichtern mit getrennten Induktivitaeten gesteigert werden. In diesem Kapitel
wurde die Schlussfolgerung verifiziert, dass die Verwendung gekoppelter Induktivitaeten hohe Wirkungsgrade hervorruft und auch bei steigender Schaltfrequenz die
gekoppelten Induktivitaeten weiterhin ihre Vorzuege beitragen koennen.
Weiterhin wurde in Kapitel 7 das Stromaufteilungsverhalten bei verschachtelten Stromrichtern und hoher Schaltfrequenz untersucht. Mit steigender Schaltfrequenz konnte
aufgrund von Problemen bei der Strommessung die gewuenschte Stromaufteilung beim
sechsphasigen Tiefsetzsteller nicht vollstaendig erreicht werden. Aus diesem Grund ist
eine genauere Strommessung erforderlich um eine bessere Stromaufteilung zu erzielen. Gleichzeitig sollte die Stoerfestigkeit des Control Boards gegenueber den hochfrequenten Stoerungen der Leistungselektronik verbessert werden. Mit steigender Schaltfrequenz stellt die zugehoerige hochfrequente Stoerfestigkeit eine kritische Randbedingung fuer Messung und Regelungstechnik dar. Bezueglich diese Punktes sollte in
zukuenftigen Arbeiten die Stromaufteilung bei Hochfrequenz Stromrichtern als Kernpunkt betrachtet werden.
Schlielich fasst Kapitel 8 die gesamte Dissertation zusammen und umreit zukuenftige
Aufgaben fuer einen einfachen Ansatz zur Implementierung von symmetrischen gekoppelten Induktivitaeten.
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1

Introduction

Nowadays a global attention is focusing on a greener, low carbon emission and a sustainable development orientation, which requires remarkable improvement in energy
consumption, which is being produced and used in current multifarious market. Therefore low-carbon energy technologies and frugal economic social are becoming a popular
notion and recommended life way. According to agreed memorandum in Copenhagen
in 2009, European Union has promised to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 30% below
1990 levels by 2020. Member country Germany has offered to reduce its CO2 emissions by 40% below 1990 levels by 2020 [1].Meanwhile, according to the request of the
G8, some of important technologies needed for achieving a global energy related CO2
target in 2050 of 50% below current [2]. Due to a growing awareness on this factual
circumstance, it is quite necessary to turn political statements and analytical work
into concrete action. In order to improve global environment and related life quality
for achieving low-carbon requirements, each country is making great effort to develop
clean energy techniques for keeping sustainable social development.
To make a general survey of current existed renewable and clean energy, solar energy, wind energy and Bio-energy have become main available energy offers [3] in order
to be instead of conventional energy source such as petroleum resources, coal resources,
water resources and so on. The main benefits of using clean energy are quite clear, and
one typical advantage is to reduce carbon dioxide emission to alleviate air pollution
and slow down critical increasing steps of green house gas (GHG). Actually the large
amounts of released carbon dioxide among the atmosphere is regarded to be main reason with increasing global temperature for last decades. Meanwhile, with increasing
development of modern social and economic, more and more energy is required in order to maintain our normal life requirements. However according to historical data it
shows that the new discovery of conventional energy source grows slowly.
1
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Figure 1.1: World oil discovery, remaining reserves and cumulative consumption [4]

Figure 1.1 shows a growth rate of energy consumption. If oil discovery and practical
consumption follow the current growing trends, the global oil resource will be used up
by about 2038 [5][6]. On the other hand Figure 1.1 further explains why we have to be
aware of existed energy crisis and at the same time adopt essential ways to reduce the
oil consumption. It has been mentioned that the transportation sector is the primary
user of petroleum, consuming 49% of the oil used in the world in 1997. Most of the
gains in the world wide oil use occur in the transportation sector of the total increase
(11.4 million barrels per day) projected for industrialized countries from 1997 to 2020
[4].

1.1 Electric Vehicle (EV) and Plug-in Hybrid
Electric Vehicle (PHEV)
Based on above mentioned background, decreasing the fuel consumption of vehicles
can produce a crucial impact on oil supplement. Therefore innovation technology
development of EVs and PHEV is playing an important leading role for achieving
low greenhouse gas emission and reducing the consumption of petroleum regarding
transportation sector: Actually focusing on modern transportation vehicles, it can
be strictly classified into Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV), PHEV, EVs and Fuel Cell
Vehicle (FCV).
A HEV is powered through combining a conventional internal combustion engine
(ICE) system and an electric motor driving system. This combined hybrid propulsion
system can provide more energy efficient, and potentially achieving better fuel economy
compared with a conventional vehicle. Apart from this, additional power energy source
2
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can increase driving power or implement multifunction for electronic devices. However
HEV has a distinct weakness, which is meaning no charging interface to recharge
the battery or another energy storage device. For this reason, PHEV is required
for compensating insufficient aspects of HEV. A PHEV has also both an internal
combustion engine and an electric motor. Besides the same merits like HEV, what
the most important of PHEV is its plug-in characteristic, which makes the vehicles to
have possibilities to be rechargeable by an conventional electrical outlet or a charging
station.
An EV is propelled by an electric motor driven via a suitable power converter
supplied by a rechargeable battery stacks or other possible storage elements. As compared to conventional automobiles EV has some potential benefits including significant
reduction of carbon dioxide emission, substantial energy efficiency. Meanwhile, at typical retail electricity prices, the fuel cost per kilometre for EV can be lower than using
ICE vehicles. Furthermore, an electric motor is an important driving element, which
can perform the very high efficiency and low cost as compared to conventional ICE
vehicle. Yet in order to be able to fulfil a minimum acceptable driving range and required peak power, EV has to be equipped with an enough battery capacity. Because
EV has to be configured with rechargeable storage elements, long life time and high
power density of battery stacks for driving electric motor and road haul requirement
are really needed. One investigation on storage device-charge has been done by International Energy Agency [2], for example, if drivers demand 500km of range, even
using quite high efficient vehicles and battery systems that are capable of repeated
deep discharges, the battery capacity will be required for at least 75kWh. According to existed EV report, high volume battery cost approximately 500$/kWh, total
battery unite would cost 37500$ for each vehicle. Thus, in order to let EV has significant competitive as compared to conventional vehicle and PHEV, shorter driving road
haul (50km to 200km) is usually recommended vehicle model. Based on this supposed
model, normally a 30kWh battery is minimal requirement for a shorter range of 125km
to 150km. Hereby a battery cost for an EV would be 15000$. In additional, regarding
ICE cost at least 4000$ can be saved as compared to ICE cost [7].

1.1.1 Battery: The Key Technology of EV and PHEV
For PEHV systems the entire ICE system is reserved for the purpose to have a long driving range, and meanwhile concerning price competitive of vehicle market a rechargeable battery is also relevant important for cost competitiveness. Therefore improving
battery performance and reducing battery cost have become primary purposes of enhancing competence of EV and PHEV. Based on above described reasons, Figure 1.2
shows a general comparison of different battery types.
Figure 1.2 proves that lithium-ion battery have a great competition among illustrated battery technologies. Furthermore, within the lithium-ion family, there is a
different of battery type configurations, which is classified in terms of general characteristics such as energy, power, cycle life and so on. Generally speaking, increased
energy density and high specific power will be main focus for lighter smaller and less
expensive concerning extension EV and PHEV.
3
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Figure 1.2: Energy specification of different battery type [7]

1.1.2 Future Prospect of EV and PHEV
The relevant report on market prospect of EV/PHEV has been issued. Up to 2050, an
overall target of a 50% reduction in global energy-related CO2 emissions as compared
to 2005 levels. However, transportation sector will contribute 30% for this 50% goal,
and hereby target sales of EV/PHEV will be a primary influence factor for coming
EV/PHEV development [8].
Overview of current EV/PHEV market, light-duty model has been becoming quite
important for the future development of EV/PHEV. Therefore it is quite clear that
the EV and PHEV are being expected to be as the main transport tool due to its
significant advantages in protecting our environment. At the same time, the ultimate
target is to achieve 50 million sales of both types of vehicles annually by 2050 [2].
Figure 1.3 shows a detailed development trends of electricity and plug-in Hybrid in
the future. Until 2050 summed vehicles of EV and PHEV sales will be up to total 106
millions. This predicted diagram gives us stronger confidence for further focusing on
developing innovation technologies for EV/PHEV at next step. Therefore in following
stage, how to make EV/PHEV: light-duty, cheaper, multi-functionality, convenient
and easier rechargeable, which will be main tasks.

1.2 Charging Infrastructure Model of EV/PHEV
As we have known, an EV/PHEV charging station or charging point connection is
quite important for charging infrastructure. Hereby, there is growing needs for widely
4
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Figure 1.3: Annual-light-duty-vehicle-sales by technology types

development of all sorts of different charging stations, some of which support general
charging requirement, and some of which support fast charging mode. Overview of
charging infrastructure model, it can be actually classified into following key points:
• Inside charging such as on board charger
• Outside charging structure
– Overnight charging at a home garage
– Overnight charging at an apartment building
– Supported possibility and opportunity for using distributed publicly accessible charging stations.
No matter what kind of charging way, the safety issue is always important for
driving EV/PHEV and protection of persons against electrical hazards under charging
model, and meanwhile it is also essential to protect charging equipments and vehicleself. Actually a practical charging station usually has an ability to support multiple
EV/PHEV owners and has additional current sensor or smart connection mechanism
to disconnect power transmission if vehicle is not actually on charging. In order to have
a universal configuration of charging stations such as in Europe, USA or China, safety
standards like SAE J1772 and IEC 62196 are required for electricity specification of
charging stations regarding additional requirements for charging safety.
Classification of Charging Mode
According to the IEC, the charging modes can be classified as:
• Mode 1: slow charging from a regular electrical socket (single- or 3-phase). The
vehicle is connected to the power grid via standard socket-outlets like home
sockets at our residences. If a vehicle is charged through a single-phase grid such
as in a home garage in the evening, the maximal rated charging power should be
3.7kW (230V, 16A). If a vehicle is charged through a 3-phase in a public charge
station, the maximal rated charging power should not exceed 11kW (400V, 16A).
• Mode 2: At this situation, the vehicle is connected to the power grid by a household socket-outlet. The EV/PHEV can be charged via a single-phase or 3-phase
5
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power network. However this solution is relative expensive due to this special
protection function, which has been integrated in a special charging cable.
• Mode 3: The vehicle will be connected directly to the electrical network via
specific socket panels and a plug with dedicated circuit. Moreover an additional
control and protection module has been installed permanently in this system.
This is the only charging mode, which matches the applicable standards.
• Mode 4: An external DC charger is required to supply high charging current for
stacked battery module. This special DC charger is connected with main power
grid to provide needed energy, and at the same time additional control units and
protection functions are also permanently integrated with a charging cable.

1.3 State-of-the-art of Power Electronics for
EV/PHEV
The basic infrastructure of EV/PHEV has been described at above illustrated contents
considering several different charging modes, and normally vehicle charging can be
classified into inside car and outside car. However, no matter what kind of charging
modes or charging conditions, energy storage elements such as battery, ultra capacitor
or fuel cell are playing a key role for driving a vehicle in a long actual service distance for
an EV/PHEV. Each storage components has different voltage, capacity and dynamic
characteristic. Due to those reasons, a power converter is required to be incorporated
the entire vehicle energy management system. This power converter should have the
ability to maximize the usage energy in order to increase system efficiency. Figure 1.4
shows a detailed system structure of the EV.

Figure 1.4: System configuration for on-board charger of EV application

According to this configuration power electronics converters are playing a quite
important role for achieving energy transmission and producing connection between
E-motor and battery charging/discharging. For low voltage battery, an additional
6
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DC/DC converter is required in order to step-up input voltage to needed output voltage. However for high voltage battery DC/DC converter can be removed, and the
battery stacks are directly used to feed stored energy to a DC/AC converter for driving an E-motor. Based on the consideration of the number of components counts,
removed DC/DC converter system is more attractive. However, considering system
performance, an additional DC/DC converter is more efficient because it allows a
wider speed range operation without early field weakening. Thus, it was adopted as
a replacement of the first system in a popular commercial EV/PHEV [9]. Meanwhile,
for on-board charger and battery charger station this recommended system configuration can also be employed as bidirectional power converter in order to charge battery
or feed energy to grid. Comparing with motor driving one only different of hardware implementation is what DC/AC converter should be tied with 3-phase/1-phase
unity. Furthermore in this EV system configuration wireless charging function is also
inserted in to the inside of EV/PHEV. This wireless charging converter can also be
integrated with on-board charger concerning system integration, efficiency and performance. With integrating of the wireless charging, a DC-DC converter can be removed,
and hereby the whole EV/PHEV system has less components and power stages based
on integrated concepts. Then reliability and system efficiency can be robust as well as.
Due to bidirectional power management, the HV battery can be charged or discharged
regarding actual power requirements and operation conditions.
Power management of power converter unites will be in assistance to decide certain
following direction of power energy concerning different requirements. Furthermore
DC-DC converter is a key sub-system of on board charger, which can be used to
charge battery with different operation model like constant current (CC) or constant
voltage (CV). The selected charging model is also a conclusive factor of battery lifetime.
Because different converter topology can decide and produce different feeding current
regarding as sorts of application association, a suitable DC-DC converter topology is
really related to useful life of the battery stacks. Therefore, finally on how to design DCDC Converter is a significant mission to create a strong power communication between
different electronic devices, and meanwhile it can construct a power bridge between
battery charging/discharging and external charging station of outside of EV/PHEV.

1.3.1 Non-isolated Bidirectional DC-DC Converters
According to illustrated system structure of EV/PHEV, on-board charger should be
a bidirectional power converter for the purpose of charging/discharging HV battery.
As regarding DC-DC converter it should have the ability to charge HV battery with
suitable I-V curve vs. charging time. The charging current is an important factor to
determine the charging efficiency and duration. Due to expensive cost of HV battery
bulky, a long useful lifetime is quite needed for extending the competence in market
share of EV/PHEV concerning customer requirements and exceptions. For this reason
DC-DC converter should have stronger powerful to be in assistance with prolonging
battery lifetime. Based on above illustrated reasons, non-isolated DC-DC converters
can be used to deliver suitable energy for battery stacks. Normally the non-isolated
bidirectional DC-DC converter can be categorized into buck/boost and buck-boost
type.
7
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Figure 1.5: Bi-directional converter for on-board charger

Figure 1.5 represents a non-isolated bidirectional converter including a buck/boost
DC-DC converter and a 3-phase inverter/rectifier. In this topology, by placing the battery on the HV battery side, high voltage DC link voltage will be regarded as constant
voltage source in order to charge HV battery up to be required voltage level. S1 switch
and S2 diode serve as a unidirectional buck converter that takes the DC-link bus energy
to charge the battery. Under battery discharging mode operation, S2 switch and S1
diode serve as a unidirectional boost converter that delivers battery energy to HV DClink. However, concerning this topology application for an EV/PHEV traction motor
drive system, probably required DC-link voltage is relative lower than battery voltage, if HV battery with 450VDC level is adopted. Therefore, under battery discharge
operation model, a buck type converter is needed. Based on this consideration, the converter has buck-boost type for bidirectional and multifunction application. According
to existed publication there are many buck-boost type topologies [10][11][12][13][14].

Figure 1.6: Bi-directional Buck-Boost Converter for EV/PHEV application

Figure 1.6 shows a buck-boost bidirectional DC-DC converter concerning traction
motor application. Under charging mode operation, switch S2 and S3 turn on to
charge the inductor, Ld and anti-paralleled diodes of S1 and S4 regard as freewheeling
diode to charge the battery when S2 and S3 are switched off. For discharging mode
operation, switches S1 and S4 turned on to charge the inductor, and if they are switched
off, the antiparalleled diodes of S2 and S3 conduct to deliver the energy to DC-link.
8
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Due to additional power switches in conducting path, the buck-boost converter has
higher costly and less efficient than the buck/boost converter. However for the special
application association such as same voltage level between DC-link and battery voltage,
it shall be unavoidable to be employed.
As known concerning high power converters there is another approach to increase
power capability through connecting the same power converters in parallel. Based
on this reason, high power multiphase bidirectional DC-DC converters for EV/PHEV
systems were found in 2-phase [15][16] and 3-phase [17][18] system configurations.

Figure 1.7: 3-phase nonisolated interleaved bidirectional dc-dc converter

Figure 1.7 shows a back to back power converter using B6 bridge configuration. One
of B6 bridge is regarded as basic topology configuration for 3-phase bidirectional DCDC converter. Three independent DC inductors and there half-bridges are composed of
a 3-phase interleaved converter, which can be controlled with 120◦ phase shift between
each half-bridge. Because of phase shift technology in control strategy, the current
ripple of DC-link site can be significantly reduced. Therefore the required input and
output capacitance can be reduced, and furthermore for high frequency operation
electrolytic capacitors can be replaced by film capacitors. A film capacitor has a long
lifetime as compared to an electrolytic capacitor.

1.3.2 Isolated Bidirectional DC-DC Converters
Isolation can be supported through using a high frequency (HF) transformer. This
additional HF transformer will produce some additional cost and losses. However, for
some critical applications additional required isolated HF transformer is quite necessary due to:
• Test of EV/PHEV components and infrastructure (e.g. charging stations, chargers, batteries)
• Concepts of provision of energy and ancillary services
• Crossbar switch cabinet for multiple interconnection systems
• Measurement and communication infrastructure
For isolated bidirectional DC-DC converter there are many different topologies,
which can be used to transfer energy with bidirectional functionality. Actually the fullbridge and half-bridge converters are two main topologies of isolated power converters.
9
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Figure 1.8: Basic Full-bridge Bidirectional DC-DC Converter

Figure 1.9: Basic Half-bridge Bidirectional DC-DC Converter

Figure 1.8 and Figure 1.9 show the basic isolated bidirectional DC-DC converter,
the full-bridge topology has full input voltage across the winding and off-power switchers, thus the device current is half input or basic winding current. For half-bridge,
devices voltage is only half input voltage and current is double compared with full
bridge feeding same output power. Because MOSFETs are employed here, energy can
be provided to low voltage (LV) side and high voltage (HV) side.
For full-bridge topology or half bridge topology in order to provide required energy
to the load especially with relative large voltage difference between HV side and LV
side, a large turn ration winding with high current carrying capability is required. In a
result, isolated HF transformer volume will be increased under high power application.
Meanwhile, full bridge topology has many power devices, which will produce higher
power losses for high power application. For the purpose of minimum number of
switches and reducing the size of inductors, current source isolated bidirectional DDC converters are proposed in order to achieve higher efficiency and smaller system
volume.
Figure 1.10 and Figure 1.11 illustrates current source bidirectional power converters
for battery application. The current source of half-bridge converter is to employ a
storage inductor as an input current generator of LV side[19]. Regarding inductor
10
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Figure 1.10: bidirectional isolated Current Source Full bridge Converter[19]

Figure 1.11: bidirectional isolated Current Source Half bridge Converter[20]

energy (1/2LI2 ) as its size index, the current doubler makes the inductor volume to be
decreased in half, if compared, to a normal half-bridge converter. Furthermore, due to
phase shift PWM operation pattern between SP1 and SP2 , input current ripple can be
cancelled in certain scaling. As a result smaller current ripple can prolong the battery
lifetime. In Figure 1.10 and Figure 1.11 an active clamping circuit is adopted in order
to eliminate the spike voltage of power devices at LV side, which is mainly generated
by the leakage inductance (Lk ) of isolated HF transformer. Due to additional active
clamping switches, the converters displayed in Figure 1.11 can be operated under zerovoltage-switching condition for all switches. Therefore this soft-switching with active
clamping circuit can help to improve whole converter efficiency performance[19][20].
The L-type converter needs higher blocking voltage device, which unfortunately has
relative much higher conduction losses because of higher Rds value[19]. Concerning
the full-bridge current source converter it obtains a much better efficiency over a wide
load range, and in the same time overall size and weight of the full-bridge converter is
also smaller.
Overview of mentioned the half-bridge[19] and full-bridge[20] current source converter for LV side, many researchs mainly focused on single-phase topology for bidirectional DC-DC converters. However a single-phase DC-DC converter shows many
limitations especially for high output current and output power. With increasing of
required output power level, the system efficiency of a single-phase converter will be
11
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quickly descended due to higher conduction current of each power switches. Therefore,
in order to increase power transfer capability aiming at high current level, multiphase
power converter structure is recommended for this purpose. Through employing multiphase structure, current stress of each power semiconductors will be reduced, and lower
current stress will generate lower conduction power losses and switching losses. In[21]
a bidirectional 3-phase interleaved isolated converter with active clamp is proposed.

Figure 1.12: Isolated 3-phase bidirectional converter with active clamping circuit [21]

Major features of the proposed converter include:
• An increased power rating through employing a 3-phase power transfer into DCDC conversion
• A reduction of the ripple currents of input current ripple during bidirectional
operation mode due to interleaved PWM operation
• Reduced conduction losses of each power switchers due to distributed phase
current
• An additional voltage spike is eliminated by active clamping circuit
• Lowed transformer ration via using boost converter topology at LV side.
This isolated bidirectional DC-DC converter can also be designed with interleaving
PWM pattern. Actually the basic operation model of this isolated DC-DC topology is
quite similar to non-isolated 3-phase DC-DC power converter, which has been displayed
in Figure 1.12. For the sake of mentioned interleaved control, input current ripple of
LV side can be cancelled and meanwhile the output current ripple can be reduced as
well as. In a result, as compared to a single-phase system smaller storage capacitors
are enough to supply current to load at HV side. Because of additional transformer
this topology is recommended for low voltage source such as low voltage battery and
normal photovoltaic inverters.
In this section non-isolated and isolated bidirectional DC-DC converters have been
illustrated in order to have an overview on different topologies and application conditions. Through comparing described topologies, it is also quite clearly that multi-phase
bidirectional DC-DC converter (full-bridge or half-bridge) is suitable for high power
level and large feeding-current associations such as for on-board battery charger or
power supply of CPU application. Based on this reason, in this thesis multiphase DCDC converter structure is recommended to be used due to high efficiency capability
for high power application.
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1.4 Motivation of Main Objects and Contributions
of this Work
The objective of this work is to select and analyze bidirectional DC-DC converter
topologies for Wireless charging (W-Charge) in Figure 1.13 considering high frequency,
high efficiency and high-integrated characteristic. The selected topoloy should be
suitable for achieving the specific requirements of wireless charging.

Figure 1.13: Concept Infrastructure of W-charge Project

W-charge is an attractive charging mode through taking advantage of transmission
characteristic of inductive energy transfer. This technique produces a simple, reliable
and safe charging process. For the purpose of this reason W-charge will provide a more
convenient way for on-board charger in hand of the integration of electric vehicles into
the market.
Within the W-charge project, a multifunctional on-board charger will be implemented in order to be satisfied with different transmission mode of energy transfer
such as at home, public parking place and even more on high-way, which will determine what kind of charge mode such as with power cable or wireless charging.
Therefore in order to realize them, a multifunctional on-board charger is developed.
Inside of this novel on-board charger a sub-power stage is to implement a bidirectional
DC-DC converter concerning high power and high efficiency. In order to select and design a suitable bidirectional DC-DC converter, a technique specification for W-charge
is outlined.
Based on technique requirements, it is quite clear that this on-board charger requires an over 93% efficiency for bidirectional energy management. Therefore a suitable
power converter topology is playing an important role for achieving defined expectant
system efficiency. In Figure 1.4 a basic energy management of EV/PHEV has been
illustrated. Regarding detailed requirements of W-charge, a high voltage battery package will be employed as storage elements. Between the battery side and DC-link the
voltage ration has maximal 1:3(240VDC battery voltage to 750V maximal DC-link
voltage of 3-phase inverter). As a result an isolated bidirectional DC-DC converter
is not suitable for this option due to lower voltage ration between LV side and HV
side, furthermore because of additional power losses of HF transformer. Therefore a
13
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Table 1.1: Requirements for Multifunctional on-board charger of W-Charge
Charge Mode with Cable
Charge through 3-phase grid-connection
Charge through 1-phase grid-connection
Maximal Battery Current
Maximal Efficiency - from grid to battery
UBatt-max
Udc-link
Udc-batt
Grid frequency
Wireless Charge Mode
Charge through inductive energy transfer
Maximal Battery Current
Maximal Efficiency - from grid to battery
UBatt-max
Udc-link-w
Udc-batt

Pcmax-3p =3x3.6kW
Pcmax-1p =6kW
Ibatt-batt-3p =26A
ηb-g =93%
UBatt-max =450VDC
Udc-link =600VDC
Udc-batt =240VDC-420VDC
fN =50Hz
Pwmax-1p =3.6kW
Ibatt-max-1p =15A
ηb-w =84%
Ubatt-max =450VDC
Udc-link-w =200VDC-400VDC
Udc-batt =240VDC-420VDC

non-isolated bidirectional DC-DC converter is recommended for W-charge. Meanwhile
considering over 93% maximal efficiency a basic interleaved multiphase bidirectional
DC-DC converter is a selection for further robust converter efficiency. Hereby within
this thesis a 3-phase interleaved bidirectional DC-DC converter is employed for achieving functional performance and high efficiency. Meanwhile in order to further increase
power converter efficiency and output performance, an integrated 3-phase inductor
is designed for implementing optimized efficiency and high integration of this multifunctional on-board charger. In additional another on-board power converter for low
voltage (48VDC) application is developed in order to provide additional auxiliary function for multifunctional on-board charger concerning auxiliary energy requirements of
EV/PHEV. The main new contributions of this work are as following:
• Theory analysis and selection of a bidirectional DC-DC converter topology for
EV/PHEV application (chapter2)
• Evaluation and successful design of construction of a 10kW 3-phase bidirectional
DC-DC converter with a novel integrated power inductor (Chapter3)
• A detailed analysis of power losses model of 3-phase interleaved bidirectional
DC-DC converter (chapter 3)
• Development of detailed reluctance model of several different integrated power
inductor (chapter4)
• Propose and implementation of a purely digital current controller for the 3-phase
integrated bidirectional DC-DC converter through using DSP with a current
sharing control strategy.(chapter 5)
• Proposal and new ideal on multiphase interleaved DC-DC converter with coupled tapped-inductor due to large voltage ration between LV side and HV side
(Chapter6)
• Evaluation and implementation of a 6-phase interleaved buck converter with
maximal 500kHz switching frequency (chapter7)
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2

Performance Analysis of
Interleaved Multiphase Converter
(IMC)

Because system efficiency, reliability, thermal issues and component volume such as
inductors and capacitors are more and more important for power converters, in recent
years the usefulness of interleaved power converters has become more and more attractive for many sorts of application associations such as photovoltaic converter, winder
energy power stages and even for EV/PHEV energy transmission. Generally speaking
the interleaved power converters can be classified as non-isolated and isolated topology. Regarding the specific application in this thesis and the technique specification
in Table 1.1, the non-isolated interleaved bidirectional power converter is selected as
the basic topology.
The main limitations of the single-phase power converter are trade-off of efficiency,
switching frequency and volume reduction of passive components. In order to decrease
the size of filter inductors and capacitors, increasing switching frequency is an effective
method, and at the same time it can improve dynamic response and output ripple
current . However, there is a practical limitation with increasing switching frequency,
which can cause higher switching losses in a result of lower converter efficiency. Furthermore, if a power converter such as a buck converter is operated under continue
current mode (CCM), the output capacitor can easily smooth output current with a
reasonable-size capacitor type. But for both discontinue and continue mode, the input
curent is always a discontinue square waveform, which will require a relative large capacitor bank for smoothing input current. Finally all those additional filter capacitors
15
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will become primary burdensome elements to improve entire composite characteristic
of the single-phase power converter.
For the purpose of overcoming illustrated disadvantages of the single-phase power
converter, the interleaved multiphase converter (IMC) offers a optimal solution to settle
this conundrum. Basically, IMC will be operated by making use of in parallel connected
single-phase converter and meanwhile each single phase converter has certain phase
shift which is determined by phase numbers. For example, if operated phase number is
3 phases and switching frequency is fsw , this defined shifted phase should be 1/(fsw ·N ).
Actually this basic switching frequency fsw can be renamed to fundamental frequency,
and it will be regarded as an effective cardinal number factor for IMC. Moreover, as
a result of interleaved PWM pattern at each phase, effective ripple frequency of the
input current and the output current is composed of multiplying N by fundamental
frequency. Because of this multiplier coefficient, required input filter capacitors and
output filter capacitors can be reduced. Furthermore, smaller filter capacitors can
improve transient response of dynamic behavior especially concerning high scaling step
response. As well as the interleaved technology can produce other intrinsic advantages
such as reduction of input and output capacitor RMS currents, and then reducing EMI
filter requirements. On account of described significant advantages using interleaved
power converters, following sections will focus on performance analysis of IMC.

2.1 Theorectical Analysis of IMC with Separated
Inductor
In order to analyze the performance of IMC, an interleaved buck converter (IBC) is
provided as an example for understanding the main benefits. This multiphase IBC is
composed of N (phase number) single phase buck converter, and from upper side to
lower side each single phase buck converter has 360◦ /N phase shift as compared to
adjacent phase.
For each single phase buck converter, the selected components such as MOSFETs,
inductors are identical ideal components.. Therefore, some parasitic parameters of
inductors and capacitors are not involved for analysis approach.

2.1.1 Operation Principle of IBC
Figure 2.2 shows a basic operation mode of a 3-phase IBC. This circuit operation mode
is displayed based on the IMC in Figure 2.1 with certain phase number N = 3. Each
phase is turned on at equally spaced intervals over one switching period. The primary
advantage of this 3-phase IBC is that the ripple frequency of output total inductor
current is increased based on fundamental switching frequency.
For this 3 phase IBC, it is assumed that the phase 1 is the master converter,
which is regarded as the reference phase to other two slave converters. In threephase IBC, the drive signals uG−ph1 , uG−ph2 and uG−ph3 are for high-side switches
of 3-phase IBC. Those three drive signals are shifted by 120◦ . At the same time
16
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Figure 2.1: Mutiphase Interleaved Buck Converter

high-side switchers and low-side switchers of each phase are switched complementarity
as synchronous rectification mode for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of each
phase. Based on the ideal condition such as inequable DC resistances of filter inductors
and conduction resistances of MOSFETs, and therefore in Figure 2.2 each output filter
inductors has the same ripple current , average inductor current and also same RMS
current. Moreover, both neighbouring phase currents has 120◦ shifted phase, and
hereby practical produced ripple current of the summed inductor currents of IBC is
reduced. In Figure 2.2 it can be observed that the total output current Io has smaller
ripple current as compared to phase ripple current. This ripple current cancellation
benefits smaller output voltage ripple and also fast response. In a 3-phase IBC, the
total output current can be achieved to constant value with zero ac component at
D = 0.33 (D means the duty cycle referring to conduction time by the switching
period). Therefore, the ac component of the current through the filter capacitors is
zero, resulting in zero ripple voltage on equivalent series resistance (ESR) of output
filter capacitors. Finally, theoretically the output filter capacitors are not needed
any more. However, output filter capacitors are required due to non-ideal operation
conditions and EMC considerations.

2.1.2 Ripple Current Cancellation of IBC
One of main benefits of interleaved power converter is to reduce input and output
ripple current with certain scaling, which is based on operation condition such as input
voltage and output voltage. In order to know how the IBC can reduce ripple current
following derivation will be focusing on more detailed theoretical process concerning
ripple current cancellation.
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Figure 2.2: Basic Operation Mode of IMC

The cancellation factor ζcf of ripple P
current is defined as the mathematic
ratio
P
between the toal output ripple current
∆Ioi (peak to peak value of
Ioi , i.e.,
the current before the output capacitors, and meanwhile we assume that this output
current is triangular wave which means under CCM) and the ripple current∆Ioi in
any phase (peak to peak value of Ioi , assuming that it is also a triangular wave and
all phases having the same inductance L). In order to have a general view on ripple
current cancellation, it is assumed that each phase current has the identical current.
P
ζcf =

∆Ioi
∆Ioi

(2.1)

An IBC is operated in CCM can be represented as in Figure 2.3. Each phase can
be represented as a voltage source (which is equal to Vin if the main switch or high
side switch is closed and it is equal to 0 if the low side switch is closed) and a out filter
inductor in series connection. The equivalent Thevenin circuit from the terminals of
the ports at output voltage is also represented in Fig. (b), with an equivalent voltage
source vph−eq that is the instantaneous average of all phase voltages, and an equivalent
inductance that is the parallel of all phase inductances (all of them have been assumed
to be equal).
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Figure 2.3: Simplified Equivalent Circuit of IBC

In order to further simplify the circuit model, Figure 2.3 could be simplified using
Thevenins theorem. The specific equivalent circuit is as following Figure 2.4.
Leq =
L

L

L

+
-

vph1(t)

vph2(t)

Vo

vph-eq(t)

L
N
+
-

Vo

vphN(t)

Figure 2.4: Thevenin equivalent circuit of IBC

According to the basic operation mode of IBC in Figure 2.2, following supposes
can be assumed:
½
Vin (0 ≤ t ≤ DTs )
vph1 (t) =
0 (DTs ≤ t ≤ Ts )
¸
·
k
vph(k+1) (t) = vph1 t(1 − ) , k = 0, 1, ......N − 1
N

(2.2)
(2.3)

The key waveforms are represented in Figure 2.3 for the particular case of N phases.
The main voltage to take into account is the equivalent voltage vph−eq . vph−eq has a
period equal to T s/N and a different duty cycle (def f called effective duty cycle).
Following condition could be supposed in order to get the universal expression for
the current cancellation:
k
k−1
≤D≤
N
N

(2.4)

It is quite obviously according to Figure 2.5, sum k phases loop will be operated
with same input voltage Vi n between tk and tk+1 and rest phases will be operated with
0V input voltage. Therefore, according to the Thevenin equivalent circuit, equivalent
phase voltage could be expressed as below:
k
1 X
k
vphi (t) =
· Vin
Va =
N i=1
N

(2.5)
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∵

k−1
k
<D<
N
N

(2.6)

Actually, k − 1 and k can be expressed by floor and ceil in mathematic as below:
(k − 1) = f loor(N · D), k = ceil(N · D) = f loor(N · D) + 1;

(2.7)

Therefore, equivalent phase voltage could be given as where:
k
Vin
Vin
1 X
vphi (t) =
· ceil(N · D) =
· [f loor(N · D) + 1]
Va =
N i=1
N
N

Vb =

k−1
Vin
k−1
1 X
vphi (t) =
· Vin =
· f loor(N · D)
N i=1
N
N

(2.8)

(2.9)

Through observing the Figure 2.5, it could be found that effect turn-on time of
Thevenin equivalent circuit can be express as:
ton ef f = ∆t = tk+1 − tk = DTS −
20

k−1
· Ts
N

(2.10)
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Don ef f =

ton ef f
ton ef f
= Ts
Ts ef f
N

Don ef f = N · D − (k − 1) = N · D − f loor(N · D)

(2.11)
(2.12)

Therefore, the ripple current of multiphase interleaved converter can be given:
(Va − Vo ) × Don ef f
× Ts ef f
∆Ioi =
Leq
¡V
¢
in
·
[f
·
D)
+
1]
−
D
·
V
× [N · D − f loor(N · D)] Ts
loor(N
in
×
= N
L
N
N

(2.13)

Regarding each phase current, it can be derived according to basic simple buck
converter by:
∆Ioi =

Vin (1 − D) × D
(Vin − Vo )
× D × TS =
× TS
L
L

(2.14)

Where the attenuation factor (AF) or cancellation factor of output ripple current
is defined as:
N
P
∆Ioi
m
N ¦ (D − N
) · ( m+1
− D)
i=1
N
=
(2.15)
ζcf =
∆Ioi
D · (1 − D)

Current Ripple Cancellation Factor

Where m = f loor(N · D) is the maximum integer that cannot exceed the N ·
D. Figure 2.6 gives a visualized insight into ripple current cancellation based on
Equation 2.15.
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Figure 2.6: Current Ripple Cancellation Factor of IBC

Due to interleaved operation approach, the net output ripple current of the IBC
can be degraded by different scaling factors which is mainly determined by duty cycle
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D or voltage gain M (D). If the duty cycle is D = 1/N , the net output ripple current
will be zero. Therefore, in theory the output filter capacitor is not required any more.
Without output capacitors, the converter size can be reduced significantly and also the
response time will be faster. However, the practical operation situation has not always
constant duty cycle and most of power converters are in motion at width variable
range of input voltage owing to compatibility consideration under multifarious feeding
source. Although the output capacitors are not avoidable to be used regarding worse
case because of uncertain duty cycle because of uncertain duty cycle, with respect to a
single phase buck converter or multiphase buck converter without interleaved operation
mode, the IBC can deliver smaller ripple current and contribute to employ less bulky
capacitors. Furthermore, probably in some cases the electrolytic capacitors can be
replaced by film capacitors, which have quite low failure rate and high reliability. As
an example, an IBC with assumption: Vo = 42V, fsw = 50kHz and L = 1mH is given
for the purpose of getting to know about specific output ripple current.
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Figure 2.7: Summed Output ripple current

In Figure 2.7 the net output ripple current is variable with duty cycle. With
increasing phase number, the summed ripple current is smaller for certain duty range
as compared to less phase number. Normally, the filter capacitor is determined by
ripple voltage of its ESR, and the primary influencing factor is the ripple current of
output filter inductor or the net current of IBC. For IBC, an effective reduction of
ripple current can not only benefit the selection of output capacitors, but also produce
distinct advantages for input capacitors.
Because of square current waveformon during turn-on stage, the input capacitor
requires a charging process during turn-off stage of high-side switch. In order to keep
average current of the capacitor to be zero, this charging current of the related capacitor
will be overlying with either square current. As a result, RMS current drawn from the
input capacitor and the ripple voltage across the input capacitor becomes key factors
for determining the right selection of a suitable input capacitor.
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The input capacitor of the single-phase buck converter discharges current to load
during the D interval as the high-side switch conducts. Then this capacitor is charged
during the 1 − D interval when the low-side switch conducts. Finally, the input capacitor produces a similar squarewave current when the inductor current has smaller
ripple current. The resultant input capacitor has a RMS current as:
s ·
¸
∆iL 2
2
(2.16)
ICin−rms|N =1 = D Io (1 − D) +
12
However, in the multiphase buck converter, the input currents of each phase are
shifted and hereby an overlap occurs if D ≥ 1/N . The relevant corresponding RMS
current of IMC input capacitor can be expressed as:
r
m m+1
− D) + γ
ICin−rms = Io (D − )(
N " N
µ
¶3 #
(2.17)
3
m
+
N ∆iL 2
1
m
2
2
(
) (m + 1) (D − ) + m
−D
γ=
12D2 Io
N
N
According to Equation 2.17, below Figure 2.8 shows a plot of normalised cancellation factor of RMS current of IBC for the phase number up to six phases. This
normalised RMC current is according to the assumption at Io = 1, and the minmal
RMS current of input capacitor appears at the duty cycle D = k/N , where k is an
integer and 0 ≤ k ≤ N .
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Figure 2.8: Normalised RMS Current of Input Capacitor of multiphase buck converter

At this minimal value point, theoretically the RMS current of the input capacitor
is possible to be zero and hereby this input capacitor is not required any more. This
elimination to RMS current can bring out many benefits to whole system configuration
such as cost-down, size reduction and minimized profile. Moreover, due to decreased
RMS current at the input capacitor, with respect to related power losses it can be
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limited to a degraded level. And because of reduced power losses at ESR of the input
capacitors, the additional temperature rising is abated and it results in lower temperature stress, which can let filter capacitors to have a long lifetime. Normally with
less temperature stress, the capacitor reliability can be improved and every degraded
10◦ C can make the lifetime doubled rising higher. In addition, due to reduced RMS
current at the input capacitor, the required EMC filters can be smaller and compact
size, which will let designer has change to be in case of using expensive components.
Finally a lower cost, smaller size, higher reliability and easier implementation for an
IBC become a quite valuable sale point for commercial production.

2.1.3 Harmonic Current Cancellation
In steady state behaviour, the input current spectrum of single phase buck converter
could be described by means of the complex Fourier series due to periodicity waveforms
of the input current. In general terms, every periodic waveform cycle could be depicted
by an averaged set of coefficients cn as below:
∞
X

f (t) =

cn · ejnω0 t

(2.18)

i=−∞

cn =

1
TSW

ZTS
f (t) · e−jnω0 t dt

·

(2.19)

0

Where Tsw is switching period of the buck converter, ω0 is fundamental frequency.
The coefficients cn for the input current waveform in a single-phase converter can
be computed as following:
Imax + Imin
·D
2

(2.20)

Imax + Imin
−j(πnD+ π2 )
2 · 2 sin(πnD) · e
D(2 · π · n)

(2.21)

c0 =
cn =

Therefore, in the time domain function, the input current waveform in buck converters can be represented by the infinite-Fourier series shown by below:

f (t) =c0 +

∞
X

cn · ejnω0 t

n=−∞,n6=0
∞
X
Imax + Imin
sin(πnD) −j(πnD+ π ) jnω0 t
2 · e
· D(1 +
=
)
2 ·e
2
(πnD)
n=−∞,n6=0

(2.22)

According to the mathematic equation described in Equation 2.20 FFT analysis of
the single-phase buck converter in a period can be plotted in Figure 2.9:
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Figure 2.9: 3-D Input Current Spectrum of a Single-phase Buck Converter (Imax = 30A,
Imin = 20A)

For the single-phase buck converter, the fundamental frequency is the switching
frequency. The main harmonic currents are distributed in integer multiples of the
fundamental frequency. It is also obviously that small duty cycle of the buck converter
will produce high percentage for the total harmonics. Therefore, for high output
current and high power application, small duty cycle should be avoided to be used due
to its high harmonic current amplitude. Due to interleaved control strategy, practical
frequency of the input current and output current will be N · fsw . In order to analyze
the input current harmonics, following current equation could be given:

iin = i1 (t) + i2 (t) + ...... + in (t) =

n
X

ij (t)

(2.23)

j=1

Adjacent two buck converters, phase shift is Tsw /N , and then phase current with
phase shift of each single phase converter can be expressed as:
N
−1
X

TS

ejωk N

(2.24)

sin(ω T2s ) jω N −1 ·TS
· e 2N
=
Ts
)
sin(ω 2N

(2.25)

I(ω) = I1 (ω) ·

k=0

kcf =

N
−1
X
k=0

e

jωk

TS
N

Where kcf is current harmonic cancellation factor between a single-phase buck
converter and a multiphase IBC. Therefore, Equation 2.25 can be given:
I(ω) = I1 (ω) · kcf

(2.26)
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Magnitude of the fourier coefficient [A]

It can be seen in Equation 2.26, the spectrum of an IMC is mainly determined by
the fundamental spectrum of a single phase buck converter and the harmonic cancellation factor (HCF) kcf . However, it was observed that the harmonic magnitude of
certain frequency can be cancelled when the harmonic current frequency is not equal to
the fundamental switching frequency or N times of fundamental switching frequency.
The specific reason is due to the HCF, which has quite strong influence for harmonic
current cancellation. In order to have a clear comprehension to the harmonic current
cancellation of an interleaved multiphase power converter, Figure 2.10 is displayed for
showing the analysis results of the current spectrum of the interleaved buck converter.
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Figure 2.10: 3-D Input Current Spectrum of 6 Phase IBC(Imax = 30A, Imin = 20A)

The displayed Figure 2.10 tells us that using IBC the certain harmonic current can
be cancelled. With increasing duty cycle, the amplitude of harmonic current is also
increased. In additional, due to cancelled harmonic currents it will benefit the EMI
filter design of the input and output such as smaller volume, and less power losses and
enhanced EMI performance. Furthermore, due to harmonic current cancellation of
input current, concerning the power losses of ESR at the input capacitor the cancelled
harmonic currents benefit to decrease power losses and degrade thermal stress for
the input capacitor for enhancing the capacitor reliability especially for high power
application.

2.1.4 Size Reduction of Passive Components
As mentioned above there are many advantages helping to improve the circuit performance by using IBC. The main benefits of using IBC are to reduce the ripple current
of input and output, and at the same time to make the designer to have chances for
reducing the volume of passive components.
Inductor Volume
Normally, area product method is a standard approach to predict the required
inductance L with a built air-gapped magnetic material. The area product method
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Ap = Aw · Ac describes the size of the magnetic components.
Ap = Aw Ac =

LIˆL IˆL,rms

(2.27)

kw JL,rms B̂

In Equation 2.27 IˆL and IˆL,rms are the peak current and RMS current of the designed inductor. Ap is the cross section product, Aw is cross sectiona of winding
window, Ac is cross section of magnetic core, and a peak induction B̂.
Based on the area product method, the inductance volume, thermal resistance and
other all geometric parameters related inductor design in [22] [23] have been derived.
Ã
3
4

VL = kL Ap = kL

LIˆL IˆL,rms

! 43
(2.28)

kw JL,rms B̂
Ã

1
4

lm = km Ap = km

LIˆL IˆL,rms

! 41

kw JL,rms B̂
¶e
µ
Ap r
Rth = kR,th
Abp

(2.29)
(2.30)

Equation 2.28 shows the relationship between the inductor volume VL and Ap . In
[24] a value of kL is derived for calculating predicted inductor volume.


v
v
r
u
1 u
1
1
√

q +u
q 
(2.31)
) · u
kL = 4( qA +
t√
t √
qA
2 qA + q1A
qA + q1A
Where, qA is a quotient (qA = Aw /Ac ) to estimate the coefficient kL in order to
calculate inductor volume. Normally the area quotient qL = 1.362 is used for a minimum inductor volume calculation because of an analytical optimization [24]. At the
same time, defining kw = 0.45, B̂ = 300mT and JL,rms = 500A/cm2 , then finally the
inductor volume can be predicted as:
Ã
VL = 438cm3 ·

LIˆL IˆL,rms
1Ws

! 43
(2.32)

Combining Equation 2.32 and Equation 2.15, the inductor volume of an interleaved
multiphase buck converter can be predicted which is assumed to has the same total
output ripple current. In order to compare the inductor volume, an example buck
converter with input voltage Vin = 600V, Vo = 200V, Po = 10kW and fsw = 25kHz is
illustrated.
Figure 2.11 tells us that with increasing operation phase-number the total inductor
volume is decreased as compared to a simple single phase buck converter. However, it
does not mean that using increased operation phase number has always lower inductor
volume. For example for phase number Nphase = 3 its total inductor volume is lower
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Figure 2.11: Inductor Volume Comparison of IMC based on same output ripple current

than Nphase = 4 and Nphase = 5. Therefore, on earth concerning system volume
reduction, on how to select active phase number is not easily depending on more phase
number owing smaller size. Furthermore, Figure 2.11 indicates only the total inductor
volume based on the assumption of referring the same total output current. If the
phase ripple is supposed to be same, the relationship between operation phases and
the predicted total inductor volume can be provided as in Figure 2.12
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Figure 2.12: Inductor Volume Comparison of IMC based on same phase current

Therefore, according to illustrated example of total inductor volume regarding two
different options: with same total output ripple and with same ripple current at each
phase, the interleaved multiphase buck converter has significant effect to reduce inductor volume as compared to a single phase buck converter. Moreover, with regarding
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specific operation phase other optimal approaches such as power losses of inductors,
thermal issues have to be included in order to make a complete optimal design due to
the performance consideration of the entire power converter system. In [23], a detailed
description and examples have been provided for supporting the optimization of the
inductor and transformer design.
Capacitor Volume
It is well known that the electrolytic capacitor has low lifetime due to high mean
time between failure (MTBF), which can produce undesired negative effect to a system
reliability. The film capacitors have higher MTBF as compared to electrolytic capacitor
resulting in improving system reliability. In [25] a detailed comparison on the lifetime
between electrolytic capacitor and film capacitor has been described. Normally the
capacitor reliability/lifetime can be calculated through below illustrated model [26]:
³T

LOL = LSL αV 2

ref −Top
10◦ C

´

(2.33)

Figure 2.13 shows a calculated lifetime of the different dielectric capacitors. This
calculation result indicates that the polymer film capacitors have the higher operation
hours as compared to electrolytic capacitors when being under even high temperature
condition. Therefore, concerning power converters design film capacitors are better
suitable for the reliability consideration.
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Figure 2.13: Lifetime comparison of different dielectric capacitors

Capacitor’s selection is related to applied DC/AC voltage, capacitance and also allowed maximal RMS current. In order to be insight into the capacitor volume, Epcos
film capacitors are selected for finding the related relationship between the capacitance
and the volume. Epcos B3277-MKP capacitors are high density series DC-link capacitors. In order to derive the relationship between the capacitance and the capacitor
volume because of different blocking voltage, Epcos B32774-B32778 capacitors are selected. According to selected Epcos capacitance, Figure 2.15 shows capacitance vs.
volume and then relevant fit functions showed in below:
µ ¶kC
C
· cm3
(2.34)
VC = kV
1F
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Figure 2.15: Capacitor Volume vs. Charger of Epcos-B3277-MKP

It is quite obviously observed that the capacitor volume is not only related to
the capacitance, but also it is determined by rated voltage. Through combining all
selected data, the fit function of the capacitor volume VC vs. the capacitance C and
rated blocking voltage UC,rat can be derived:
!
Ã
−1 · 10−9 · (C · UC,rat )2 0.0027 · (C · UC,rat )
+
+ 2.22681 · cm3
(2.35)
VC =
As
(As)2
Figure 2.14 shows the data of selected film capacitors and derived fit function curve
which is well fitted to acquitted data. Therefore, concerning the volume calculation of
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the filter capacitors of interleaved multiphase buck converter, derived capacitor volume
based on Epcos high density film capacitor B32774-B32778 series.
Normally, the output capacitance is determined by output current ripple, specified
output ripple voltage and Irms current of output. Combining volume calculation in
Equation 2.35, Equation 2.15, followed derivation for the capacitor volume calculation
of IBC can be where:
Ã
!
−1 · 10−9 · (ξV )2 0.0027 · (ξV )
+
+ 2.22681 · cm3
VC =
As
(As)2
(2.36)
ζcf · ∆Ioi
· UC,rat
ξV =
8 · fsw · ∆Uo
Where, ξV is the total charge of the related capacitor volume, ∆Uo is output voltage
ripple.Through using Equation 2.36, estimated volume of the output capacitor, which
is calculated according to two different conditions: with same phase current and with
same phase current coefficient, displayed in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.16: Capacitor Volume based on the Same Phase Current

No matter which-kinds of options are employed for the volume estimation, using
an interleaved multiphase buck converter can efficiently reduce the capacitor volume
as compared to a single-phase buck converter. Especially for second option, using
the same phase current coefficient, 3-phase interleaved buck converter, can degrade
the capacitor volume by approx. 90% as compared to a single-phase buck converter.
However, with further increasing of operation phase number, the capacitor volume
cannot be reduced significantly. Therefore, concerning phase number selection of an
interleaved multiphase buck converter, the specific phase number should be determined
according to the practical system and the synthesize optimization approach such as
efficiency, total components volume, thermal performance and so on.
As above Epcos film capacitors B32774-32778 series, the capacitor volume is dynamically reduced with decreasing capacitance and operating phase number. In addition, it can be also discovered that with decreasing RMS current of selected capacitors
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Figure 2.17: Capacitor Volume based on the Same Ripple Current Coefficient
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Figure 2.18: Capacitor Volume vs. Irms @20kHz of Epcos-B3277-MKP

the capacitor volume is also reduced. As a result in order to have a smaller capacitor
size, considering on how to produce smaller RMS current of input capacitors is an
effective approach to proceed it.
In order to have a better understanding on the volume reduction of input capacitors,
1100VDC film capacitor is illustrated to be as the example in order to explain the
relationship between capacitor volume and RMS current of the input filter capacitor.
Through using fit function, the equation of 1100VDC film capacitor can be expressed
as below:
¶1.5963
µ
ICin,rms
· cm3
(2.37)
VC = 1.015 ·
1A
At the same time, the RMS current of input capacitors of an interleaved multiphase
buck converter is provided in Equation 2.17. Therefore, based on Equation 2.37, the
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Figure 2.19: Input Capacitor Volume vs. NP hase @20kHz of Epcos-B3277 Series

According to Equation 2.38, the volume of the input capacitor is showed in Figure 2.19. The interleaved multiphase buck converter can contribute lower capacitor
size than a simple single-phase buck converter. However, when the phase number is
further increased over 3-phase, the worthful reduction of the input capacitor is not so
prominent.
In summary, for the sake of achieving press compact system for power converter
design, the size reduction of passive components is composing of an important role
for the compact contribution. An interleaved multiphase buck converter has been
evaluated here aiming at the volume reduction based on the different conditions. As a
result, among the passive components, the component size of inductors and capacitors
can be significant degraded especially as compared to a simple single- phase buck
converter. At the same time, it is also verified: it does not mean that an interleaved
multiphase buck converter always has advantages on size reduction. Under certain
conditions, IMC has higher component volume as compared to less operation phase for
IBC. Therefore, making a decision on operation phase number, it should be determined
and evaluated through specific application situation and system requirements.

2.2 Theorectical Analysis of IMC with Coupled
Inductor
As mentioned description previously, the general IBC achieves an excellent job in
addressing the challenges of power converters design. However a conventional IBC can
only reduce the total output ripple current, and it cannot be used to improve phase
ripple current. For the sake of illustrated limitations of normal IMC, IMC with coupled
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inductors is recommended for resolving addressed issues on phase ripple current. Now
there are many studies [27], [28], [29], [30] concentrating on using coupled inductors to
further optimizing the ripple current cancellation of IMC. The goal of using coupled
inductor is to reduce phase ripple current while not sacrificing transient response.
Furthermore, using integrated coupled inductor, the practical needed volume can be
reduced, resulting in a smaller, lighter magnetic core structure having less loss, but
maintaining the energy storage capability and the same copper loss as before the
removal.
The basic principle of the coupled inductors is similar to IMC with separated
inductors, and the main difference is to integrate all phase inductors into a single
magnetic core, which is normally called multiphase coupled inductor. A single core
for an integrated coupled inductor benefits to reduce inductor volume compared to a
single phase buck converter, and moreover the suitable design can further get faster
transient response and steady-state total ripple current.

2.2.1 IBC with Coupled Inductor(IBCC)
Among coupled inductors, each two windings are coupled by a certain coupling factor kc . Meanwhile, in order to simplify analysis, the coupling factor between each
two phases is regarded as the same and it means that the coupling structure of the
integrated coupled inductor is symmetrical. It is supposed that N phases inductors
are integrated by a high-permeability core, and each inductor winding has the same
Ac cross section, and same numbers of winding turns n. For analyzing the coupled
inductor, a ladder core structure is suggested and the air gap is same to each winding
branch. Based on this assumption, an IBC with N phases integrated inductor is given
in Figure 2.20
Figure 2.21 shows a coupled inductor with certain air gap which is added to get
calculated inductance and in the same time to regulate the coupling factor. With
increasing of air gap, some additional flux cannot be coupled with other windings.
Between each phase, the current variable is shifted by N/360◦ and it is a period variable
current and changed with high switching frequency. Each phase current includes ac
variable including ac variable current produces the amount of magnetic flux passing
through a surface which is also called the cross section Ac of the magnetic core. Usually,
the magnetic core has higher permeability compared to the permeability of the free
space. Because of high permeability, the magnetic core can own the ability to conduct
magnetic flux, and then in neighbouring coils a common magnetic flux is shared, which
are normally defined to be mutually coupled. Any changing current in one leg coil
winding produces a changing magnetic flux in remaining mutually coupled windings,
which induces voltage between the terminals of all other neighbouring windings.
For the sake of interleaved technology and multiphase coupling inductor, each phase
current has a non-linear characteristic during switching-on interval or switching-off
interval of the power switchers. Concerning this situation, many studies have been
issued in order to address on theory analysis of non-linear behaviour of IBC with
coupled inductor. Following description is focusing on brief introduction of several
publications providing a detailed analysis of relevant studies on research of integrated
coupled inductor.
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Pit-Leong Wongs Approach
P. Wong has proposed the multiphase buck converter with coupled inductor in
order to improve the performance of multiphase power converters [31] [32] [33] [34]
[35]. P. Wong has done the detailed analysis for two-phase interleaving buck converter
with coupled inductor. If they have the same coupling factor and same self-inductance,
the basic equations for the 2-phase coupled inductors can be showed as below:

di
di

 vL1 = L · L1 + M · L2
dt
dt
(2.39)
di
di

 vL1 = M · L1 + L · L2
dt
dt
Normally, the operation condition of 2-phase buck converter can be D ≤ 0.5 and
D ≥ 0.5, and in the meanwhile concerning coupling way there is positive coupling (
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M ≥ 0)and inverse coupling ( M ≤ 0). Figure 2.22 shows the relevant waveforms of
two phase coupled inductor of interleaved buck converter when D ≤ 0.5 and D ≥ 0.5.
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Figure 2.22: Steady voltage and current waveforms of coupled inductor at D ≤ 0.5,
(a) positive coupling M ≥ 0 (b) invert coupling M ≤ 0

In [31] it has been described that in summary positive coupled inductors have always larger ripple current at steady status than no coupled inductor. With proper
design, it is possible for inverse coupled inductors to own smaller ripple current at
steady status as compared to no coupled inductors. Furthermore, concerning transient
respond, using inverse coupling approach can extend the cross frequency of system
transfer function to let the multiphase coupled inductor converters have faster transient respond. Therefore, the inverse coupling inductors are more suitable for IMC
applications. Furthermore the ripple current reduction is the function of steady-state
duty cycle and coupled factor.
D
· kc
1 + 1−D
Iripple,CI
=
Iripple,N I
1 − kc

(2.40)

In Figure 2.23, it has been shown that using coupled inductor the ripple current is
smaller than using non coupled inductor, and moreover with increasing coupled factor
the ripple current can be reduced with significant degrade scaling.
C. Sullivan Approach
Based on illustrated approach of Pit-Leong Wong, the practical coupling factor can
be implemented by up to 0.5 for using EI magnetic core. However, in order to further
increasing coupling factor for reducing ripple current for each phase, Sullivan proposed
one method to overcome this issue [28], [29], [30]. Actually, the main difference between
Pit-Leong Wong and C. Sullivan is the proposal for building magnetic core structure
for coupled inductor by 2-phase coupled inductor. C. Sullivan removed the middle core
leg of EI core, and hereby the 2-phase coupled inductor will have extended coupled
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Figure 2.23: Ripple current reduction of using coupld inductor at steady-state

factor as compared to Pit-Leong Wongs approach by over up to 1. In additional,
C. Sullivan has extended proposed approach to 4-phase interleaved buck converter.
Through derivation, C. Sullivan found that the relationship between the steady-state
inductor ripple current of n-phase non-coupled inductors and coupled inductors with
the same leakage inductances, it is illustrated as:
¢
¡ N −2
D
+ 1−D
· kc
1+ N
Iripple,CI
−1
(2.41)
=
c
Iripple,N I
1 − Nk−1
Through derived Equation 2.41, the ripple current reduction relationship between
non-coupled inductor and coupled inductor is plotted in Figure 2.24. The duty cycle
is supposed to be D < 0.1, and it can be found that with increasing operation phase
number the reduced ripple of each phase is reduced as compared to less phase number
operation. However, for this case one of main limitation is concerning duty cycle.
Under this situation, the selected duty cycle should be smaller than 1/N .
Although C. Sullivan proposed the method to analyze the multiphase coupled inductor with integrated core structure like in Figure 2.21. However due to the reluctance
of magnetic core and air-gap, the leakage inductance is produced for practical applications. Regarding to multiphase coupled inductor (N > 2), the practical coupling
factors are not symmetrical for each coupled inductor. For the sake of this reason,
the asymmetry coupled inductors of different phases will result in a difference in the
phase ripple current and voltage ripple. Therefore, the required control will be more
complex, and the performance of coupled inductor IBC will be degraded.
Yan Dong Approach
Pet-Leong Wong and C. Sullivan have proposed the methods to analyze the coupled inductor for multiphase converters. All provided approaches on how to proceed
the analysis for coupled inductors are based on a limitation condition: the selected
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Figure 2.24: Ripple current reduction of coupld inductor at steady-state (C.Sillivan)

duty cycle should be smaller than 1/n, and in the same time the multiphase coupled
inductors are regarded as the symmetrical structure.
However, for the practical applications, the duty is not always smaller than 1/N ,
and sometime the duty cycle is a variable depending on input votlage value. Therefore
in order to let the analyze approach to be suitable for different application conditions,
Yan Dong [44] proposed another approach to have a better understanding for coupled
,
inductor of IBC aiming at different duty cycle cases of IBC such as Ni ≤ D ≤ i+1
N
0 ≤ i ≤ N −1. According to the detailed analysis by Yandong, the ripple cancellation n
between the coupled inductors and non-coupled inductors can be computed as followed:
i
h
i·(i+1)
N D·(N −2i−1)+i(i+1)
c
· Nk−1
1
+
(N
−
2i
−
2)
+
+
ND
N ·(1−D)
Iripple,CI
(2.42)
=
c
Iripple,N I
1 − Nk−1
According to Equation 2.42, if we provide the same coupled factor for each channel,
the ripple current reduction factor vs. duty cycle can be plotted in Figure 2.25. It
can be observed that for the certain phase number the reduction factor is desired to
own when duty cycle is around 1/N, 2/N, , N − 1/N . Furthermore, with property
design using multiphase phase operation will have better reduction factor of related
ripple current as compared to less phase number. Due to significant ripple current
reduction, compared to with non-coupled converters, power converters with coupled
inductor have the chance and possibility to decrease switching losses especially for high
switching frequency such as over 100kHz.
However, the Figure 2.25 shows only one case when non-coupled inductors and
coupled inductors have the same transient respond, and regarding another case: when
non-coupled inductor and coupled inductors have the same self-inductance. Actually,
for second condition it is also relative to derive the relationship of ripple current of
phase channel according to provided example equation by Yan Dong, and it is illustrated as below:
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Figure 2.25: Ripple current reduction factor vs. duty cycle of multiphase, coupled buck
converter when kc = −0.3
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·
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(2.43)

According to Equation 2.43, the ripple current reduction factor when coupledinductor and non-coupled inductor have the same self-inductance can be plotted in
Figure 2.26.
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Figure 2.26: Ripple current reduction factor vs. duty cycle of multiphase, coupled buck
converter when kc = −0.7, LN I = L
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This coupled inductor kc means the total coupling factor of each channel inductors
as relative to other coupled inductors and the maximal total coupling factor is 1.
However, due to practical leakage inductance, the real total coupling factor is smaller
than 1. It can be found that for this case the ripple current reduction factor is not
always smaller 1 and sometime this reduction factor is over 1. Therefore, it tells
us that using coupled inductor does not always show advantages for optimizing the
converter performance. For some certain conditions, using separated inductors have
better performance such as efficiency optimization compared to coupled inductor.

2.2.2 Size Reduction of Passive Components of IBCC
It has been mentioned that the volume of passive components of IBC can be reduced
by using separated inductors and interleaved technology. Meanwhile, it is also derived
that there are many opportunities to reduce the ripple current through using coupled
inductors to low the ripple current of each channel as compared to IBC with separated
inductors. If non-coupled inductors and coupled-inductors have the same transient
respond time, the inductance of coupled inductor is larger than non-coupled inductors.
For another case, if the inductance of non-coupled inductor has the same inductance
with non-coupled inductors, there is also chance to reduce the phase ripple current
via suitable design. However, non-matter what kind of solution do we use, the unique
purpose is to reduce the ripple current of the filter inductors and to achieve high
efficiency, better dynamic performance and a high power density for modern power
converters.
Inductor Volume
The volume calculation of required inductance can be calculated using Equation 2.32. The inductor volume is not only related to the calculated inductance, but
also it is affected by peak, RMS current of the filter inductor as well as. Therefore,
based on the volume calculation of Equation 2.32 and ripple reduction factor of coupled inductors, the volume reduction factor of using coupled inductors can be derived
as below simplification equation:

νCI−N I =

r
2

(kripple,CI )
12

 43

k
1+

 1
1 + ripple,CI
VL,CI
2

r
·
·
=
k

2 
VL,N I
1 − kc 1 + ripple,N I
(kripple,N I )
2
1+
12

(2.44)

The Equation 2.44 is actually based on the assumption of the same transient respond for non-coupled inductors and coupled inductors. According to Equation 2.44 ,
the volume reduction factor using coupled inductors can be plotted as Figure 2.27:
It can be found that the reduction factor of the phase inductor volume is determined
by the operational phase number and the practical duty cycle. When the duty cycle is
smaller than 0.1, the related reduction factor of 8-phase coupled inductor of required
inductors will be lower than other less phase operation. However, concerning other duty
cycle range such as from 0.42 to 0.58 the reduction factor of using 2-phase coupled
inductors will be lower than using other over 2-phase situations. Therefore, actually for
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Figure 2.27: Inductor Volume reduction factor vs. duty cycle of multiphase, coupled buck
converter when kc = −0.7, LN I = L − (N − 1)M, kripple,N I = 0.3

practical applications regarding the volume reduction factor of designed inductors with
coupled inductors or non-coupled inductors, the inductor structure will be determined
by specific application.
If we do not consider the same transient respond for a IBC with non-coupled
inductor or coupled inductor, on the contrary employing the same inductance for
coupled inductors and non-coupled inductors. The volume reduction factor of inductor
volume can be derived as below:
r
 43

2
k
( ripple,CI )
1+

 1 + kripple,CI
VL,CI
12
2

r
·
(2.45)
νCI−N I =
=
k

I
2 
VL,N I
1 + ripple,N
(kripple,N I )
2
1+
12
Where Y = 1 means that the reduction factor of inductor volume is equal 1.
According to the Equation 2.45, the reduction factor of inductor volume for using
same inductance can be plotted as Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.28.
If the inductance for the coupled inductors is same as using non-coupled inductors,
the inductor volume cannot be reduced by prominent decrement scaling. Sometimes
the reduction factor of inductor volume is over 1, and it means that the inductor
volume of using coupled inductors is increased as compared to employing non-coupled
inductors. Although the coupled inductors maybe have the same volume as normal
non-coupled inductors, the converter efficiency has the possibility to be improved due
to reduced ripple current.
Capacitor Volume
It has been described that using IBC topology can reduce the capacitor volume
of input capacitors and output capacitors. The required volume of output capacitors
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Figure 2.28: Inductor Volume reduction factor vs. duty cycle of multiphase, coupled buck
converter when kc = −0.7, LN I = L − (N − 1)M, kripple,N I = 0.3

is mainly determined by the ripple current of output filter inductors. Meanwhile,
due to discontinued input current following through input capacitors, the practical
volume of input buffer capacitors is really addressed according to RMS current of
input capacitors.
Because of reduced ripple current by using coupled inductor, the total ripple current
of input net and output net can be lowed. For the sake of this reason, followed required
input capacitance and output capacitance are smaller than normally used non-coupled
inductors, and hereby the capacitor volume can be reduced as well as.
One of example of calculating the capacitors using film capacitors-Epcos has been
described in Equation 2.36, and the specific capacitor volume can be calculated according to the rated blocking voltage and required capacitors. Therefore, combining
the Equation 2.36 and Equation 2.43, the capacitor volume of using coupled inductor
for multiphase buck converter can be calculated as:
υCo,CI−N I =
ξV,CI =

−8 × 10−9 · (ζV,CI )2 ·
−8 × 10−9 · (ζV,N I )2 ·

cm3
(As)2
cm3
(As)2

+ 0.0027 · (ζV,CI ) ·

cm3
(As)

+ 2.22681 · cm3

+ 0.0027 · (ζV,N I ) ·

cm3
(As)

+ 2.22681 · cm3

kripple,CI
· ξV,N I
kripple,N I

(2.46)
Based on the Equation 2.46, the volume comparison of multiphase buck converter
using coupled inductor can be plotted as Figure 2.29:
With changing duty cycle, the capacitor volume reduction factor is also capable
of variation. For a certain duty cycle point such as D = 1/N , the required output
capacitors for both, non-coupled inductors and coupled inductors, are almost same,
which is due to zero total output ripple current by this case. For the sake of this
reason, theoretically the required output capacitance is zero or quite smaller value and
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Figure 2.29: Output Capacitor Volume reduction factor vs. duty cycle of multiphase,
coupled buck converter when kc = −0.7, LN I = L − (N − 1)M, kripple,N I = 0.3,fsw = 25kHz

hereby for non-coupled inductors and coupled inductors output capacitor volume will
be similar same. Furthermore, with increasing of operation phase number the coupling
factor between each two phases will be decreased when the symmetrical magnetic
core is used. Therefore, for high operation phase number especially if the operation
phase number is over 8, the whole multiphase interleaved DC converters with coupled
inductor can be regarded as the non-coupled inductor structure.
q
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(2.47)
For IBC, not only the output capacitors are quite important for component selection, but also the input capacitors are also playing an important role for optimizing the
performance of IBC when using coupled inductor structure. The relevant evaluation
has been performed due to regarding he input capacitor RMS current and the derived
volume calculation according to the specified film capacitors by Epcos. Then insert
the Equation 2.43 into Equation 2.19, the input capacitor reduction factor of using
coupled inductor can be derived as in Equation 2.47:
In following according to the Equation 2.47, the reduction factor of input capacitor
can be plotted in Figure 2.30
Observing the volume reduction factor of input capacitor using coupled inductor
structure, the required capacitor volume of employing coupled inductors is smaller
than using separated inductors. When D = 0.5, the input capacitor volume of coupled inductors can be decreased by 80%. This significant volume reduction can help
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Figure 2.30: Input Capacitor Volume reduction factor vs. duty cycle of multiphase, coupled
buck converter when kc = −0.7, LN I = L − (N − 1)M, kripple,N I = 0.3

the multiphase DC converter to own the expected compact volume and also the fast
respond for changed load conditions. At the same time, for the certain duty cycle
range, with increasing the phase number the required volume for input capacitors can
be further reduced. Therefore, concerning the practical applications, the really needed
phase number is determined by design requirements.

2.2.3 Simulation of IBC and IBCC
The detailed description of IBC and IBCC has been illustrated for comparing the behaviours and performance of using IBC and IBCC. Using non-coupled inductors for
IBC can reduce the ripple current of total net current, and in the same time in order
to further robust the performance of using interleaved technology coupled inductors
are recommended for the sake of reducing the phase ripple current so then improving
the converter efficiency and dynamic performance. In order to have a preferable understanding of illustrated advantages via using IBC and IBCC, followed description
is mainly focusing on the simulation results, which can offer an intuitive insight for
employing IBC and IBCC.
This simulation is performed through using Matlab/Simulink and Plecs, and a
3-phase interleaved buck converter is selected as the hardware topology. Inside of
the simulation circuit, all components such as MOSFETs, diodes and inductors are
regarded as the ideal and symmetrical components, which means that the same type
components have the same parameters such as rDS , inductance, losses and so on.
Furthermore, a simple control closes loop including output voltage control and phase
current control is designed for let the phase current have the same average current.
Based on above mentioned assumption, a 3-phase interleaved buck converter with using
non-coupled inductors and coupled inductors are simulated as displayed Figure 2.31
and Figure 2.32.
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Figure 2.31: Simulation of 3-phase IBC without coupled inductors, Uin = 100V, Uo = 48V,
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Figure 2.32: Simulation of 3-phase IBC with negative coupled inductors, Uin = 100V,
Uo = 48V, kc = −0.6, L = 250µH, fsw = 100kHz

In Figure 2.31 a 3-phase IBC using non-coupled inductor is simulated, and according to the definition for making two different operation conditions to have the same
transient respond the non-coupled inductance LN I = L − (N − 1)M, M = kc · L, where
L is the inductance of using coupled inductor. It can be found that using non-coupled
inductor the ripple current is about 2.3A, and however once using coupled inductor
the ripple current is reduced to 1.0A by 56.7%. This reduction value is quite well to
be compliance with theory derivation, and in the same time with so decreased ripple
current the switching losses of IBC can be further reduced. Therefore, in theoretically
employing coupled inductors have the chance to improved converter efficiency, thermal
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performance and also related total converter volume.

2.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the performance of IBC and IBCC including the ripple
current, harmonic current and volume comparison of passive components concerning
the different conditions.
A brief review of the IMC for large power system application is done, highlighting
the main benefits of IBC and IBCC for improving the converter efficiency of large
power converter system with using parallel operated converters. It is shown that IBC
can improve the converter efficiency via using interleaved control technology in high
power applications due to associated lower conduction losses for power MOSFETs and
filter inductors. The interleaved control topology is employed for the sake of reducing
the ripple current of total output net current.
A multiphase converter with interleaved control topology offers the robust possibility for DC-DC converters to enhance the ability scaling in order to be operated in high
power applications. At the same time, by using IMC the related ripple current of input
and output is cancelled by certain scaling under for different situations. For this reason, the reduced ripple can make the required filter capacitors to be resized by putting
smaller capacitors. Furthermore, owing to have shifted phase sequence between each
adjacent phase, the total inductor volume may be reduced with suitable design. However, it is confirmed that operation phase number N > 2 has always smaller inductor
volume than single phase converter. This conclusion is also suitable for minimizing the
filter capacitors, which has been derived with comparison of capacitor volume between
IBC and a single phase converter.
Although the IBC has provided the quite significant advantages as compared to a
single-phase converter such as ripple current cancellation of total output current, this
approach cannot supply contribution for reducing the ripple current of each channel.
As a result of this reason, IMC with coupled inductors is proposed for reducing the
ripple current of each channel. Regarding the same transient respond, the coupled
inductors have the smaller ripple current for each phase with same operation number
as compared to IBC with separated inductors. The IBCC has not only the illustrated
advantages of IBC, but also some additional advantages. As compared to IBC, IBC
with coupled inductors can help the converter to own smaller ripple current in each
operation phase, and moreover it can improve the dynamic performance as well as.
Moreover, the detailed comparison of the passive components volume is done between
IBC and IBCC. Based on this comparison, it is shown that using coupled inductors
can have the smaller components size as compared to separated inductors.
Through the specific theory analysis and circuit simulation, the IBCC has displayed
prominent advantages on ripple current reduction for each operation channel and volume reduction of passive components. Due to those contributions the coupled inductor
is verified to be quite suitable for high power applications. Meanwhile, concerning the
EVs/PHEV applications for the sake of light weight requirements the volume reduction of passive components can provide the chance for practical design to implement a
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Summary

compact converter system by making using of coupled inductors. With resized components and improved converter efficiency, required high power converter will have better
thermal performance, smaller heatsink, reduced weight and high reliability. Therefore
the customers, who are having the willing to select the EVs/PHEV as the main traffic
tool can easily have the insight into the economic factors such as saving the energy
cost as charging and running status, normal lowed maintenance cost, long lifetime and
so on.
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CHAPTER

3

Performance Optimization of IMC

In chapter 2 the performance analysis of IMC has been performed for the purpose
of evaluating the advantages for IBC and IBCC. Related theory analysis and simulation are done for IBC and IBCC, and however the theory analysis approach and
simulation configuration are based on ideal conditions. In the practical operation environment of power converter, the required components are not symmetrical due to
its tolerances and non-idealities in passive and active components such as inductors,
capacitors, diodes and MOSFETs. Due to those mentioned tolerance problems, it can
lead to lose some owned advantages of IBC and IBCC. Concerning mentioned problems, several publications have been issued for addressing the non-ideal conditions due
to components tolerance. Furthermore, on how to achieve the optimization for the IBC
regarding non-ideal conditions several different approaches have been implemented by
digital control through changing the shift phase by measurement technology [36] [37]
[38] [39] [40] [41] [42].
To know the specific influence of non-idealities components such as filter inductor,
shift phase and duty cycle, this chapter is focusing on the detailed theory analysis. Furthermore, regarding the related methods of optimizing the converter efficiency have
been performed by making use of optimal control technology for overcoming above
mentioned non-ideal instances. In addition, concerning using coupled inductors a
3-phase interleaved boost converter is implemented in the lab-test and the related verifications of converter efficiency and current sharing are done in order to demonstrate
the illustrated advantages of IBCC.
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3.1 Ripple Current Limitations with Non-ideal
Components
The ripple current cancellation of IBC is the main advantage to use this topology
for high power application. However, in the practical application association due to
the tolerance of passive and active components, cancellation factor of total output
ripple current is not same as analyzed results by using ideal components any more.
This will be worse when using a high number of phases [36] [37]. Normally, there are
mainly several primary non-ideal components such as inductance tolerance of output
filter, power semiconductors due to asymmetrical parasitic MOSFET resistance. In
this section, concerning the passive and active components, only non-ideal inductance
is considered for detailed theoretical analysis. Furthermore, other non-ideal situations
such as non-ideal duty cycle and non-ideal phase shift will be also discussed throuogh
detailed theory analysis, and at the same time this analysis of non-ideal situations will
be assistance to optimize the control technology for implementing the performance
optimization of IBC and IBCC.

3.1.1 Non-ideal Inductors in IBC
Normally, when an IBC having symmetrical passive and active components, the ripple
current of total output current can be reduced significantly. However, usually due
to the production process all components have certain tolerance error by certain allowed limitation value. In a result, the ideal conditions cannot be promised as wanted
assumption. Therefore, the related tolerance of critical used components should be
considered for the practical design and related digital control technology, which has
been illustrated in [36].
In [36] the detailed analysis concerning the influence of non-ideal inductors due
to mismatch inductance is described. As a result of the mismatch inductance, the
ripple current of total output current can be significant increased according to real
mismatch factor as compared to ideal situation. Furthermore, the steady-state output
voltage ripple includes not only the harmonics of N fsw , but also sub-harmonics at
fsw , 2fsw , (N − 1)fsw [40].
In order to know the specific effect instance for net output current in IBC, a mismatch ripple current resulting inductor tolerance is assumed through defining a certain
mismatch factor. Firstly, for a basic understanding it is supposed that there is only
one mismatch inductance for N phase operation. At the same time, it is defined that
this mismatch inductance has mismatch factor kmis,L which is smaller than 1. Hereby,
in theoretical the ripple current in this mismatch phase has enlarged ripple by over
1 − 1 /kmis,L . It has been described that the ripple current cancellation factor can be
derived by making use of Thevenin equivalent circuit based on the ideal situation, and
actually for the non-ideal case the ripple current cancellation can be also derived according to Thevenin equivalent circuit. Concerning above supposed 1-phase mismatch,
the equivalent circuit can be regarded as the combination of N phase ideal IBC and
a sub-phase with associated inductance in parallel connection. This sub-phase with
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associated inductor can be derived as Equation 3.1:
Lasi =

kmis,L
· Lideal
1 − kmis,L

(3.1)

Therefore, based on the assumption with 1-phase mismatch the related equivalent
circuit can be provided as Figure 3.1.
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iideal
Leq,ideal
=
,

L
N

io,real
iasi
Lasi

+
vph-eq(t)

vasi-ph(t)

Vo

-

Figure 3.1: Thevenin equivalent circuit of non-ideal situation in IBC with 1phase mismatch

According to the Thevenin equivalent circuit, the ripple current of total output
current can be expressed as Equation 3.2
∆Io,non−ideal = ζcf · ∆Ioi,ideal + ∆Iasi
Vo · (1 − D) Vin · D · (1 − D)
or
∆Ioi,ideal =
Lideal · fsw
Lideal · fsw
Vo · (1 − D) Vin · D · (1 − D)
or
∆Iasi =
Lasi · fsw
Lasi · fsw

(3.2)

Using the derived Equation 3.2 the normalized ripple current of considering non-ideal
conditions can be plotted in Figure 3.2 as a function of the duty cycle D versus operation phase number from 1- to 6-phase.
It is quite clear that due to non-ideal inductance the ripple current cannot be
zero at the critical duty cycle point and at the same time compared to ideal situation
the ripple current is becoming worse. Figure 3.2 has showed the normalized ripple
current when the input voltage is regarded as the constant value. However, normally
we need to have the constant output voltage and therefore aiming at this consideration
Figure 3.3 shows the specific comparison results with constant output voltage.
Observing above provided normalized ripple current of total output current, no
matter for which kind of option: with constant input voltage or constant output voltage, the practical ripple current will be increased due to existent tolerance of the filter
inductors and hereby the illustrated advantages of using IBC is degraded due to realization issues on tolerance. In order to provide an effective solution for eliminating
this influence for output ripple current, digital control technology is one effective way
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Figure 3.2: Normalized ripple current of total output current with non-ideal inductor the
input voltage is constant: (a) ideal situation (b) non-ideal situation with one phase inductance
by kmis,L = 0.8

to minimize the influence factor of output ripple. On this digital control approach, the
related method has been described in detailed in [36] [39].
According to the proposal in [36], the useful approach for reducing ripple current
is to measure the output ripple current in per phase, and then rearrange the phase
sequence for the purpose to minimize the ripple current. For example, in a 4-phase
IBC there are two mismatch phases, which have smaller inductance by 20% lower
and another 2 phases have same inductance value. In order to minimize the ripple
of total output ripple, the effective method is to let mismatch phases have 180◦ shift
phase sequence. With this sequence setting, the practical output ripple current can be
optimized to be desired value.
To understand on the option principle of rearranged phase sequence of mismatch
phases, a 6-phase interleaved buck converter is as the example for explaining the importance of selecting a right phase sequence. For this 6-phase IBC, there are 2 phases
having mismatch inductance, and meanwhile the shift phase of supposed mismatch
phase is assumed by 3 different values like 60◦ , 120◦ and 180◦ . Regarding 2-phase
mismatch in inductance, the ripple current of total output current can be also derived through using Thevenin equivalent circuit for interleaved converters. These 2
mismatch phases can be regarded as the combination of ideal inductance and another
associated inductance. Between the mismatched phases the shift phase is defined by
a controlling factor named sequence factor ksq . Therefore, the ripple current of total
output current can be expressed in Equation 3.3.
∆Io,non−ideal = ζcf · ∆Ioi,ideal + ζmis,cf −2p · ∆Iasi

ζmis,cf −2p =

¸
·

(1+m2p,d )
−(1−D)
2[(1−D)−ksq ·m2p,d ]·

2


if 0 ≤ D ≤ 0.5

D·(1−D)






2[D−ksq ·m2p,d ]·

h 1+m

D·(1−D)
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2p,d
−D
2

i

if 0.5 < D ≤ 1

(3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Normalized ripple current of total output current with non-ideal inductor the
output voltage is constant: (a) ideal situation (b) non-ideal situation with one phase inductance by kmis,L = 0.8

Where, m2p,d0 = f loor [2 · (1 − D)] , m2p,d = f loor(2·D). According to Equation 3.3
ripple current of total output current can plotted in Figure 3.4. It is supposed that
there are 2 phases having smaller inductance by 20% decreased as compared to other
4 phases with symmetrical inductors. In this 6-phase IBC, in order to verify proposed
useful approach for optimizing the total ripple current, 3 different ksq = 1/3, 2/3, 1
is defined for different phase shift (60◦ , 120◦ and 180◦ )of supposed 2-phase mismatch
inductance. If mismatched phases have 60◦ phase shift, the total output ripple current
is increased by maximal 225% comparing with ideal situation. With increasing the
optimal phase shift to 180◦ , the total output ripple current is the best optimized
value for asymmetrical 6-phase IBC in practical applications. No matter for constant
input voltage or constant output voltage, the total output ripple current is actually
directly related to phase sequence of mismatch phases. Therefore, correctly arranging
the phase sequence of mismatched phases is quite important for optimizing the total
output ripple current.
Actually, for an IBC with non-ideal conditions, each phase current can be regarded
as the vector with certain phase sequence. The magnitude of the vector means the
magnitude of the ripple current in per phase. The objective is to select the order of
phases in order to minimize the total output ripple current [39]. Based on the vector
variable, Figure 3.5 shows the difference of selecting different phase sequence in a 6phase IBC. In this illustrated example, each two phases of 6-phase IBC have the same
inductance.
Through rearranging the phase sequence of 6-phase IBC according to phase current
magnitude, the total output ripple current can be reduced by 37% in (c) as compared
to the ripple current in (a) with D = 20%. Basically, the principle rule is to make use
of magnitude of phase ripple current to distribute the different group which have the
same ripple current or allow included currents owing the certain tolerance limitation,
and then based on phase number of divided groups to confirm the phase sequence for
each group. For example, in one group there are 3 phases having almost same current
magnitude, and hereby the selected phase shift should be 120◦ for each phase. Beside
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Figure 3.4: Ripple current of total output current with 2-phase mismatched inductance
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.5: Ripple current of total output current with different phase sequence
(a)with 60◦ phase shift between each two symmetrical inductors
(b)with 120◦ phase shift between four of 6 phases, and 180◦ for left phases
(c)with 180◦ phase shift for each two symmetrical inductors [36]

mentioned the proposal in [36], and some other related suggestions on how to optimize
the output ripple current and output voltage ripple have been described in [39] and
[40] by making use of advantage digital control and relevant measurement methods.
The optimized phase sequence can not only reduce the total output ripple as compared to random sequence orders, but also can achieve the magnitude reduction of
total harmonic distortion (THD). In [43] the related analysis concerning using optimized phase sequence for calculating the harmonic current of output current is done,
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and the advantages using a novel control technology for achieving ripple current is
illustrated. However, in [43], the relevant theory analysis of harmonic current using
Fourier series is not explained concerning the specific know-how on the theory principle. Therefore, for the sake of this reason, following brief description will be focusing
on the detailed theory analysis on the harmonic current through using Fourier series.
The phase current of the IBC can be regarded as the combination of a dc current
Idc and a triangular waveform. This triangular waveform is a periodic signal, and it
can be considered to be the odd function in mathematic. Due to this characteristic,
the complex Fourier series analysis can be simplified due to an = 0.
i(t)
0.5ΔIpp

0

Ts-0.5DTs

0.5DTs
0.5DTs

(1-D)Ts

Ts
t

0.5DTs

-0.5ΔIpp

Figure 3.6: Periodic triangular waveform with certain duty cycle of IBC

Figure 3.6 shows a periodic triangular waveform with assumed duty cycle D. Based
provided periodic triangular waveform, then using Fourier series analysis the phase current waveform of the IBC can be presented by the infinite Fourier series as Equation 3.5
ip (t) = Idc +

∞
X

π

In · ej(nω0 t+ 2 )

(3.5)

n=1

Where In is the amplitude of the nth harmonic, and it can be given in Equation 3.6:
In =

2 sin(nπD)
∆Ipp
·
4
(nπ)2 · D · (1 − D)

(3.6)

Based on the basic equation for a single-phase buck converter, the total output
current of the IBC can be expressed:
Ts

io,total (ω) = ip (ω) + ip (ω) · ejω N + ...... + ip (ω) · ejω

(N −1)T s
N

(3.7)

Then, simplify the Equation 3.7, the simplified output current can be represented
by:
io,total (t) = N Idc +

∞
X

π

Io,total−n · ej(nω0 t+ 2 )

(3.8)

n=1

Where Io,total−n is the harmonic amplitude of nth harmonic of total output current.
Io,total−n = In ·

sin(ωn T2s ) j N −1 ωn Ts
·e N
Ts
)
sin(ωn 2N

(3.9)
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The Equation 3.9 is the basic description for the harmonic amplitude of the total
output current, and however it is only suitable for the ideal IBC with symmetrical
inductors. Concerning the non-ideal IBC, like the explanation for the ripple current in
non-ideal situations the ripple current of total output current can be analyzed using
the Thevenin equivalent circuit, and the harmonic analysis of total output current can
be also performed by employing Thevenin equivalent circuit. In order to know the
specific harmonic amplitude of output current, a 6-phase IBC is illustrated. It is also
supposed that in this IBC each 2 phases have the same inductance, and each group
has 20% different inductance. Finally, according to the basic equation of harmonic
amplitude and the Thevenin equivalent, the calculated harmonic amplitude for the
different conditions is displayed in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Analytically calculated harmonics for 6-phase IBC with D = 0.2, Io = 30A
(a)without optimization (b)with optimized phase sequence (c)ideal IBC

In this 6-phase IBC, when not using optimized phase sequence, the calculated
THD = 5.02%. With optimized phase sequence, the THD = 2.42% by 52% reduction
as compared to random phase orders. If without using optimized phase sequence, the
output capacitance must then filter not only the output current ripple of the ideal IBC,
but also the perturbation caused by the asymmetrical inductance [36]. Meanwhile,
because of increased output ripple current, the output voltage ripple is also increased.
Due to this reason, the required capacitance will be increased for the sake of keeping
the smaller voltage ripple and moreover with adding additional phases the required
output capacitance will be stepped up. Regarding mentioned issues of input and
output capacitors, the detailed description and analysis can be found in [36] and [37].

3.1.2 Non-ideal Duty Cycle in IBC
It has been described that the non-ideal inductance is an important effect factor for
IBC performance. Besides this main influence, there are also other additional nonideal conditions for determining the converter performance like non-ideal duty cycle.
For a multiphase converter, the gate drivers are required in order to produce the
PWM signals for driving power semiconductor such as MOSFETs and IGBTs. In the
practical circuit, the same components have the certain tolerance such as time delay
and driving voltage level. Therefore, each driving signal can not have the exactly same
duty cycle, due to this problem the real performance of IBC is degraded as compared
to ideal IBC. In [42] the related analysis concerning the non-ideal duty cycle has been
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done for a interleaved boost converter, with non-ideal pulse-wide leads to a different
vector magnitude of inductor voltage. In [42], the inductor voltage can be represented
by vector voltage, and in the same time using Fourier series analysis this voltage vector
can be expressed in followed equations by a complex for indicating the nth harmonic:
→

VL1 =

∆Terr,s
2 · Vo
· sin[n · π · (D + ∆D)] · ej[n( Ts +π·∆D)]
nπ

→

2π
2 · Vo
· sin(n · π · D) · ej(n· 3 )
nπ
4π
2 · Vo
· sin(n · π · D) · ej(n· 3 )
=
nπ

VL2 =
→

VL3

(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)

Where ∆D is the duty cycle deviation and ∆Terr,s is the non-ideal phase shift.
Based on the Equation 3.10 Equation 3.11 and Equation 3.12, the harmonic amplitude of inductor voltage can be calculated. Concerning the detailed calculation and
illustrated results of inductor harmonic can found in [42]. The conclusion is that the
harmonic effect increases with increasing number of IBC and additional input voltage
is required for damping the certain harmonic number and for the high switching frequency, due to decreased switching period practical duty cycle derivation cannot be
ignored and will produce higher harmonic amplitude. In additional, with non-ideal
duty cycle, besides the influence of inductor voltage the output current may produce
also additional harmonic current and the total output current with non-ideal duty
cycle can be determined by following expression:
io,total−∆D (ω) = io,total,D (ω) + (ip,j th ,D1 (ω) − ip,j th ,D (ω)) + ...

(3.13)

In order to know the specific influence of the duty cycle derivation for the output
current, a 6-phase IBC is also selected as the example for detailed analysis of harmonic
amplitude of total output current. In this 6-phase IBC, it is divided into 3 group and
each 2 phases have the same duty cycle. In group1 the duty cycle is D, in group 2 the
duty cycle is D + 1.5% and D + 2.5% and in group 3 the duty cycle is D − 1.5% and
D − 2.5%. Therefore, based on the Equation 3.13 and also derived Fourier series of
ideal output current, the related harmonic amplitude of a 6-phase IBC is calculated
as shown in Figure 3.8
It can be seen that for the ideal IBC there is only 6th , 12th 18th harmonic current and
the 1st harmonic current is not displayed here. Due to defined duty cycle derivation,
some additional harmonic currents are produced and in the same time with increasing
derivation in duty cycle the related harmonic current at certain harmonic number is
also increased. Therefore, the total harmonic distortion will be raised with increasing
derivation in duty cycle.
Actually, it has been derived that the harmonic current of total output current
can be improved by using optimized phase sequence concerning non-ideal inductance.
Similarly, for non-ideal duty cycle the harmonic current can be also reduced through
using optimized phase sequence. For non-ideal duty cycle the rearrangement of phase
sequence is quite similar to non-ideal inductance, and the purpose is to arrange the
same mismatched duty of IBC by 180◦ shifted phase. Through rearranging the phase
sequence, the THD of total output current can be calculated in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Analytically calculated harmonics with derivation duty cycle for 6-phase IBC
with D = 0.2, Io = 60A (a)ideal IBC (b)with 1.5% derivation in duty cycle (c)with 2.5%
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Figure 3.9: Analytically calculated THD up to 60th in IBC with Io = 60A, fsw =
100kHz, Vo = 48V, L = 100µH and the duty cycle derivation is 1.5%

It can be seen that using optimized phase sequence the related THD is reduced
as compared to random orders if duty cycle D > 0.4. However, with decreasing duty
cycle, the calculated THD of using random order and optimized has almost same value
and it means that using optimized phase sequence in a 6-phase IBC can not improve the
harmonic current performance for a smaller duty cycle. On the contrary, in a certain
duty cycle range the random phase sequence has lower harmonic current amplitude.
It can be suggested that for high duty cycle the optimized phase sequence is the best
option for improve the converter performance.

3.1.3 Non-ideal Phase Shift in IBC
Normally in the practical circuit the microcontroller (µC) is always used to produce
the PWM and phase sequence, and however due to calculation accuracy of required
phase shift by timer clock of µC the substantial shifted phase is not same as theory
calculation. In [42] the related theory analysis on phase shift issue has been analyzed.
Because of non-ideal phase shift, additional harmonic voltage and current is generated
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as compared to ideal IBC. Meanwhile, the lab test is also performed to verify the phase
shift issue and provide the related approach to solve the caused problem by non-ideal
phase shift. The proposal on solving the phase shift issue is to measure the driver delay
time deviations and phase shift deviations without using control concept to minimize
sub-harmonics, and then the relevant phase shift compensation is implemented through
activating the control concept of optimized phase shift. With activated phase shift
control, the magnitude of the switching frequency is significantly reduced compared
to the without phase-shift control[42]. In the same time, at the certain frequency
point the magnitude of the current spectrum is also damped by optimized phase shift
control.
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Figure 3.10: Analytically calculated THD up to 60th in IBC and the phase shift derivation
is ∆Tp = 5% · Tsw , (a)with phase shift derivation (b)with optimized phase sequence for phase
shift derivation (c)ideal IBC without phase shift derivation

Actually due to non-ideal phase shift not only the control concept for optimizing phase shift can be employed to reduce the harmonic amplitude by putting the
phase shift compensation for time derivation, but also it can be optimized using rearranged phase sequence. For example, when any 2 phases to have the similar derivation
on phase shift, it can be implemented via making those 2 phases have 180◦ shifted
phase. In Figure 3.10 the calculated harmonic amplitude with phase shift derivation
is provided, and it can be seen that the additional harmonic amplitudes are produced
without optimized phase sequence. When the phase sequence is rearranged by proposed approach by 180◦ phase shift, the odd number harmonic is cancelled. In the
same time, total harmonic distortion is also decreased from 3.534% to 3.104% by 12%.
When the control concept for phase sequence derivation is employed as well as, the
related harmonic amplitude and THD can be degraded by making further efforts.

3.2 Issues on Asymmetrical Structure of Coupled
Inductor
The IBCC is used to reduce the ripple current of each coupled phase, and however
actually the coupled factor is quite difficult to keep a same value for every two coupled
inductor. Normally, the core structure of a coupled inductor can be composed of I
type core in order to let each phase limb have same cross area and air gap and then
can make the each coupled factor to have a closed coupled coefficient.
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Figure 3.11: Model asymmetrical 3-phase coupled inductor (a) flux model with leakage flux
(b) equivalent reluctance circuit model

For the sake of the better understanding on the asymmetrical coupled inductor, a
3-phase coupled inductor is illustrated as the example for making the analysis of nonideal coupled inductor. This 3-phase coupled inductor is composed of separated I core,
and each coupled inductor has the same winding turns and air gap. Figure 3.11 shows
the flux model and equivalent reluctance circuit model of 3-phase coupled inductor.

3.2.1 Asymmetrical Coupled Coefficient in IBCC
The reluctance R is actually the resistance of the core to the flow of the magnetic
flux. It opposes the magnetic flux flow, similarly to the way the resistance opposes the
electric current flow. The reluctance of a magnetic circuit model can be expressed by:
R=

lc 1
( )
µAc H

(3.14)

Where Ac is the cross-section area of the magnetic core, lc is the mean magnetic
path length (MPL), which is the mean length of the closed path of the magnetic flux
flowing around the magnetic circuit. For the magnetic circuit, the ohm law can be also
used to describe the relationship between the flux and the reluctance as:
F = NI = Φ · R

(3.15)

Similarly, the magnetic circuit of physical structure of magnetic components such as
inductors and transformers, coupled inductors, can be analyzed using electric circuits
like Kirchhoffs voltage law. Firstly, the relationship of coupled coefficient between
kc−1,2 (phase1 to phase2) and kc−1,3 (phase1 to phase3) is analyzed and similarly other
related coupled coefficient can be also analyzed using the same theory method. Based
on Thevenin theorem, the magnetomotive force F1 is regarded as the existing source,
and rest two magnetomotive forces are shorted circuit. The simplified equivalent circuit
is as Figure 3.12:
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Where the related parameters in Figure 3.12 are calculated as below:
Fth1 =

Rm
· F1 , Rth1 = Rm + Rb
Ra

Rb = Rb1 + Rb2 , Rm =

Ra · Rl
Ra + Rl

(3.16)
(3.17)

According to Figure 3.12 and magnetic ohm law, the magnetic flux in the magnetic
core can be calculated as following:
Ra + 2Rm
Rm
·
· F1
Ra (Rm + Ra ) · (Ra + 3Rm )
¶2
µ
1
Rm
·
Φ1−2 =
· F1
Ra
Ra + 3Rm

Φ1 =

Φ1−3 =

1
Rm 3
· F1
2 ·
Ra (Rm + Ra ) · (Ra + 3Rm )

(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)

Finally, the calculated coupled coefficients are expressed:
kc−1,2 =

Rm Rm + Ra
Φ1−2
=
·
Φ1
Ra Ra + 2Rm

(3.21)

kc−1,3 =

Rm 2
1
Φ1−3
=
·
Φ1
Ra Ra + 2Rm

(3.22)

This 3-phase coupled inductor is built using I93 magnetic core. At the same time,
), Rl = 1.64 ×
the calculated reluctances are illustrated as below Ra = 9.9 × 104 ( turns
H
9 turns
10 ( H ). Therefore, the relationship between the coupled coefficient and the related
reluctance Rb can be plotted in Figure 3.13
It can be seen in the Figure 3.13 that with increasing reluctance Rb the coupled
coefficient kc−1,2 is increased and in the same time the coupled coefficient kc−1,3 is
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Figure 3.13: Relationship between coupled coefficient and the core reluctance Rb

decreased. For using I63 magnetic core, the reluctance Rb = 1.64 × 105 and therefore
the related coefficientkc−1,2 = 0.65, kc−1,3 = 0.30. For the practical coupled inductors,
the reluctance Rb is existent due to the physical core structure and at the same time
with decreasing size of magnetic core the influence of the core reluctance is more
obviously.

3.2.2 Optimization Method of Coupled Coefficient in IBCC
In order to own the symmetrical coupled coefficient, the effective approach is to optimize and rearrange the magnetic core structure. In [45] and [46] P. Zumel proposed
an symmetric coupled inductor structure. Because the 2-phase coupled inductor is
symmetric structure, concerning multiphase IBCC a simple approach which is based
on two-winding transformer, is represented for the core tructure of a coupled inductor. Each 2 phases are coupled through using the same 2-phase coupled inductor for
rearranging an n-phase symmetrical coupled inductor. In [46] this core arrangement
is called the full matrix structure and all phases are linked with the same two phase
coupled inductor.
Besides proposed symmetrical core structure in [46], in [44] another symmetrical
coupled inductors are also proposed for the purpose of keeping the same coupling
coefficient. This recommended coupled inductor is illustrated in Figure 3.15
Actually, the basic concept of using symmetrical coupled inductor in Figure 3.15
is to rearrange the core structure to make the magnetic flux of each coupled phases to
have the common meeting point. Due to this common point on, the magnetic flux will
be distributed by symmetrical magnetic path through following this common point.
Based on the proposal of Yan Dong, the reluctance model of symmetrical 3-phase
coupled inductor can be derived as in Figure 3.16:
Due to this symmetrical core structure, the magnetic flux of each phase is averagely
following into other two coupled phases through the common point Mo , Mu . With
symmetrical coupling coefficient, the related circuit performance such as harmonic
current, power losses and current sharing issues and so on can be optimized.
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3.3 Efficiency Optimization with Variable Active
Phase Operation
In order to make IMC to have the flat efficiency curve among the full power range,
a recommended proposal is to active the phase number through measuring output
current for estimating the operation point so then determining the required operation
phase number. In [47], a detailed analysis based on the mathematical approach is
summarized, which is through changing the phase number of active phases by the load
current. Meanwhile, in [48] a proposed digital control method with variable number
of active phase is illustrated for the purpose of changing the active phase number in
short period. The basic concept of [48] is to create a predictive algorithm to determine
active phase number and in the same time to calculate the required duty cycle of each
phase. It is not only issued on the active phase number, but also focusing on averaging
phase current considering current sharing problem and also the thermal performance.

3.3.1 Why Using Variable Active Phase
For rough estimation of multiphase converter efficiency, it can be predicted by followed
calculation approach for the purpose of computing the power losses of multiphase
converters with different active phases. Normally, for a simple buck converter the
overall power loss is given by [49]:
PV S =PrDS + Psw + PD + PrL + PrC

¡
¢
2
2
=D · rDS · IS,rms
+ fsw · Ceq,sw · Vin2 + (1 − D) · VF · Io + RF · ID,rms
rC · ∆i2L,total
2
+ rL · IL,rms
+
12

(3.23)

When the IBC topology is employed, the related power losses of IBC can be calculated by:
PV S = (PrDS + Psw + PD + PrL ) · N + PrC
£
¡
¢¤
2
2
= D · rDS · IS,rms
+ fsw · Ceq,sw · Vin2 + (1 − D) · VF · Io + RF · ID,rms
·N
+ rL ·

2
IL,rms

rC · (ζcf · ∆iL )2
·N +
12

(3.24)

Where PrDS is the conduction losses of power MOSFET, Psw is the switching losses
of power MOSFET, PD is the overall diode conduction losses, PrL is the inductor
conduction losses and PrC is the power losses in the filter capacitor. Meanwhile, inside
of power losses equation, where rDS is the MOSFET on-resistance, RF is the diode
forward resistance, VF is the diode threshold voltage, rL is the ESR of the inductor L,
and rC is the ESR of the filter capacitor C. The related RMS current can be calculated
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by:
IS,rms
ID,rms
IL,rms

s

µ
¶2
∆iL
1
1+
12 Io,phase
s
µ
¶2
√
∆iL
1
=Io,phase · 1 − D · 1 +
12 Io,phase
s
µ
¶2
∆iL
1
=Io,phase · 1 +
12 Io,phase
√
=Io,phase · D ·

(3.25)

Meanwhile, the transistor equivalent linear output capacitance Ceq,sw is calculated
by:

10Cds25
Ceq,sw = q

(3.26)
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Based on the Equation 3.24 and Equation 3.25, the estimated efficiency of multiphase power converter can be calculated and plotted in Figure 3.17
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Figure 3.17: Dynamic phase operation of multiphase interleaved converter with 6-phase (a)
fixed phase operation (b) variable active phase operation, the required parameters D = 0.6
rDS = 80mΩ RF = 50mΩ rL = 50mΩ VF = 2V Vo = 300V fsw = 10kHz Cds25 = 100pF
L = 2mH

It can be seen that in Figure 3.17 1-phase operation is suitable for light load condition and however with increasing output current additional active phases are required
in order to own better efficiency. As a result, when the dynamic phase sequence is
employed, the power converter efficiency is improved as calculated efficiency curve in
(b) of Figure 3.17 among whole power range. No matter at light load or heavy load
condition, the predicted efficiency of IBC is a flat curve with relevant slowly change
rate. Therefore, the variable active phase is quite worth to be applied in high power
application to improve IBC performance especially regarding efficiency optimization.

3.3.2 Thermal Performance with Variable Active Phase
It has been evaluated that the IBC with variable active phase operation can optimize
the converter efficiency thanks to averaged current in each phase. Due to this reason,
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the total power losses of power semiconductors at high power level are reduced. And
then the related temperature rising of power semiconductors can be up to desired range
when using a suitable heat sink regarding thermal stress requirement.
Actually, in power-electronics systems, the temperature is one of critical influence
factors due to the fact that many properties of power semiconductors are very strongly
temperature-dependent. Followed things are affected strongly by dependent temperature:
• The junction temperature is one important parameters of power semiconductors
and with increasing junction temperature the converter performance might be
changed. When the temperature is exceeded over the maximal junction temperature, it will lead to destruction or permanent damage of the component.
• Normally the lifetime of the electronic components is mainly determined by operation junction temperature. With increasing junction temperature, the failure
rate of semiconductors is increased by certain scaling. For example, every 10◦ C
increasing, the related failure rate is doubled. It will directly affect the whole
system reliability.
• The power losses of power semiconductors is strongly related to junction temperature. When junction temperature increased, the on-resistance of a power
MOSFET or conduction on-state voltage of power IGBT is increased. Therefore, this raised temperature can lead further additional power losses.
In order to be able to simulate the dynamic temperature behaviours in a power
electronics system, it is quite necessary to analyze the thermal model for coupling the
power semiconductors to indicate the temperature curve of operation power converters.
In [50], the detailed description of the thermal model is preferred by an electric analog
model.
In general in a power electronic system there are three basic heat transfer mechanisms: heat conduction, convection and radiation [51].
For the one-dimensional structure in a homogeneous isotropic material the heat
conduction can be described by the followed equation:
c · ρ ∂T
∂2T
·
=
2
∂x
λth ∂t

(3.27)

Where λth is the specific heat conductance, c is the specific thermal capacitance and
ρ is for the density of the material. T describes the temperature and x the coordinates
in the direction of heat propagation. Furthermore, in order to analyze the thermal
transmission issues, the electric transmission line equation is being used as a basic
analogon for the heat transfer and it can be described by below partial differential
equation:
2
∂u
∂2u
0
0 ∂ u
=
C
·
L
·
+ (C 0 · R0 + G0 · L0 ) ·
+ C 0 · R0 · u
(3.28)
2
2
∂x
∂t
∂t
Where C 0 is the capacitance per unit length, R0 is the resistance per unit length, G0
is the transverse conductance value per unit and L0 is the inductance per unit length.
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In order to simplify the analysis process, G0 is the transverse conductance value
per unit and L0 is the inductance per unit length can be ignored by ideal assumption.
Hereby, the equation of the equivalent transmission is simplified to:
∂ 2u
∂u
= C 0 · R0 ·
2
∂x
∂t

(3.29)

In [52] the related analysis on equation of transmission line is provided, and based
on the derivation in [52], a thermal resistance Rth and a thermal capacitance Cth are
defined by:
d
(3.30)
Rth =
λth · A
Cth = c · ρ · d · A

(3.31)

Where d is the one-dimensional rod of the length, A is the cross section of the
rod at position x. Based on the Equation 3.29 and Equation 3.30, Equation 3.31, the
thermal model of a power transistor can be modelled by Cauer-type and Foster-type
for building the electric equivalent circuit for a one-dimensional heat conducting layer.
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Figure 3.18: Thermal Model of a one-dimentional heat conducting layer with power losses
Pth (a) Cauer-type (b) Forster type

Normally, from a data sheet of used components or via practical measurement, the
Zth can be derived and hereby the related Rth and Cth can be calculated as the parameters for Forster thermal model. However, the drawback of using Forster type model
is due to its non-physical properties. The Forster thermal model describes only the
time-dependent junction temperature, and it cannot provide the correct temperature
information of inner layer of the power components. Meanwhile, it is well known that
with step transient respond the inner temperatures are changed with some time-delay.
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When employing Forster type, the temperatures of net points are changed immediately
and this result is not same for reality instance. Therefore, for the basic junction temperature analysis the Forster model can be employed for knowing the maximal junction
temperature for the purpose of selecting suitable components like power semiconductors and heat sink. In order to find the temperatures of different layers, the Cauer-type
is recommended for making thermal analysis. The Cauer-type is based on the physical structure, which describes correctly the physical properties and furthermore with
increasing additional layers other RC cell can added in series connection.
Based on the Cauer-type model, a 3-phase IBC is simulated with coupling thermal
model. This 3-phase IBC is simulated using Matlab/Simulink with association of thermal elements in Simscape block. In order to have relative accurate results, the power
losses of power semiconductors are calculated based on the dynamic losses calculation.
In the same time the physical thermal mode of 3-phase IBC is showed in Figure 3.19
according to Cauer-type thermal model.
Half-bridge-IGBT Module
IGBT
Diode
Case
Grease

Ta
Figure 3.19: Physical Thermal Model of 3-phase IBC with half-bridge IGBT power module

According to this physical thermal model, the related equivalent circuit model can
be further simplified as displayed circuit in Figure 3.20.
In Figure 3.20, the three sub half-bridge power module is connected in parallel
and Pth1 , Pth2 , Pth3 is the power losses of related power module. For the chip, case,
grease and heat sink, each individual thermal resistance and thermal capacitance are
presented respectively. In order to simulate the thermal performance of each halfbridge power module, a state-space matrix is created in order to describe the thermal
behaviours of power module including IGBT and Diode. This state-space thermal
model is derived by:
(
Ẋ = AX + Bu
(3.32)
Y = CX + Du
Where the related individual matrix in Equation 3.32 can be given by:
h
1
1
A=−
, B = Rth1,T /D ·Cth1,T /D
Rth1,T /D · Cth1,T /D
"
"
#
#
0
0
1
C=
,D = − 1
1
0
Rth1,T /D
Rth1,T /D
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Figure 3.20: Equivalent circuit model of 3-phase IBC with half-bridge IGBT power module

In the same time, the input and output variables are defined as below:
£
£
¤T
¤T
X = Tj , Y = Tj Pc,i T /D , u = Tc Pth,iT /D

(3.34)

Where, Tj is the junction temperature of IGBT or diode of power module, Pth,iT /D
is the power losses of IGBT or diode in ith power module, Pc,i T /D is the power losses
at case of power module in ith power module.
Based on the state-space matrix of thermal model for power module, combing the
physical thermal module of the system, this thermal simulation is simulated using
Matlab/simulink. In this simulation model, there is power losses model for calculating
the dynamic losses like conduction losses and switching losses, which is according to
the provided parameters from relevant component specification. Moreover, the statespace thermal model of IGBT-chip and diode-chip of power module is created based on
also specified thermal impedance Zth by components specification, and then connecting
this state-space thermal model with physical thermal model of case to heat sink and
heat sink to ambient environment. Through defined simulation model it can be used
to discover the maximal junction temperature of power semiconductors, and at the
same time it can be used to analyze the advantages of high power IBC by making use
of variable active phase for high power IBC. Via this simulation model, besides the
junction temperature, case temperature and the heat sink temperature can be also
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simulated for knowing on how to optimize the required heat sink such as size selection,
conductive consideration and determining the cooling ways like water cooling or forcing
air cooling. Figure 3.21 shows the simulated results of different temperature of using
3-phase converter and 1-phase converter.
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Figure 3.21: Thermal Simulation of 3-phase IBC with half-bridge IGBT power module (a) 3phase IBC IBC (b) Single phase; Power Module-Fuji 2MBI150U2A 060, fsw = 16kHz, Vin =
K
K
, Cth1T = 0.27 KJ , Rth1D = 0.46 W
, Cth1D =
450V, Vo = 200V, Io = 135A, Rth1T = 0.25 W
K
J
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K
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0.13 K , Rth2 = 0.22 W , Cth2 = 0.75 K , Rth3 = 0.15 W , Cth2 = 0.43 K , Rth4 = 0.025 W
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0.25 K

It can be seen that for this 27kW DC-DC converter the junction temperature of
using 3-phase interleaved topology is much lower than using a single-phase topology.
The junction temperature of IGBT using 3-phase IBC is about 64◦ C, and however using
a single-phase buck converter the junction temperature of IGBT is almost doubled to
115◦ C. If this DC-DC converter is operated frequently under rated power, the expected
lifetime of a single-phase buck converter will be reduced to a very short time. In
order to improve and raise the lifetime of IGBT, one approach is to select other better
component with additional cost or employ special heat sink with large area and forcing
cooling equipment such as water cooling in order to remove the thermal energy as soon
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as possible for keeping balance temperature at desired level. With such method, the
total cost and total system volume are increased. So then, for variable active phase
the dynamic operation is strongly recommended for improving the converter efficiency
at light load and heavy load, and meanwhile it can degrade the thermal stress of the
critical power semiconductors for high current and high power application.

3.4 ”W-charge” Project
For the user acceptance of electric vehicles a simple, reliable and safe charging process
is quite necessary. An inductive charging system can fulfill this requirement and hereby
contributes to the market integration of electric vehicles. In this section some results
are presented based on the project W-charge in which a contactless inductive charging
system has been developed and evaluated. Furthermore, a high integrated power
electronic converter is developed for meeting requirements of W-charge. Meanwhile,
as one part of distribution for this PhD proceeding, a high efficiency 3-phase interleaved
bi-directional DC-DC converter is designed for the purpose of evaluating the mentioned
advantages and followed some relevant verification tests are performed for showing
demonstration results to evaluate correct analysis of the theory derivation.

3.4.1 Introduction
Available charging systems for electric vehicles use cables to connect the vehicle to the
grid, although this involves certain disadvantages such as vandalism and additional
effort for the driver. Unplugged cables lead to uncharged batteries and loose or faulty
cables are a safety issue. An alternative is wireless charging on the basis of inductive
energy transfer. This technique shows a simple, reliable and safe charging process.
Therefore, it will improve the user acceptance and will contribute to the integration
of electric vehicles into the market and thus increase the availability to the grid.
Within the project W-charge the opportunities for wireless charging of electric vehicles are analyzed. This section presents the current results including the characteristics
and functionality of the developed inductive charging system as well as the challenges
towards vehicle integration. Furthermore, a higher integrated on-board converter for
inductive as well as cable-based charging is described.
The developed contactless inductive charging system, also called e-mobile contactless power supply (eCPS) is a reasonable alternative as compared to the conventional
vehicle charging via cable. It consists of an on-board unit (called pick-up), which is
directly mounted on the vehicle underbody structure. In order to start the charging
process the vehicle has to be parked above the stationary unit, which can be placed
at the central position of a parking lot, i.e. directly beneath the parked vehicle. By
utilizing eCPS, several disadvantages of conductive charging systems are abolished: Its
use is barrier-free (i.e. no insertion and withdrawal operations, no manual operations)
and the probability of vandalism is reduced by far due to the lack of touchable cables.
Furthermore, the deployment of eCPS causes a low deterioration compared to plug
afflicted systems.
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The energy coupling between ground and vehicle is established by the stationary transmitter unit and the on-board receiver unit (pick-up) mentioned above. The
transmitter is galvanically connected to the primary inverter unit. In this transmitter
a resonant power converter is used to converter a 50Hz grid voltage to a high frequency
f = 140kHz power signal for the purpose of carrying efficient energy to delivery it to
the coupled receiver unit. The stationary power transmitter, also called primary part,
generates a high frequency electromagnetic field, and the receiver is as the secondary
for achieving electromagnetic coupling by a flat coil group.
This flat coil is composed of several windings, which is mounted to a cover plate
made of glass fiber reinforced plastic. This assembly group is directly placed above an
aluminium plate populated around soft magnetic ferrites. Basically, the construction
principle of the pick-up is the same. A difference between transmitter unit and receiver
unit only exists in size, in winding turns, and in housing shape.
The high frequency electromagnetic field is coupled through turned windings
around soft magnetic materials. The electrical transmission characteristic is described
by a transformer equivalent circuit drawing. The flux leakage is very high, when compared to a conventional transformer. This is caused by the high air gap reluctance.
This leads to a low coupling factor and with it to a small value for mutual reactance in
comparison to primary leakage reactance. This is also one important reason why using
high frequency resonant power converter for the sake of producing a desired coupled
factor regarding high energy conversion efficiency by contactless transmission.
The nominal supply power of the systems on-board device is P = 3.3kW. This
power can be transmitted via an air gap of 60mm to 170mm defined distance between the pick-up unit and charging station unit. The greatest challenge in developing
the contactless charging system is the design of a reliable primary inverter. Today,
the 140kHz-technology is not state of the art in common power electronic systems
within this power range. Therefore, the selection of reasonable components, the interaction between them and making sure of the electromagnetic compatibility are major
tasks in the development work. Future development steps can obtain an easier and
more inexpensive assembly and further efficiency improvements. However, laboratory
measurements utilizing the existing system show a satisfying performance with an
efficiency of η = 91% ascertained between grid and on-board charging device at an
optimal placement.

3.4.2 High Integrated On-board Power Converter
The inductive charging system eCPs provides a variable DC output voltage depending on the load condition, the air gap and the lateral offset between stationary and
on-board transmission coil. As common battery chargers are not designed for these
conditions, the usage of an inductive charging system also requires adaptations to the
on-board charging device.
In order to achieve a maximum flexibility and comfort for the user of electric
vehicles, the vehicle should offer the opportunity to be charged by diverse charging
techniques and at different power levels and also charging ways due to different driving and parking conditions at park place. The inductive charging technique as the
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most user-friendly one is supposed to be the predominantly used method in the long
term. Though, one cannot expect that inductive charging infrastructure is available
everywhere, especially not within the early days of electro-mobility. Therefore the
opportunity of cable-based charging is needed as a back-up way. If a higher amount
of energy is demanded within a short time range, a higher charging power is recommended. This can be realized by 3-phase connection or DC fast charging.
At present, most charging infrastructures in electric vehicles are able to charge from
a 1-phase and 3-phase connection point via cable. Current development trends have
also generated chargers that can feed energy from the vehicle battery back into the grid
[53] [54]. Though, all those charging concepts do not provide an appropriate interface
for inductive charging systems. If DC-charging is offered, this is usually realized by a
DC/DC converter in addition to the generally integrated battery charger. This reveals
that a higher integrated power electronic for battery charging is needed. To comply
with these requirements, an appropriate charging topology has been developed, which
integrates the aforementioned chargers in one single unit.
Energy Flow

Battery

DC/DCconverter

Bidirectional Converter
DC/AC or DC/DC

Filter

ENS

Grid

~
~

AC-DC Converter
~
Operation Control

Compensation

Communication

Inductive Coupling

Figure 3.22: Electric vehicle system with wireless charging concept

By using the same power electronics and chokes the higher integrated converter is
able to charge the EV battery not only from a single or 3-phase grid, but also from an
inductive energy transmission system with variable voltage output. At the same time
the converter allows for a cable-based and inductive energy flow back into the grid.
This leads to a reduction of weight and required space in the vehicle. Additionally a
reduction of components implies lower costs.
The core components comprise a DC/DC-converter as well as, depending on the
operation mode, a DC/AC or DC/DC-converter and switching units. The main system
topology is showed in Figure 3.22
Thus the battery can be charged via cable from the low voltage network and on
the other hand from an inductive energy transmission system. The operation control
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decides on the availability of sources and which one will be used. By making use of
the bidirectional DC/DC converter an energy feedback via cable or inductive charging
system to the grid is possible. As a conclusion the availability and usability of electric
vehicles as mobile storage devices will be increased.
For the wireless charging system, the most important element is the bidirectional
power converter. This power converter is played as the charger for the on-board battery,
and in the same time it can be employed as the power supply unit for feeding the
necessary energy to the public mains in order to compensate the required power energy
of the net grid. Figure 3.23 shows the proposal hardware topology for bidirectional
operation.
DC/DC-Converter

DC/AC- or DC/DC-Converter
KS1

L1
L2
L3

N
KS2
-DC

+DC

Figure 3.23: Power Converter Topology of on-board charger in wireless charging system

This high integrated power converter topology displays different option possibilities
according to the charging conditions. Blue one is the bidirectional DC-DC converter
for delivering the energy to charge the battery, and on the other hand as well as it
is used to step-up the battery voltage to required DC-Link voltage for producing a
suitable input voltage to drive a 3-phase inverter (red one) for the purpose of feeding
feedback energy to public main. This DC-DC converter is designed using interleaved
power converter topology for increasing system efficiency. Furthermore, via switching connection breakers KS1 and KS2 this topology can be also operated for wireless
charging. Meanwhile, it can also offer the possibility of 1-phase and 3-phase power
supply system to grid or battery. Inside of the topology, 3-phase interleaved bidirectional DC-DC converter can be also operated by variable phase sequence according
to required load power. For the low power situation, less phases (1-phase or 2-phase)
are used for getting better efficiency point, and however for high power condition full
phases are employed for better converter efficiency and related temperature rising on
power semiconductors. For the sake of knowing how to active this 3-phase power converter, followed description is focusing on circuit simulations and lab verifications on
specific functionalities through using different components such as separated inductors
and coupled inductors.

3.4.3 Simulation of 3-phase Bidirectional Interleaved
Converter
3-phase bidirectional DC-DC power converter has maximal rated 10kW output power.
For the battery charging the required power is obtained from the public grid and as
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well as the wireless coupling way, and for the energy feedback direction 1-phase AC
current and 3-phase AC current can be injected into grid. Therefore, this bidirectional
power converter is called multifunction power converter. In order to verify this DCDC converter of mentioned multifunction power converter, a boost converter with
maximal 10kW output power is simulated. The boost converter is used to step-up
the battery voltage to required input voltage for 3-phase inverter (minimal 650VDC)
or 1-phase inverter (400VDC). Meanwhile, for this boost converter several different
phase operations are implemented for the purpose of evaluating the relevant control
technology and also the transient step respond due to changed phase numbers.
The simulation results are showed from Figure 3.24 to Figure 3.27.With increasing
output power or decreasing output power, the required operation phases are changed
according to the efficiency comparison through predicted efficiency calculation.
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Figure 3.24: Variable phase operation of 3-phase boost converter, operation phases are
changed from 3 phases to 1 phases then to 2 phases. (a) inductor current (b) output voltage;
1 phase output power = 1690W, 2 phases output power = 4.5kW.
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Figure 3.25: Variable phase operation of 3-phase boost converter, operation phases are
changed from 3 phases to 1 phases then to 3 phases. (a) inductor current (b) output voltage;
1 phase output power = 1690W, 3 phases output power = 10kW.

Based on provided simulation results, it can be seen that for the increased phase
number and decrease phase number the output voltage is changed due to step changed
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Figure 3.26: Variable phase operation of 3-phase boost converter, operation phases are
changed from 3 phases to 3 phases then to 1 phases. (a) inductor current (b) output voltage;
1 phase output power = 1690W, 3 phases output power = 10kW.
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Figure 3.27: Variable phase operation of 3-phase boost converter, operation phases are
changed from 3 phases to 2 phases then to 1 phases. (a) inductor current (b) output voltage;
1 phase output power = 1690W, 3 phases output power = 4.5kW.

current. No matter what kind of phase option, the maximal overshoot voltage is not
exceeding 2.34%. This overshoot percentage is relative smaller and desired for practical
hardware design. Meanwhile, concerning the variable active phase, the soft-switching
is implemented. This soft-switching method is to switch on/off the related phases via
ramp-down/up the real duty cycle. With this soft-switching technology, the overshoot
voltage can be effetely decreased.

3.4.4 Lab Vefications of 3-phase Boost Converter
Actually, for the variable active phase operation the converter efficiency is more important. In order to verify the advantages of using variable active phase, the relevant
lab tests are implemented to evaluate the efficiency based on the different operation
phases such as 1-phase, 2-phases and 3-phases. Furthermore, in this chapter some
optimization approaches have been described like on how to optimize coupled factor,
harmonic current amplitude of output inductor current and so on. In the lab tests, the
coupled inductors are also employed for the purpose of comparing the asymmetrical
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of step respond of variable phase with different options

coupled inductor and symmetrical coupled inductors. Figure 3.29 shows the designed
test station of hardware design for W-charge project.

Figure 3.29: Lab demonstration platform of W-charge project for 3-phase interleaved bidirectional DC-DC converter
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Current sharing
Due to production tolerance it is quite difficult to promise a real symmetrical
structure for whole power converter topology. Hereby, it leads a different inductor
impedance and when no any additional control method, so then the phase currents
cannot be promised to be equal. In order to keep or force each operation phase to have
almost same inductor current, an additional closed current sharing control is necessary
to be involved for the purpose of producing a compensated duty cycle for regulating
the phase current to be the same average current or under certain tolerance value.

iph1
iph2
iph3

(a)

iph1
iph2
iph3

(b)

Figure 3.30: Inductor current of 3-phase interleaved boost converter, Vin = 100V, fsw =
16kHz, Vo = 245V (a) open loop control (b) closed loop control with current sharing

Figure 3.30 shows the test results of 3-phase interleaved boost converter in order
to show the function of closed control with current sharing control. Without current
sharing control, the phase current cannot be balanced. When using current sharing
the inductor currents can be automatically controllable for current sharing via fine
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duty cycle compensation and the error between each two phases is also quite small
as compared to average phase current. Furthermore, with changing duty cycle some
related current sharing issues are also investigated for results comparison.
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Figure 3.31: Filter inductor current Error of 3-phase interleaved boost converter compared
with average current, Vin = 100V, fsw = 16kHz, Vo = 245V

Figure 3.31 provides the comparison results between open-loops control and closedloop control based on the different duty cycle. It can be seen that with increasing
duty cycle, the current error of two mentioned cases is decreased. At the same time,
the current error of using current sharing control is quite small as compared to no
current sharing control. Therefore, current sharing benefits to improve the converter
performance for the purpose of averaging phase current and meanwhile alleviating the
thermal stress of power semiconductors due to asymmetrical phase current.
Efficiency Comparison Using Separated Inductors and Asymmetrical Inductors
Figure 3.32 shows the measured converter efficiency, and it can be seen that for this
3-phase boost converter it has the different power converter efficiency using different
operation phase number. When the output power is less than 1830W, 1-phase operation has best converter efficiency. When the output power is 1830W< Po <3370W,
2-phase operation has best converter efficiency. Furthermore, as compared to a parallel connection of 3-phase boost converter, interleaved 3-phase boost converter has
always better efficiency. The maximal efficiency of interleaved topology is 97.13%, and
then 3-phase boost converter in parallel connection has maximal 97% efficiency. The
main reason of 0.13% difference is due to reduced input and output current ripple by
employing phase shift sequence. This reduced ripple current can produce less power
losses on ESR of input and output capacitors.
Besides the separated power inductors, a 3-phase coupled inductor is also employed
in order to compare the converter efficiency by using different inductor structures. For
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Figure 3.32: Efficiency comparison between using interleaved topology and a simple parallel
connection of 3-phase boost converter, Vin = 200V, Vo = 400V, fsw = 16kHz

having the same test condition, this 3-phase coupled inductor is composed of 3 separated inductors, which are made by EE magnetic core. Each separated inductance is
1.47mH, among each EE core an additional air gap is added for storing energy and at
the same time for this coupled inductor this air gap is used to produce necessary reluctance for regulating coupled factors. Furthermore, using coupled inductor the ripple
current is also evaluated for verifying that using coupled inductor can achieve smaller
ripple current for filter inductor of each phase as compared to separated inductors.
ip1

iin-total
ip1

ip2 ip3

ip2 ip3
iin-total

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.33: Current waveforms of input inductors of 3-phase interleaved boost converter,
Vin = 200V, Vo = 400V, fsw = 16kHz, Iin = 11.9A (a) Separated inductors (b) Coupled
inductor

Based on the same test condition, it can be seen that the 3-phase boost converter
with coupled inductor has about 1.08A total input current. However, without putting
coupled inductor the total input inductor ripple current is 1.32A. So then the difference between mentioned two cases is 0.24A. Because of extended ripple current with
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separated inductors, the RMS value of inductor current and peak value of inductor
current are enlarged. As a result, the related conduction losses and switching losses of
power MOSFET and power diode are raised as compared to the power converter using
coupled inductors. Moreover, the power loss on ESR of input and output capacitors
is also increased. Finally, it leads to additional losses of total power losses for 3-phase
interleaved boost converter.
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Figure 3.34: Efficiency comparison of 3-phase interleaved boost converter based on separated inductors, coupled inductors, Vin = 200V, Vo = 400V, fsw = 16kHz, Iin = 11.9A

It can be seen that the coupled inductor makes this 3-phase interleaved boost
converter have better power converter efficiency as compared to a power converter
using separated inductors. On the other hand, the multiphase boost converter in
parallel connection has relative poor efficiency curve and the measurement results are
not so desired compared with other two provided cases. At the same time, the results
tell us that for a variable phase sequence the coupled inductor can also contribute
the prominent advantage on power converter efficiency. Figure 3.35 shows the specific
measurement of power converter efficiency concerning using variable phase sequence
based on the practical load condition.
Efficiency Comparison of Asymmetrical Coupled Inductors and Symmetrical Inductors
Figure 3.36 shows the practical lab sample of 3-phase coupled inductor. This 3phase asymmetrical coupled inductor is made by the same I93 magnetic cores and each
phase has the same cross section area and same winding turns. On the other hand,
the symmetrical coupled inductor is produced using Y core structure and the same
winding turns around the same magnetic cores.
Figure 3.37 shows the current waveforms of the 3-phase interleaved boost converter
using asymmetrical coupled inductor and symmetrical inductor. It can be found that
the related phase current and total input inductor current (see (a), Iin,avg = 14.3A) is
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Figure 3.35: Efficiency comparison of 3-phase interleaved boost converter based on variable
phae sequence and separated inductors or coupled inductors, Vin = 200V, Vo = 400V, fsw =
16kHz, Iin = 11.9A
Asymmetrical 3-phase Inductor

(a)

Symmetrical 3-phase Inductor
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Figure 3.36: Demonstration samples of 3-phase coupled inductors with asymmetrical and
symmetrical structures (a) asymmetrical inductor (b) symmetrical inductor

lower by using symmetrical coupled inductor than using asymmetrical coupled inductor
(see (b), Iin,avg = 15.1A) based on the same output regulated voltage and the same
load current. It means that with the same output power, using symmetrical coupled
inductor has less power losses as compared to asymmetrical coupled inductor in 3-phase
interleaved boost converter. Meanwhile, when symmetrical coupled inductor is used,
each inductor current has better shared phase current compared with asymmetrical
coupled inductor. Aiming at power converter efficiency, the efficiency comparison for
two different coupled inductors is also implemented for further investigation.
Figure 3.38 shows the efficiency comparison result, and it can be seen that using
coupled inductors the power converter efficiency is higher than using separated inductors. Furthermore, if the coupled inductor is configured by symmetrical physical
structure, the power converter efficiency can get a step further improvement. In summary the benefits using coupled inductors can display obvious merits as compared to
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Figure 3.37: Current waveforms of 3-phase interleaved boost converter with asymmetrical
inductors and symmetrical inductors, Vin = 200V, Vo = 400V, fsw = 16kHz (a) asymmetrical
coupled inductor (b) symmetrical coupled inductor
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Figure 3.38: Efficiency comparison of 3-phase interleaved boost converter based on variable
phae sequence, asymmetrical coupled inductor and symmetrical coupled inductor, Vin =
200V, Vo = 400V, fsw = 16kHz

separated inductors.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter the main issues concerning using interleaved power converter are presented and at the same time the related optimization methods are described for the
purpose of improving the performance of interleaved power converters. Based on theory
analysis, a project W-charge is introduced for achieving demonstrations on converter
behaviours and thereupon then implementing verification of the theory of multiphase
interleaved converter.
In view of theory analysis, the interleaved topology can reduce ripple current of
input/output current and as a result less power losses of input/output capacitors on
ESRs can be decreased for promoting the converter efficiency. According to practical
demonstration tests in the Lab, overall illustrated advantages of interleaved topology
are tested and verified.
Due to asymmetrical physical structure of coupled inductors, the coupled coefficients have unequal value. This asymmetrical property makes the coupled inductors
own non-uniform coupled factor to each pair coupled inductors, and thereby it leads to
influent the specific performance of interleaved power converters such as ripple current
and power converter efficiency. In the real tests, the efficiency measurement by using
symmetrical coupled inductor has proved that the symmetrical structure of coupled
inductor can save energy loss on related components such as power semiconductors,
inductors and filter capacitors.
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4

Modeling Analysis of
Multi-winding Coupled Inductors

The benefits of using coupled inductor in interleaved DC to DC converter have been
presented in many publications. At the same time concerning the coupled inductor, one
important approach is to analyze circuit model of the coupled inductor. Through using
model analysis, some potential operation mechanism of coupled inductor can be found
out in order to investigate the converter performance. Therefore, model analysis of
coupled inductor is playing one important role for analysis the converter performance,
and meanwhile it will be used as the guideline for a suitable design method of coupled
inductor.
In the lab test, the coupled inductors including asymmetrical coupled inductor and
symmetrical coupled inductor have been tested by a 3-phase interleaved bidirectional
DC-DC converter. Through analyzing test results it has indicated that using coupled
inductor can improve converter efficiency, and symmetrical coupled inductor can make
further improvement on power converter efficiency. Nevertheless regarding coupled factor it is strongly suggested to make some related investigations for confirming that this
recommended symmetrical structure has really same coupled coefficient among both
coupled inductors and multiphase coupled inductors as well as. In this chapter, some
relevant measurements of coupled coefficient are done concerning different coupled
structure. On the whole, in this chapter the main purpose is to investigate the circuit
model of multi-winding coupled inductors based on different magnetic structures for
coupled inductors.
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4.1 Magnetic Circuit for Multi-Winding Coupled
Inductor
There are many different approaches to produce coupled inductors. Such as for 3phase coupled inductor, they can be wounded into an EI core around 3-individual
phase leg or wounded into a U core or toroidal core. However actually, no matter
for what kind of core form or coupled inductor structure, all coupled inductor forms
can be treated as one two winding, three winding or multi-winding transformer. It
means that any coupled inductor can be analyzed via using transformer model. A real
transformer mode is in terms of a sub-circuit consisting of an ideal transformer having
a curtain turn ratio plus magnetizing and leakage inductances. Besides the circuit
model, the reluctance mode has been proposed as a physically meaningful magnetic
mode for all types of core and winding structure [55], and this model is quite suitable
for the computer simulation in order to aid the design proceeding. Meanwhile, there is
another application approach for analysing transformer model, which is called Duality
Principle. The application of the duality principle to the reluctance circuit yields a
permeance circuit, which can then be transformed into the electrical equivalent circuit
containing inductances and ideal transformers.

4.1.1 Model of Two-winding Coupled Inductor
Normally two-winding transformer is quite well known as widely used for circuit simulation and system analysis. This transformer behaviour can be depicted by sorts of
model methods. A two phase coupled inductor can be regarded as a two-winding transformer. There is one method, which is called physical model to calculate reluctances
and capacitances of the model according to the physical geometric type [56] [57] [58]
However, using the physical model is according to the geometric description of the core
form, and this derivation of the certain multi-winding transformer produces complex
mathematical calculations and requires quite detailed geometric description.
Actually the simplest transformer model is the equivalent circuit with two leakage
inductance such as T -model or π-model. In Figure 4.1 a T model has been shown,
leakage inductance of secondary side can be reflected to primary side as T-model. In
Figure 4.1 Llp is the leakage inductance of primary side, Lls is the leakage inductance of
secondary side and Lm is the magnetizing inductance which is used to excite the flux inside of magnetic core. The primary inductance can be measured by opening secondary
winding. The π model is exactly an equivalent conversion of T -model through using
Y to ∆ conversion rule. In π model the magnetizing inductance is divided into two
parts for Lm1 and Lm2 as primary magnetizing inductance and reflected magnetizing
inductance of secondary.
Comparing two different models of two winding transformer, the relationship between T -model and π-model can be provided as below according to conversion rule
between Y connection and ∆ connection.
Llp =
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Figure 4.1: Equivalent circuit of two winding ideal transformer using T-Model
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Figure 4.2: Equivalent circuit of two winding ideal transformer using π-Model

Lls =

Lg Lm2
Lg + Lm1 + Lm2

(4.2)

Lm =

Lm1 Lm2
Lg + Lm1 + Lm2

(4.3)

Both T model and π model addressed in the normal modelling of high frequency
transformer and are not suitable for multi-winding transformer modelling, since those
two models cannot address issues such as cross regulation magnetic effects at high
frequency operation. If the transformer is operated under high frequency condition, the
first-order model with like magnetizing inductance, leakage inductance is not enough
to illustrate full performance of a real high-frequency transformer. For the purpose of
this reason, second-order modelling is required in order to explain some high frequency
effects such as the hysteresis, eddy current effects, magnetic saturation, proximity
effects and so on.
In order to know how about the high frequency performance of multi-winding
transformer, the frequency dependent full procedure for modelling high frequency
transformer windings was proposed by [59]. In [59] a full procedure to model high
frequency magnetic components has been developed. A Finite Element Analysis tool
is used to compute the frequency behaviour of the winding, taking into account geometry and frequency effects, like skin, proximity, interleaving, gap and end effects. The
coupled capacitors among each two coupled windings are also taken into account.
Figure 4.3 depicts a high-frequency T model of a practical transformer. It consists
of ideal transformer, magnetizing inductance Lm , core loss shunt resistance Rc , leakage
inductance of primary side Llp and secondary side Lls , winding resistances R11 and R22 ,
stray capacitances Cp and Cs and coupled parasitic capacitance C12 between primary
winding and secondary winding.
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Figure 4.3: Full model of equivalent circuit of two winding transformer using T -Model

For multi-winding transformer T model cannot be directly generalized to N windings since the simple transformer model containing only one leakage inductance per
winding, is insufficient to describe the behaviour of transformers containing more than
three windings such as four winding transformer or coupled inductor[60] [61]. On the
other hand, the π model can be used to generalize the N winding case. However, the
existed issue is described in [61] due to link model. The tight coupling common in
multiple-output converter transformer or coupled inductor causes the link model required to be numerically ill-conditioned, and determination of the values of the shunt
inductances is relative difficult.
For this reason, another well-know cantilever model in Figure 4.4 can also be generalized to the N winding case. In [59] an extended cantilever model for multi-winding
transformer has been proposed in order to analysis the accurate behaviours of multiwinding transformer. By this extended cantilever model the link phenomenon between
multi-winding has been included.
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Figure 4.4: Equivalent circuit of extended cantilever model with four winding[59]

For extended cantilever transformer model, short-circuited current measurement
is required in order to predict the mutual leakage inductance among different windings. Concerning the short-circuited current measurement, there is one quite important
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factor due to impedance effects. If the extra impedance of short-circuited measurement is smaller than the output impedance of measured winding, the measured shortcircuited current is not accuracy due to impedance effects and imperfect short-circuited
impedance may degrade the accuracy of the measured inductance parameters. Therefore in order to correct the measurement of short circuit current, a correction factor
is required for adjusting the measured value to be relative correct parameters. In [63]
the specific approach on how to get the correction factor for short-circuited measurement. Besides [63], a broadband version of the ECM (Extended Cantilever Model)
was proposed by [64].
Besides extended cantilever model for multi-winding transformer, the Ladder model
can also be used to describe the transformer performance via certain equivalent circuit.
Ladder model is derived according to the physical structure of the transformer and then
using reluctance circuit to describe the physical model of multi-winding transformer.
Based on the reluctance circuit model, by making use of duality principle, which was
proposed by Colin Cherry [65] the equivalent circuit of multi-winding transformer can
be obtained. In[66] and [66] the specific derivation method on how to get the ladder
model for multi-winding transformer has been given. In the ladder model, the leakage
inductance is modelled as an incremental leakage, which increases with every secondary
winding wound concentrically away from the primary, thus accurately accounting for
the geometry of windings. However, the obtained ladder model is according to the
multi-winding transformer, which is produced via side by side or top with bottom
structure. However, concerning another case such as 3-phase transformer/coupled
inductor, three windings are wounded around the three different core legs, and at this
situation the ladder model is not suitable for this instance due to different reluctance
model circuit. Meanwhile, it is also quite clear that the extended cantilever model
for multi-winding transformer can be derived through extending the ladder model to
complete reluctance model.

4.1.2 Model of three-winding Coupled Inductor
A 3-phase coupled inductor can be produced using separated I core. For each phase
leg, it has the same cross section with other 2-phase leg. Meanwhile, each separated
I core has almost symmetric core-form. Figure 4.5 shows the basic 3-phase coupled
inductor using integrated core, which is built by 5 separated I cores.
According to the physical model of 3-phase coupled inductor, the related reluctance
model can be directly derived if we suppose that the air gap is located at the middle
of I core. Figure 6 shows the simplified reluctance model of 3-phase coupled inductor.
Comparing the reluctance of inside core, reluctance of air gap and leakage reluctance >> core reluctance, therefore the core reluctance is ignored with reasonable
consideration. The duality between electrical circuits and magnetic circuits has been
known since earliest days of electrical circuit with the voltage called the MagnetoMotive Force (MMF), the current being the flux and the resistance being the magnetic
reluctance of the flux path. The reluctance model takes into account the geometry of
the core as well as the location of the windings. The behaviour of the transformer is
directly described through the reluctance model.
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Figure 4.5: Physical model of three-phase coupled inductor concerning leakage inductance
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Figure 4.6: Simplified reluctance of three-winding coupled inductor including effects of
leakage inductance

Each winding is acted as an MMF source with a value of NI, where N is the number
of turns and I is the value of the current in certain winding. All the possible flux paths
have been drawn in Figure 4.5 including leakage inductance. In order to apply the
duality theorem to 3-phase coupled inductor. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the model and the actual core. The principle of duality can be applied to get
the electrical model that corresponds to the reluctance model in Figure 4.6.
In [68] a circuit model based on duality transformation is illustrated for describing
how to convert the reluctance model to a dual circuit. At the same time the related
rules for duality transformation is proposed in [68]:
• A line cannot cross the connections of the magnetic circuit (solid lines but only
its elements-MMF sources and permeances).
• If two knots need to be connected together, the connection must cross a single
element.
• Each single element is crossed only once by a single line.
• All elements have to be crossed by a line.
• Each knot must have at least two connections.
Therefore based on above proposed rules for circuit model conversion, Figure 4.7
shows the obtained equivalent circuit model of 3-winding coupled inductor in Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.7: Application of topological duality procedure

In Figure 4.7 a series reference dot from a to f is assigned to each of the internal
loops inside the reluctance model, and a reference dot k is assigned outside of the
circuit. These dots will become the nodes in the electric circuit model. And then a
line connection is drawn between any two nodes via passing through one and only one
circuit element of the reluctance model. These lines have been shown in Figure 4.7.
The dual of any reluctance Rx between two of the reference dots is an inductance
connected between the two associated nodes in the electric circuit model, and the
inductance vale can be calculated as:
LX =

Nr 2
RX

(4.4)

Where Nr is the preselected reference winding. In reluctance model, the dual of
any source Nx ix is regarded as an ideal transformer, and the polarity of the transformer
is determined by use of the usual voltage polarity convention, which is based on how
the corresponding windings are originally wound on the core structure. This process
is repeated for all the reluctances and MMF sources in the reluctance model. The
complete electric circuit model derived based on the reluctance model in Figure 4.6
shown. The equivalent electric circuit of the 3-phase coupled inductor using separated
I core can be derived in Figure 4.8:
In this derived equivalent circuit of three-winding coupled inductor, the air gap is
located in the middle of I core form. Meanwhile, as known the multi-winding transformer can be described using inductance matrix, and here three-winding example is
provided:
 
  
i1
L11 L12 L13
v1
v2  = L21 L22 L23  i2 
(4.5)
i3
L31 L32 L33
v3
Where Lii is the self-inductance and Lij is the mutual inductance between each
two windings. Now the electric equivalent circuit has been derived to 3-phase coupled
inductor with centre air gap through duality transformation. However the relationship
between inductance matrix and inductance parameters in equivalent circuit is required
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Figure 4.8: Equivalent circuit of three-winding coupled inductor with middle air gap

to be defined. In order to find out the relationship between inductance matrix and
equivalent circuit, one winding can be derived by AC source with other windings open
and finally find:
µ ¶2
Lm1 N1
(4.6)
L11 = (Lm2 + Lm3 + Ll1 + Ll2 + Ll3 )
L N2
Lm2
L
µ ¶2
Lm3 N3
= (Lm1 + Lm2 + Ll1 + Ll2 + Ll3 )
L N2
¶
µ
Lm1 Lm2 N1
L12 =
L
N2
¶
µ
Lm1 Lm2 N1
L12 =
L
N2
¶
µ
Lm1 Lm3 N1 N3
L13 =
L
N2 2
¶
µ
Lm1 Lm2 N3
L23 =
L
N2

L22 = (Lm1 + Lm3 + Ll1 + Ll2 + Ll3 )
L33

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

Where L = Lm1 + Lm2 + Lm3 + Ll1 + Ll2 + Ll3 . Because for this reluctance model
the air gap is distributed in the centre of I core, the leakage flux is go via outside
of winding and the air reluctance is included in this leakage loop. However for real
application if we use separated I core, the air gap can be put in the centre position,
the condition is that we have to put two separated I core in the same direction in order
to form this air gap. At the same time, central air gap position will bring out the
additional power losses. For the purpose of this reason, another possibility of air gap
position has to be discussed here in order to have a better understanding and compare
the characteristic and performance for centre air gap and top or bottom air gap.
If the air gap is put at bottom side or bottom side for integrated E core with
separated I core, the reluctance model of the 3-phase coupled inductor is obtained
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Figure 4.9: Simplified reluctance of three-phase coupled inductor with air gap

with consideration of main influence reluctance. In Figure 4.9, the reluctance model
of 3-phase coupled inductor is shown with reasonable simplification.
Where Rm1 , Rm2 and Rm3 indicate the reluctance due to air gap effects and Rt1
and Rt2 is the reluctance by physical core. Since air gap reluctance is great larger than
core reluctance, core reluctance can be ignored. Then according to duality theorem,
Figure 4.10 with duality procedure is obtained for deriving electric equivalent circuit.
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Figure 4.10: Application of topological duality procedure of 3-winding coupled inductor
with bottom air gap

According to provided rules in [68], the dashed line in Figure 4.11 are sketched
based on proposed rules for employing for constructing a dual circuit proposed by C.
Cherry [65]. All these lines represent the electric connections and the electric circuit
of multi-winding transformer is obtained by substituting the magnetic components by
their equivalent electric circuit. In order to define the current direction, one current
source is selected for determining so as to define the correlation between the direction
of MMF and current sources. In Figure 4.11 the existing magnetizing inductor is
included, and at the same time due to air-gap related leakage inductances are presented
for depicting complete electric circuit of multi-winding transformer which is actually
recalled multiphase coupled inductor as well as.
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Figure 4.11: Equivalent circuit of 3-winding coupled inductor with bottom air gap

4.2 Optimization of Coupled Coefficient for
Asymmetrical IBCC
In chapter 3 it has been described that using normal EI magnetic core it is difficult to
own symmetrical coupled coefficient. In order to have symmetrical coupled inductor
for achieving less power losses and optimized converter performance, several symmetrical structures of the coupled inductor are proposed. Moreover, besides symmetrical
coupled structure like Y coupled inductor, normal inductor configuration can also be
used through rearranging multi-winding order for producing symmetrical coupled coefficient.

4.2.1 Analysis of 9-Winding Coupled Inductor
For this investigation of the coupled inductor, 5 large symmetric I cores are used to
build 3-phase coupled inductor. Around each phase leg, three sub-winding is winded.
Meanwhile, in order to know on how about the influence of the air gap for the coupled
coefficient, three different air gap size is employed where in order to have a better
understand for the coupled coefficient. Furthermore, two different air gap positions
are also configured for the sake of the verification of the coupled coefficient.
For this proposed I core, three windings are winded around three paralleled legs.
Each separated winding is around only one leg. Test results showed that the coupled
factor is not good. Only the AC source is put into the middle position, the coupled
factor for outer two legs can be approx. same. In order to have a symmetric coupled
factor no matter in which position the AC source is distributed. In order to achieve
this idea, the single winding can be divided into three segment sub-winding, and then
distribute these three sub-winding to three different leg. This concept is to share the
unbalance of the coupled factor due to the asymmetric structure of the magnetic core.
Considering this point, aiming at how to distribute these sub-windings is a critical question, in order to know on specific solution for solving the symmetric coupled
factor for the coupled inductor. From Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.16 the coupled inductor
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Figure 4.12: Winding structure of 9-winding coupled inductor (a) with symmetrical air-gap
(b) with asymmetrical air-gap

structures are provided in order to investigate the different winding distribution using
the same core.
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Figure 4.13: Winding structure1 of 9-winding coupled inductor (a) with asymmetrical airgap (b) with symmetrical air-gap
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Figure 4.14: Winding structure2 of 9-winding coupled inductor (a) with asymmetrical airgap (b) with symmetrical air-gap

In order to verify the coupled coefficient of this nine-winding coupled inductor,
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Figure 4.15: Winding structure3 of 9-winding coupled inductor (a) with asymmetrical airgap (b) with symmetrical air-gap
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Figure 4.16: Winding structure4 of 9-winding coupled inductor (a) with asymmetrical airgap (b) with symmetrical air-gap

some lab measurements are performed for the purpose of evaluating influence factor
of coupled inductor based on the different physical magnetic structures. Some related
concepts have been described in detailed based on above provided approaches on several
different physical structures of 3-phase coupled inductor, proposed 3-phase coupled
inductor is actually composed by nine separated inductor windings. All those nine
individual windings are organized through reasonable interconnection, and then in
a result four different 3-phase coupled inductors are produced. Employing different
winding interconnection, the related influence of symmetrical coupled coefficient can
be effectively balanced.
Regarding the coupled coefficient of a multiphase coupled inductor, actually it can
be calculated by measuring the related self-inductance and mutual inductance. Using
self-inductance and mutual inductance, the equations for a 3-phase coupled inductor
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di2
di3
di1
+ M12
+ M13
dt
dt
dt
di2
di3
di1
+ L22
+ M23
v2 = M21
dt
dt
dt
di2
di3
di1
+ M32
+ L33
v3 = M31
dt
dt
dt
v1 = L11

(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)

Where Lii is self-inductance and Mij (i 6= j) is mutual inductance. The selfinductance is always positive, and however the mutual inductance can be positive
or negative in certain aspect, which is mainly related to the winding direction. For the
different winding direction, the coupled inductor winding can induct different voltage
polar. In the same time, the coupled coefficient can be defined:
Mij(i6=j)
kij = p
Lii Ljj

(4.16)

This coupling coefficient is in the range −1 ≤ kij ≤ 1 and it represents the degree
of magnetic coupling between each two coupled windings. It is well known that in
order to calculate the coupled coefficient the self-inductance and mutual inductance
are required to obtain. Concerning a measurement of the self-inductance and mutual
inductance a classical no-load test can be used with sinusoidal voltage. Hereby, the
resulting measured inductance is:
Lv =

Vrms
ωIrms

(4.17)

Where Vrms and Irms are measured RMS value. For self-inductance measured RMS
voltage is referring to the source voltage on itself, and for mutual inductance measured
RMS voltage is referring to induced voltage on coupled windings. Therefore based on
measured inductances the coupling coefficient can be directly calculated for each pair
coupled inductor.
There are four different structures of coupled inductor, which are described, and
however the main purpose of using different winding structure is to investigate on how
to improve the coupled factors. Meanwhile, it has been described that in order to
have smaller ripple current and fast respond and it is better to employ the inverse
coupled inductor. Regarding structure 1, it is impossible to build the inverse coupled
inductor for each two coupled inductors. Therefore, concerning this reason the related
investigation of coupled coefficient of structure 1 is not done. Followed analysis results
are mainly focusing on coupled inductors with inverse coupled structure.
(a) Winding Structure 2
In order to analyze the coupled coefficient, two different approaches are used to
perform that. Firstly, the different air gaps are configured in order to know the influence of the air gap for the coupled factor. Meanwhile, different air gap positions are
necessary to be investigated for checking if the coupled coefficient can be improved
through changing the air gap position. In order to own the symmetric coupled factor,
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of coupled coefficient in configuration 2 (a) with asymmetrical
air-gap (b) with symmetrical air-gap

perhaps the symmetric air gap is also required for building coupled inductor. Following
description will be focusing on this analysis process.
Based on above mentioned basic measurement approach of coupled coefficient, the
specific coupled coefficients of a 3-phase coupled inductor in configuration 2 are tested:
According to measured results of Figure 4.17 it can be observed that due to symmetrical air gap configuration 2 can own almost symmetrical coupled coefficient for
6 different coupled factors of 3-phase coupled inductor. In the same time, even with
increasing air gap up to 4mm the coupled coefficients can still keep symmetrical value
to each pair coupled inductors. On the contrary, when the air gap is not distributed
symmetrically, the measured coupled coefficients are decreased and furthermore they
have still relative large difference gap among both pair coupled inductor. As a result,
configuration with symmetrical air gap can produce almost same coupled coefficients
and moreover keep better stability on coupled coefficients for the sake of changed
air-gap.
(b) Winding Structure 3
Winding structure 3 is wounded through taking two windings of the same core leg,
and the 3rd winding is coming from adjacent core leg (normally the insight direction
is from left to right 1-2-3-1 for a round). In Figure 4.15 a detailed interconnection
between defined windings has been showed. Based on winding structure 3, followed
measurement of coupled coefficients has been performed.
The test results of the winding structure 3 have quite similar test results like in
structure 2. When using asymmetrical air gap configuration the coupled coefficients are
not able to be balanced with changing air gap. On the other hand, once the magnetic
core is reorganized with symmetrical air gap, for the different air gap situations the
coupled coefficients are easy to have the same value and at the same time the measured
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of coupled coefficient in configuration 3 (a) with asymmetrical
air-gap (b) with symmetrical air-gap

coupled factors have slowly degrading. Basically, this test results are compliance with
structure 2.
(c) Winding Structure 4
In the winding structure 4 each phase inductor is composed of three sub-windings
around the same magnetic core leg. Therefore actually these three sub-windings are
connected in series for building an inductor, and then all three inductors are coupled as
like using a E core to produce a 3-phase coupled inductor on each leg. However, what
the main difference is that each core leg has the same cross section area. Therefore,
theoretically the coupled coefficients around each coupled inductor should be same.
Actually, due to leakage flux effective when both coupled inductors are not adjacent
relationship, the coupled coefficient is relative poor as compared to such adjacent
inductors. Concerning this point, it has been verified in the real test. Figure 4.19
It can be seen that the practical test results of coupled coefficient tally with initial surmised conclusion. Through observing the coupled coefficients, it can be found
that no matter with asymmetrical air-gap or symmetrical air-gap the effective coupled coefficients are more difficult to keep balance value for each coupled coefficient.
Furthermore, employing symmetrical air-gap the measured coupled coefficients are
decreased by 25%.
Figure 4.20 gives a specific comparison on coupled coefficient of different winding
structures and air-gap position. Observing Figure 4.20, using symmetric air gap can
improve the coupled factor for multiphase coupled inductor evidently. Based on this
investigation using sub-windings, below conclusions can be obtained:
• With increasing air gap, the coupled factor of multiphase inductor is decreased.
No matter for which kind configuration, the coupled factor is decreased with
increasing air-gap distance.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of coupled coefficient in configuration 4 (a) with asymmetrical
air-gap (b) with symmetrical air-gap
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of coupled coefficient (a) with asymmetrical air-gap (b) with
symmetrical air-gap

• Using the symmetric air gap, the coupled factor is improved. Especially for configuration 2 and configuration 3, the coupled factors of each 2-phase are almost
same with smaller error. For the multiphase (over 6 phase) coupled inductor,
it is quite important. If each 2-phase is coupled with same couple factor, the
output performance of the converter can be optimized in further.
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• Configuration 4 is not suitable for the coupled inductor if the converter is operated under middle frequency range. Meanwhile, it is also very clear that the
coupled factor of configuration 4 is smaller than other two winding configuration
(configuration 2 and configuration 3)

4.2.2 Analysis of Toroidal Core Coupled Inductor
Followed description is to be an investigation of the structure of the couplings performance using toroidal core. A balanced division of the windings in two segments
is to employ UU-, LL- or UI core as comparable to the winding arrangement of two
windings on two separate legs. Actually, the best way for describing the two coupled
windings is through making use of magnetic equivalent circuit. Concerning the 2-phase
coupled windings it has been described in detailed. Figure 4.21 shows an experimental
setup for a symmetrically wound toroidal core with three windings and the associated
magnetic equivalent circuit.
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Figure 4.21: Toroidal Core with 3 phase coupled windings (a) Toroidal core with 3 windings(b) magnetic reluctance circuit

According to provided magnetic circuit, the electric equivalent circuit can be derived and in additional the capacitors of three windings are regarded as shown in
Figure 4.21. In order to confirm the parameters of this equivalent electric circuit, related series measurements are carried out. The measurement results are summarized
in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.22: Equivalent electric circuit of Toroidal 3 phase coupled inductor
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Table 4.1: Inductance Measurement of Toroidal 3-phase Coupled Inductor
Winding
L1
L2
L3
L1+L2
L1-L2
L1+L2+L3
L1+L2-L3

Inductance [H]
1.26E-002
1.23E-003
1.21E-002
3.77E-002
2.62E-002
7.80E-002
1.26E-002

L1
8.97E-004
9.01E-004
-

Short circuit winding
L3
L1+L2
L2+L3
L1+L3
L2
8.40E-004 8.51E-004
6.30E-004
8.52E-004
6.72E-004
8.45E-004
6.68E-004
8.56E-004
8.56E-004
-

The winding turns of N1, N2 and N3 are almost same. It can be seen that the
leakage inductances through short circuit are almost same no matter for one winding
or two windings. Although the physical structure of Figure 4.21 is unsymmetrical
configuration, according to the measurement results on RMS error of Table 4.2 which
show a relative poor effect on the measurement results regarding to self-inductance
and also leakage-inductance.
Table 4.2: Derivation of electric parameters for equivalent circuit
Inductor
Lx -self-inductance
Lσ -short circuit with one winding
Lσ -short circuit with two windings

Mean Value [H]
0.0123
0.000864
0.000657

RMS Error [H]
140.5
24.7
18.9

RMS Error %
1.14
2.86
2.88

In order to derive the electric parameters for the equivalent electric circuit, Lx >>
Lb is assumed. Then the mean value of the inductance such as leakage inductances is
used for determining the related electric parameters of equivalent circuit.
When one winding has short circuit
864µH = 2 (Lσ11 + Lσ12 )

(4.18)

Lσ11 + Lσ12 = 432µH

(4.19)

Then, getting
When two windings have short circuit
657µH = Lσ11 + Lσ12 +

Lσ11 + Lσ12
= 1.5 (Lσ11 + Lσ12 )
2

(4.20)

Then, getting
Lσ11 + Lσ12 = 438µH

(4.21)

∧

The derived error by average value is 3µH = 0.7%. Among this calculation, two
leakage inductances are not separated. The magnetizing inductance of this calculation is not so sensitive for equivalent derivation, and on the contrary the nonlinear
characteristic of leakage inductances is more important.
In order to derive the related leakage inductance, followed analysis are implemented
through using impedance analyzer (Wayne-Kerrdevices.)
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Table 4.3: Leakage inductance measurement

Description
measured inductance 10kHz
Frequence of Parallel resonance
Resonance Capacitance

Test Result
L31 + L32 = 668µH
fp,res = 0.9744MHz
Cw = 41pF

The resonance capacitance of winding 3 has been measured, and therefore at the
resonance frequency the related resonance inductance can be derived LP,res = 650µ H.
As a result, the leakage inductance L31 = 18µH
It is quite similar to employ the same approach to measure the leakage inductance of
other two windings. Finally, electric parameters of an adequate symmetrical equivalent
electric circuit can be derived as below:
Table 4.4: Electric parameters of equivalent circuit

Description
Magnetizing Inductance
Leakage Inductance 1
Leakage Inductance 2
Resonance Capacitance

Test Result
LF ex = 36.93mH
Lσx1 = 18µH
Lσx2 = 417µH
Cw = 41pF

According to measured and derived magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance, the traditional equivalent circuit can be finalized. Similarly, a Y mode of
equivalent circuit can be also derived according illustrated description in this chapter.
Because this 3-phase coupled inductors have symmetrical structure, it is very interesting for using that to a 3-phase interleaved DC-DC converters. Based on this coupled
inductors, it is possible to improve the converter performance such as efficiency, EMC
and so on.

4.2.3 Analysis of Symmetrical Coupled Inductor using Y core
structure
In order to obtain symmetrical coupled coefficient, 9-multiwinding coupled inductors
have been described for the purpose of showing that using a normal core structure is
possible to produce a symmetrical coupled inductor. Meanwhile, a toroidal magnetic
core is also one possibility for building a symmetrical coupled inductor. The practical
measurements show that toroidal core is quite interesting for multiphase interleaved
DC-DC converter. Followed, a special Y core structure is introduced for the same
purpose to have the symmetrical coupled coefficients. This special coupled inductor is composed of separated I93 magnetic core, which is showed in Figure 4.23 and
Figure 4.24
According to the physical structure of Y symmetrical coupled inductor, a related
magnetic reluctance model can be also derived. In this model, the related leakage
inductances and magnetizing inductors have been regarded. The detailed derivation
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Figure 4.23: Y symmetrical 3-phase coupled inductor
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Figure 4.24: Magnetic reluctance mode of Y symmetrical 3-phase coupled inductor

of the electric equivalent circuit has been described through using Cherry rules in
Figure 4.25 .
At the same time the same measurement is also carried out for the purpose of
verifying the coupled coefficient of 3-phase symmetrical coupled inductor. Through
putting the existing AC voltage source at different phase, then the measurement results
are illustrated as below.
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Figure 4.25: Electric equivalent circuit of Y symmetrical 3-phase coupled inductor
Table 4.5: Measurement of the self-inductance and Mutual Inductance
Description Self Inductance [mH]
L1
L2
L3
M1−2
AC Source
0.6484
L1
2.5382
2.5926
L2
2.6876
L3
-

Coupled Inductance [mH]
M1−3 M2−1 M2−3 M3−1
0.6674
0.6525 0.6695
0.6985

M3−2
0.6821

Finally, the coupled coefficient can be calculated according to the self-inductance
and mutual inductance:
Therefore according to the measurement we can get below calculation results of
symmetrical coupled coefficient in Table 4.7 based on numerical analysis.
Table 4.6 indicates that the coupled coefficient of each two coupled inductor has
almost same value, and at the same according to the numerical calculation the related
RMS error is only 1.79%, which is relative smaller as compared to unsymmetrical coupled inductor. Therefore, this symmetrical coupled inductor structure is recommended
to be used for providing better performance when regarding to use coupled inductor
in the interleaved power converters. Furthermore, Table 4.6 shows a lower coupled
coefficient for 3-phase coupled inductor, and this lower coupled coefficient is mainly
determined by the core structure of Y type coupled inductor which is a quite special
magnetic core structure and composed of separated I core. Hereby it is also quite
difficult to promise a perfect symmetrical core structure, and furthermore the require
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Table 4.6: Calculated coefficient of 3-phase Y symmetrical coupled inductor
Self-Inductance [mH] Mutual Inductance [mH]
M1−2
0.6484
2.5382
L1
M1−3
0.6674
M2−1
0.6525
2.5926
L2
M2−3
0.6695
0.6985
M3−1
2.6867
L3
M3−2
0.6821

Coupled
k1−2
k1−3
k2−1
k2−3
k3−1
k3−2

Coefficient
0.2567
0.2555
0.2544
0.2536
0.2674
0.2584

Table 4.7: Numerical analysis of symmetrical Y 3-phase coupled inductor
Inductance
Lx -Self-Inductance
Mx−y Mutual Inductance
kx−y Coupled Coefficient

Mean Value
2.6058 mH
0.6697 mH
0.2577

RMS Error
61.34 µH
17.019 µH
0.004621

RMS Error Factor
2.35%
2.54%
1.79%

air-gap is not so easy to be set to theory value for the sake of interconnection of 3 I93
core. As a result, a relative large delta air-gap is formed as Figure 4.23. Due to this
delta air-gap, the practical coupled coefficient is degraded and coupled coefficient is
also difficult to be regulated. When the physical conditions are enough and suitable,
this existence delta air-gap can be avoided. Based on this assumption, the coupled
coefficient can be also regulated according to design conditions by filling a reasonable
and regular air-gap. In this disputation, this difficult issue will be not discussed and
it will be considered to be the further woke of PhD.

4.3 Summary
Normally, a multiphase coupled inductor is an unsymmetrical structure, and due to
unsymmetrical magnetic structure the related coupled coefficients are not so easy to
keep on same value. Thanks to this reason, the converter performance is also affected
due to unsymmetrical coupled coefficient. In order to optimize the power converter
performance by making use of symmetrical coupled inductor, in this chapter a series
approaches on how to produce a symmetrical coupled inductor are introduced and
described deeply such as using multi-winding transformer, Y magnetic core and so on.
Actually, there are also many different ways to produce a symmetrical coupled inductor,
during the PhD stage many other methods have been investigated and however due
to contents limitation it will be not described here.
3 main approaches of symmetrical coupled inductor have provided a detailed theory
analysis on model analysis and mutual coefficients. Meanwhile, the related advantages
and disadvantages of each approach are also analyzed.
Using multi-winding transformer can produce a symmetrical coupled inductor, and
however it is required to own many different sub-windings. With increasing phase
number of coupled inductor it is regarded to be difficult to make so many sub-winding
on the same phase leg. Therefore, a multi-winding transformer with normal magnetic
core structure is only suitable for the less coupled phase number like below three
phases.
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A toroidal core is also alternative approach to produce a symmetrical coupled
inductor, for a 3-phase coupled inductor via theory analysis a perfect symmetrical
coupled inductor is obtained. Each phase has almost same leakage inductance and
mutual inductance base on the model analysis of magnetic circuit. Therefore, it is
recommended for multiphase interleaved converter with coupled inductor. However,
one of main disadvantage of this core structure is concerning air-gap. For a storage
inductor, an air-gap is quite important for the consideration in case of magnetic saturation under high current condition. Therefore, with increasing of output current,
the practical inductance of using toroidal is possible to be decreased, and in a result
output ripple current is also enlarged due to decreasing inductance. Following, related
power losses such as conduction losses, copper losses, core loses and switching losses is
possible to be increased. Based on this reason, in order to overcome this shortcoming,
required winding turns have to be increased in order to avoid magnetic saturation or
sloping of inductances. This approach will directly lead to high copper losses of each
coupled inductor. Hereby for the large current application, it should be considered
carefully due to above mentioned issues.
Y type magnetic core is quite novel due to its special core structure, using this
special coupled inductor coupled coefficients of each coupled inductor are almost same.
However, one of main different issue is regarding the production process. Because of
this very special magnetic structure, it will directly raise the production cost. Through
it has cost issue on production process, it can be balanced by reduced power losses
and higher converter efficiency, which are alternative for reducing production cost.
As a result, there is an opportunity to make a balance for a whole production cost.
Furthermore, with increasing of power converter power, probably the required phase
number is also increased and therefore coupled windings are raised at the same time.
With Y core structure, it is not difficult to produce a multi-winding coupled inductor,
even if over 3-phase. On the other hand, with increasing output phase current each
winding inductance can be controlled by regulating the air-gap considering magnetic
saturation. Meanwhile, through theory analysis needed coupled coefficient can be also
regulated by adding a suitable air-gap. Therefore, Y core structure can overcome
the existence issues of other two illustrated symmetrical structure, and it can provide
a smooth possibility on producing a symmetrical coupled inductor for a multiphase
interleaved converter even on high power, multi-windings situation.
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Control Strategy for IMC

The purpose of this chapter is to present the work-stage of control design of current
sharing for multiphase interleaving power converter. In order to achieve the high
efficient bidirectional power converter, decrease the system volume, the multiphase interleaving converter system is recommended to be used. Multiphase converter system
(MCS)has been widely applied for the power distribution systems (PDSs), especially
for Point-of-Load (PoL) converters. Normally PoL converters are used for the communication devices or computer devices, which will provide 24VDC or 42VDC input
voltage range. However, with frequent technique improvement on electronic devices
such as CPU, much larger current is required in order to satisfy the technique requirements.
In order to supply the large output current, conventional converter can be connected
in parallel, which is normally called MCS. If all those PoL converters are simply connected in parallel without considering to using any shift control strategy, the common
performance will be similar and like one single PoL converter with large output current. Regarding the converter efficiency, it can be optimized due to parallel connected
converter owing lower current ripple for every branch, and hereby the power losses of
semiconductors of each phase can be decreased. However, concerning the converter
volume and dynamic transient response, there is no large leakage difference between
the single PoL converter and the multiphase PoL converter using general no-changed
control strategy. In order to let the PoL converter have much better performance, the
multiphase converter using interleaving control strategy is proposed in order to meet:
high efficiency, small size, large current and fast transient response.
Multiphase interleaving converters (MICs) are controlled using interleaving (Phase
shift principle) control strategy. It means that each phase is controlled with certain
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phase shift, and the every branch switchers are switched on/off using different switching
patters at the same time point. Based on this control concept, the total input/output
current ripple can be decreased evidently, and even more under certain situation the
current rippled can be cancelled completely if the duty cycle is occurred by some
certain value point. At the same time, for the sake of the interleaving pattern the ripple
frequency of output/input current is multiplied by phase number. Hereby regarding the
filter capacitors for output/input site, the accumulated volume of the filter capacitors
can be reduced.
As a result of above mentioned benefits using MICs, MICs has become the most
popular topology for voltage regulator module (VRM), especially for PoLs. Actually,
not only the MICs can be suitable for PoLs, but also for large power system or grid-tied
converters. And yet if we do not think which kind of application situation, there is
one critical issue current sharing which we have to take note of specially. For MICs
it is quite necessary to make each branch to have the equal current, which is generally
desirable in order to equalize components stresses and minimize component rating. For
the practical application, if the current sharing block is not considered into the design
process, the branch switchers will be operated with asymmetric current. At the same
due to usual existed tolerance of phase components such as DC resistance of inductor,
conductor resistance of switchers, and tracking impendence of PCB, which will lead to
asymmetric impendence for each phase, finally summed uncertain reasons can produce
large difference for phase current. In a result the MICs performance is attenuated and
the system efficiency is also lowed due to unrealized operation conditions. Therefore
in order to obtain the relative high characteristic performance, it is quite necessary to
plus the current sharing control to the design proceeding.

5.1 Introduction to Parallel System
With the development of power systems technology, modern telecom technology, information communication, computer and grid connection systems have become a large
potential market for power manufactures in the future. Some survey data showed
that the increasing demands for above those mentioned systems are being formed [69].
Meanwhile, due to the improvement of integrated technology, high power density and
large power converters are required for telecom, computer and battery charger equipment. Therefore the power electronics devices have being acted as the key roles and
also are required to provide higher power with smaller size and lower cost [70] [71].
Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of distribution power systems especially for the large power level, in parallel connected power converters are widely
adopted to be instead of single power converter systems. Here in parallel connected
power converters can be named multiphase power converter system (MPCS). Normally
one typical MPCS can be described using a bus structure [70] [71] as shown in Figure 5.1. For this MPCS, the required DC output voltage is generated through two
power stage. At the first power stage, one AC/DC rectifier bridge (passive rectifier
structure or active rectifier structure) and front-end DC/DC converters are connected
in parallel to feed the intermediated bus voltage for power load, which is normally
48V, 24V or 12V application for telecom and computer equipments. For the battery
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charger devices, the required DC output voltage is variable according to the battery
characteristic, which can be changed between lower voltage (12V) and high voltage
(400V). This DC output voltage after the frond-end DC/DC converter can be transferred to the PoLs concerning different load requirements. Because for the MPCS each
phase converter is designed and operated using symmetric structure and components,
each phase converter can be achieved using module concept in order to realize the high
compact power converters.
Because of module approach MPCS has many advantages as compared to conventional centralized power system, such as high efficiency, fast transient response to the
load change, easy installation, high reliability and ease of maintenance [72] [73]. In
the distributed power system the MPCS combined with module concept shows the
many advantages, due to this consideration module MPCS has been regarded as the
reference structure for a distribution power system (DPS). The parallel tied modules
can be employed for front-end/load power converters, at the same time this concept
structure provides the following features [74]:
• Thermal performance: Within a parallel configuration, each branch unit deals
with only a part of the summed power. Power losses of some key components
are reduced such as from power semiconductors, inductors and filter capacitors.
As a result, the thermal stress is allayed, and meanwhile the system reliability is
improved.
• Reliability and maintenance considerations: Since each branch unit of MPCS is
connected in parallel and achieved using module concept, the summed reliability of DPS can be improved observably. MPCS structure is quite suitable for
photovoltaic technology. Normally the lifetime of the PV module is 20 yrs, and
however the existed centralized DPS can give 5 to 10 yrs lifetime in normal. The
different lifetime between the PV module and DPS shall lead to the maintenance
cost rising. Therefore the direct result is to influence its market competitiveness
in current instance or future perspective on DPS.
• Redundancy: A quite important feature of the module MPCS is its possible
redundant system structure if using more modules. Due to the paralleled module
converters, between each branch unit they can support and relative independence
each other. Usually if N+1 module is used, N is required minimum modules
number in the high reliability application, such as mainframe computer, military
applications and space technology. During normal operation condition, if one
module is failed to transfer energy, this redundant system can enable the failed
sub-module to be disable and out of system function. Thus, the complete system
will be not effected, and yet continue in normal operation status.
• Modularity: The parallel MPCS structure is very suitable for module system
designs. The module MPCS is ease of installation and reconfiguration if the
extra output power is required. At the same time since every module converter
is designed with standard process, stand-by period, additional module cost and
manufacture cost are reduced in scale.
• Size reduction: Since module MPCS is designed using module concept and integrated circuit for sub-converters, the module design can provide high power
density. It is strongly noted that the power density can be increased especially
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Figure 5.1: Thevenin theorem equivalent circuit of MPCS

if the integrated components, interleaving control strategy and high switching
frequency are regarded for design process in sub-module.
Considering real situations of paralleled MPCS, adopted components are not complete symmetrical due to certain component tolerance. Therefore, the output impendence of the each module unit are little difference, and especially under heavy load
condition. If the current sharing scheme is not included into the MPCS, the current
distribution for each module is unbalance under heavy condition. Maybe sometimes
it causes that large current will follow the lower impendence loop, and even more for
some critical situation the output voltage is dropped down [74]. Actually according to
the Thevenins theorem, we could get the equivalent circuit for the MPCS as shown in
Figure 5.1
It is very familiar for us to know that the parameter definition of Thevenins theorem, Voc is output voltage, when in open circuit condition (no load resistor-meaning
infinite resistance). At the same time, calculate the output current Isc , when the
output terminals are short circuited (load resistance is 0). Therefore, Rth equals Voc
divided by this Isc. Since each module converter is connected in parallel, the output
voltage is same for phase module. Open circuit voltage Voc has the relationship with
duty cycle (Voc = f (D)). If the current sharing scheme is not considered and each
power switchers are drived using the almost same duty cycle, the open circuit voltage
Voc is same in theoretical. However phase impendence is practical little difference and
the phase current Io1 , Io2 , Io3 are not symmetrical even if the Voc of each phase is equal.
In order to obtain the same phase current, we need to regulate the phase duty to
change open circuit voltage of each phase.
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Within unequal load sharing condition, the stress cannot distributed on the individual modules, and as a result some branches are operated with higher temperature
stress which will generate direct effect for system reliability [75]-[78]. At the same time
with long time operation, unbalance phase current can cause a vicious circle day to
day, and finally MPCS will be announced to be failure in advance than anticipative.
This kind of failure phenomenon is not the case we expect. Therefore in order to implement the high performance MPCS and robust the reliability for DPS, overcome the
challenge of asymmetrical current is quite important for guarantee system stability,
reliability and long lifetime.

5.2 Control Design of Bidirectional 3-Phase IMC
Normally, in order to implement a control strategy, it is quite necessary to know about
the system transfer function for the purpose of confirming how to design a suitable
compensation transfer function and then obtain a stable closed-loop system. In fact the
transfer function of a power converter can be derived according to small signal model.
For a simple power converter, it is relative to derive the system transfer function
according to state-space average model. In [22] a detailed description on AC small
signal model is presented and explained. It illustrates the specific process of smallsignal linearization by certain examples and also derives a unified function transfer
function for classic power converters such as buck, boost, buck-boost and so on. [22] is
a very good reference literature for a well understanding on state-space averaging model
and circuit averaging. However, in this book the related derivation and description of
IMC are not still found. In order to solve this problem for IMC, the small-signal model
of IMC has been analyzed and modelled through making use of signal flow graph in
[98]. [98] introduces a novel approach concerning interleaved multiphase converter such
as interleaved buck converter and interleaved boost converter, and in the same time
interleaved multiphase converter using coupled inductors is also analyzed regarding
stable-state model and transient model. However, all provided models of IMC are
separated based on the basic signal flow graph, and a detailed description between no
coupled inductors and coupled inductors is not illustrated. Based on this point of view,
a generalized method for small-signal of IMC concerning, single phase, multiphase
with coupled inductors and no coupled inductors is demonstrated by employing Lunze
transformation, which enables to consider the inductor current of IMC as the common
mode and differential mode current [99]. In order to design a control strategy for a
IMC, [99] is used as the reference literature to process the compensation for system
control.

5.2.1 AC Small-signal Model of IMC
In order to derive illustrated generalized small-signal model, a multiphase interleaved
boost converter is used and this multiphase boost converter has N-phase in parallel
connection and N-phase coupled inductor.
With increasing operation phase number, the dimension of coupled interleaved
boost converter becomes higher. For simplify analysis approach, the basic Lunzes
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Figure 5.2: N-phase interleaved boost converter with N-phase coupled inductor

transformation is used for a paralleled symmetrical system specially like paralleled
power converters. Therefore, making use of this basic transformation, following expression can be obtained:
i = Γ · iL
(5.1)
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Based on Lunzes transformation, the steady-state performance can be expressed
as:
Uo = Ug

IL,k =

N D0
rL
+ N D0 2
RL

1
Ug
, k = 1, · · · , N
RL rL
2
+ N D0
RL

(5.3)

(5.4)

Where Ug is input voltage, RL is load resistance, rL is equivalent resistor of filter
inductor, D0 = 1−D. It can be seen that for a paralleled symmetrical interleaved boost
converter the steady-state voltage and current is not related to use coupled inductor
or decoupling inductor. This symmetrical paralleled system means that each inductor
has the same inductance, same inductor resistance and also same coupled coefficient
of multiphase coupled inductor.
Following, thanks to derive a small-signal model, averaging model is used. This
state-space averaging equation can be presented as:
x̄(t) = X + x̂(t)
d̄(t) = D + d̂(t)
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X and D present the steady-state variable, x̂(t) and d̂(t) indicate small ac variables.
Through averaging state-space equation, in [99] the control to output transfer function
can be derived as:
N Ug
Gvd (s) =
·
(rL + N D0 2 RL )C

− s + (N D0 2 RL − rL )
1
N D0 2
rL
2
)s +
s +( +
L c RL C
Lc C

(5.6)

Meanwhile, input to output transfer function and output impedance can be derived
as:
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Where, N means the operation phase, rL means the equivalent DC resistance of
phase inductor, Lc means the common-mode inductance D0 = 1 − D, C is output
capacitance and RL indicates output load. For the detailed definition of commonmode inductance, it can be found in [99] which is not presented in this work anymore.
The generalized small-signal model includes equivalent resistor of phase inductor.
Meanwhile, it is regarded that each operation phase has symmetrical parameters such
as inductance, duty cycle and even same coupled coefficient for coupled inductor. This
generalized expression of small-signal can be used to describe a simple single-phase
boost converter, multiphase interleaved boost converter with decoupling inductors,
with coupled inductors such as direct coupled inductors and inverse coupled inductors.
According to the small-signal model, the dynamic performance of each situation can
be demonstrated by bode diagrams. Bode diagrams describe a specific dynamic characteristic of converter itself concerning frequency response expressing the magnitude
of the frequency response gain and expressing also the frequency response phase shift
specially for stability analysis.
In order to analyze the small-signal model, following parameters are assumed for
3-phase and 6-phase boost converter.
Table 5.1: Parameters for small-signal analysis of boost converter

N Lk [mH]
3
0.7
6
0.7

rL,k [ohm]
0.038
0.038

C [mF]
0.47
0.47

Ug [V]
200
200

Uo [V] fsw [kHz]
700
20
700
20

Figure 5.3 shows a frequency response of 3-phase boost converter with different
configuration. It is assumed that each phase has the same ripple aiming at different
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Figure 5.3: Control-to-output transfer functions of 3-phase coupled inductor for different
coupling approaches, each phase has the same ripple current ratio as compared to other any
phase number

configuration. It can be seen that with increasing frequency the frequency response
is not related to coupling approach. Inverse coupling boost converter has relative
wider bandwidth as compared to other configuration. Because single-phase boost
converter has smaller inductance concerning the same ripple current ratio for each
configuration, as compared to decoupling and positive coupling. On the contrary,
inverse coupling boost converter has smaller equivalent inductance as compared to
single-phase converter which has been introduced in chapter 3. Therefore, inverse
coupling boost converter has wider bandwidth response.
There is also another possibility for multiphase boost converter, which means that
each phase has always the same inductance no matter for which kind of converter configuration. Figure 5.4 shows the plotted frequency response of 3-phase boost converter
with same phase inductance.
It is also same that for high frequency domain the frequency response is independent
to coupling approach. The individual frequency response of each coupling configuration
is the sequence of single-phase, direct coupling, no-coupling and inverse coupling. In
fact, each configuration has the same inductance, and then the equivalent inductance
of multiphase boost converter is smaller Leq = Lk /N as compared to phase inductor
or filter inductor of single-phase. Hereby, a single-phase boost converter has relative
lower bandwidth. In theoretical, for direct coupling, decoupling and inverse coupling
the basic principle is actually same based on equivalent circuit.
Besides a 3-phase boost converter, the frequency response of a 6-phase boost converter is also plotted for the sake of evaluating advantages by increasing operation
phase number. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 provide plotted result of two different possibilities of a 6-phase boost converter.
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Figure 5.4: Control-to-output transfer functions of 3-phase coupled inductor for different
coupling approaches, each phase has the same inductance as compared to other any phase
number

Figure 5.5: Control-to-output transfer functions of 6-phase coupled inductor for different
coupling approaches, each phase has the same ripple current ratio as compared to other any
phase number

It can be seen that with increasing phase number, the bandwidth of 6-phase boost
converter is wider than 3-phase boost converter. This is mainly due to decreased equivalent inductance with increasing phase number. Besides the small-signal model, the
output impedance of multiphase boost converter describes also the regulation characteristic considering step-response.
In the low frequency domain, the inverse coupling has smaller output impedance
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Figure 5.6: Control-to-output transfer functions of 6-phase coupled inductor for different
coupling approaches, each phase has the same inductance as compared to other any phase
number

as compared to other 3 options. It means an inverse coupling of multiphase boost converter is sensitive to load various such as step response. If the load has a large scaling
step-changing, the inverse coupling will be having larger overshoot or undershoot at
this situation.
Small-signal of multiphase phase boost converter has been evaluated, following it
will help to design a dynamic feedback controller for this entire system based on the
frequency response of magnitude and phase.

5.2.2 Dynamic Feedback Controller Design
The AC small-signal of multiphase boost converter has been introduced, a generalized
transfer function and output impedance have been verified. According to illustrated
frequency response of 3-phase and 6-phase boost converter, it can be seen that the
phase margin of four different converter options have not enough left margin which
should be larger than 45 degree. If a system has not enough phase margins, it can be
operated under unstable conditions, which will lead itself to a dangerous environment
or even damage converter itself. In order to be in case of this unstable situation,
a dynamic feedback controller is required for converter system design. In order to
implement a stable control system, firstly controller concept should be determined. In
this chapter, several different controllers of multiphase interleaved converter have been
provided. Master-slave controller is selected as the main control for a 3-phase boost
converter of W-charge project. Meanwhile, an additional controller considering a novel
digital current sharing is also implemented in the Matlab/Simulink simulation.
Master slave controller has lower error accurate, and it is also easy to be implemented. However a primary problem is due to its master controller. If the master
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Figure 5.7: Output impedance for different coupling approach and different phase number
based on the same inductance for each phase

controller is lost or sick, the whole system will lost control and the system reliability
is degrade due to no reluctant model by master controller. The detailed master-slave
controller of a 3-phase boost converter is figured as below.
In order to control this converter, the inductor current of each phase and output
voltage are measured. Measured output voltage is compared to a reference voltage,
and the error signal will amplified to be used as a reference current of each phase
current. Therefore each phase current has the same reference current coming from
output of voltage control.
In this feedback current sharing controller, the reference current is limited by a
limiter. Meanwhile, the output variable of current PI controller is also limited considering the maximal duty cycle limitation. However, due to this additional current
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Figure 5.8: 3-phase Boost Converter

Figure 5.9: Master-slave Feedack Control of 3-phase Boost Converter

limitation, the practical step respond of current sharing controller is delayed. For the
sake of this reason, an anti-windup controller is used for solving the practical problem
of response delay of current sharing.
Figure 5.9 shows only the concept of current sharing controller, actually this controller is implemented by a digital control technology. In the practical HW circuit,
TMS320C2810 is used for a digital controller. Therefore, the measured output voltage
and inductor currents are processed by an external A/D converter. Then this digital
will be transmitted by SPI as the input digital control value of DSP.
Meanwhile, in order to design compensation for this current sharing controller Matlab is used as the associated tool for implementing a stable control system. Through
employing SISOtool of Matlab, V-PI controller and I-PI controller are designed.
GV C (s) = 0.00097256
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1 + 0.05s
s

(5.10)

Based on designed PI controller for this 3-phase boost converter, the Bode figure of
designed controller is illustrated in Figure 5.10 for the purpose of showing the stability
characteristic. It can be seen that the compensated multiphase power converter has

Figure 5.10: Stability of designed current sharing controller based the basic PI compensation
for voltage and current loop

enough phase margin over 45 degree.
Following, based on this designed current sharing controller, the specific simulations
are performed for verify the current sharing control.

5.2.3 Simulation of Current Sharing Controller
For the purpose of verifying current sharing control, a 3-phase boost converter is
simulated. Firstly, this simulation is based the open loop control, and it means that
no any current sharing controller is included. There is a fixed duty cycle as the PWM
signal of each phase, and meanwhile, each phase inductor has different equivalent dc
resistance.
It can be seen that the output current of each phase has not same average value.
If the phase inductor has smaller equivalent DC resistance, the related average current
of this phase will be high. Furthermore, because of unbalance phase current, each
inductor will have also quite different thermal performance. As a result, it can lead
a thermal issue concerning inductor losses and in the same time the whole converter
efficiency can be degraded.
Based on this basic issue, following this 3-phase boost converter is simulated
through designing a recommended Master-slave current sharing controller.
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Figure 5.11: Simulation of 3-phase Boost converter without current sharing controller,
RL1 = 0.07ohm,RL2 = 0.06ohm,RL3 = 0.05ohm, fsw = 16kHz, Uin = 200V, Uo = 650V

Figure 5.12: Simulation of 3-phase Boost converter with current sharing controller, RL1 =
0.07ohm,RL2 = 0.06ohm,RL3 = 0.05ohm, fsw = 16kHz, Uin = 200V, Uo = 650V

Figure 5.12 shows the simulation result, and it can be seen that with current sharing
controller each phase has almost same average current even each phase inductor has
not same dc inductor resistance.
The current sharing controller has been verified through a specific simulation 3phase boost converter. Then it will be demonstrated via a practical lab-test to evaluate
the designed feedback controller aiming at a real operation environment.
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5.2.4 Lab-test of Current Sharing Controller
In the lab test, a practical HW is used to verify the designed current sharing controller.
The HW platform is referring to W-charge project, which has been introduced in
chapter3. This converter is a bidirectional converter regarding battery charger. For
the battery charger, it will be served as the buck converter, on the contrary for another
power direction it can be used as the boost converter for providing a suitable input
DC-link voltage for a 3-phase inverter. It is similar to the Matlab simulation and this
converter will be employed for boost converter function. The designed current sharing
controller is not only tested by decoupling 3-phase boost converter, and in the same
time it is verified by using a 3-phase coupled inductor.

Figure 5.13: Lab-test of 3-phase boost converter with decoupling inductor and open loop
control

Figure 5.14: Lab-test of 3-phase boost converter with decoupling inductor and closed current sharing controller
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It can be seen that without current sharing controller each phase has not same
RMS current, and when the current sharing controller are inserted into the control
strategy, each phase has almost same RMS current. In the same time it is discovered
that using current sharing controller the total input ripple current is only 200mA, and
however without current sharing controller the total inductor ripple current is about
400mA, which is twice of using current sharing controller. If the ripple current is
decreased, required input filter capacitor can be reduced as well as. Furthermore, the
related power losses of the converter can be reduced due to balanced phase current.

Figure 5.15: Lab-test of 3-phase boost converter with coupled inductor and closed current
sharing controller

Figure 5.15 shows a lab-test of 3-phase boost converter with a symmetrical 3-phase
coupled inductor. When using coupled inductor, the current sharing controller is also
useful for achieving an equal phase current. The current difference of each two phase
is only about 150mA by 3.5% of average value of inductor current and which is still
accepted for high current application. Moreover it can be further improved by using a
precision current transducer for current measurement.

5.3 Summary
In order to obtain a symmetrical phase current for a multiphase interleaved power
converter, a current sharing controller is needed for the purpose of making each function
phase owing a symmetrical current as compared to other adjacent phase. In term of
this point, in this chapter, a detailed description on how to design current sharing
controller is depicted.
In order to have a stable control system, a small-signal model of the multiphase
boost converter is introduced and analyzed based on the transfer function of control-tooutput, input-to-output and also output impedance. Based on this controller topology
and AC small-signal model, a current sharing controller is designed and meanwhile
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some related compensations are provided for displaying the stability of current sharing
controller.
Based on the designed current sharing controller, some simulations concerning with
current sharing and no current sharing are performed. Meanwhile, lab-test by making
use of a 3-phase boost converter is carried. This lab-test is also through employing with
current sharing and no current sharing, and a 3-phase symmetrical coupled inductor
is used for verifying this current sharing controller.
As a result, it indicates that designed current sharing controller is quite useful
for distributing an equal phase current for a multiphase interleaved power converter.
Furthermore, it helps to reduce the total filter ripple current which will be associated
to decrease power losses of power converters in a result optimized converter efficiency
and better dynamic system response.
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Interleaved Converter with
Tapped-inductor

The interleaved multiphase buck/boost converters have been discussed mainly focusing on using separated inductor or coupled inductor. An interleaved power converter
is normally used for high power application, and buck/boost converter is conventional
topology for non-isolation association. Concerning isolated power stage, forward, pushpull and full-bridge topology can be used by interleaved control method. Each power
converter topology is suitable for the different application condition such as input voltage, output voltage and isolation requirements. For the general input-to-output voltage
difference buck/boost converter is quite suitable for obtaining a high efficiency. If the
voltage ratio of input-to-output is increased especially for low output voltage application, buck/boost converter topology is not an ideal selection aiming at problematic
of smaller duty cycle in terms of peak-to-average switching current ratios and overall
converter efficiency. For the sake of this reason, tapped-inductor power converter is
recommended for low output voltage converter. Tapped-inductor power converter is
used to resolve the existent problem on smaller converter duty cycle. With a tappedinductor power converter the converter duty cycle can be extended by a turn ratio
of tapped-inductor. Due to extended duty cycle, the converter efficiency can be improved as compared to a simple buck/boost converter. Meanwhile, a tapped-inductor
can be also used for interleaved converter topology regarding large power application
of low output voltage converter. In this chapter, the main contents are focusing on
detailed description on interleaved tapped-inductor buck converter by making use of
decoupling inductor and coupling inductor. At the same time, a novel tapped-inductor
power converter is proposed, which can bring out higher voltage ratio as compared to
conventional tapped-inductor power converter.
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6.1 Single Phase Tapped-Inductor Buck Converter
6.1.1 Basic Characteristic
A single phase tapped-inductor buck converter (TIBC) has been given in Figure 6.1.
In tapped-inductor buck converter, the DC gain is a function of both the duty cycle
D and the turn ratio of the tapped-inductor n. According to the volt-second balance,
following equation on voltage gain is derived.

Figure 6.1: Conventional single phase tapped-inductor buck converter

M (D) =

D
Uo
=
Uin 1 + n · (1 − D)

(6.1)

Figure 6.2: DC conversion ratio M (D) of the tapped-inductor buck converter

In the Figure 6.2, it shows the good duty cycle characteristic for the different
transformer ratio with decreasing the conversion ratio. Therefore, this usual tappedinductor topology could be suitable for multi-phase buck converter used for high voltage
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conversion ratio. With increasing turn ratio, for the same duty cycle the conversion
ration M(D) is decreased. However it does not mean that for low output voltage high
turn ratio is always best solution. High turn ratio will produce large leakage inductance, which is not desired for voltage spike of power MOSFET at turn-off interval.

6.1.2 State-Space Average Model of TIBC
The state-space averaging approach [100] [101] will be described briefly here in order
to have a simply understanding following derivation approach. The state-space description of dynamical systems is a mainstay of modern control theory, the state-space
averaging method makes use of this description to derive the small-signal averaged
equations of PWM switching converter. The state-space description is a canonical
form for writing the differential equations that describe a system. For a linear network, the derivatives of the state variables are expressed as linear combinations of the
system independent inputs and the state variables themselves.
The canonical circuit mode for state-space averaging is proposed, whose fixed topology contains all the essential input-output and control properties of any DC-to-DC
switching converter, regardless of its detailed configuration, and by which different
converters can be characterized in the form of a table.
According to above described definition for state-space average model, followings
steps we are going to derive the state-space averaging model of single tapped-inductor
buck converter using conventional unified approach illustrated by Cuk.
In order to derive the state-space averaging model of tapped-inductor buck converter, the circuit state of TIBC could be divided to be ON time and OFF time with
two sub interval. We will suppose that the tapped-inductor and output capacitor are
not ideal components, the parasitical resistance have been defined here. Therefore, the
practical TIBC can be figured as below:

Figure 6.3: Single phase tapped-inductor buck converter with parasitic resistance for
tapped-inductor and output capacitor

Interval DTsw
Where Tsw is switching period. During on time interval, the switch S1 will be at on
status. Therefore, the equivalent circuit of the tapped-inductor buck converter could
be obtained as below:
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Figure 6.4: Single phase TIBC at ON Time

Writing the KVL in circuit loop and writing KCL at the output node, we could
get following expression for ON time:

(Rl + Rc //R)
R
1
dil



− vC ·
+ Vg
 dt = −il ·
L
(R + RC ) · L L
(6.2)

R
1
dv
c


= il ·
− vC
+ 0 · Vg

dt
(R + RC ) · C
(R + RC ) · C
Using matrix, we could define following matrix expression.


R
(Rl + Rc //R)
−
−
L
(R + RC ) · L 


A1 = 

1
R
−
(R + RC ) · C
(R + RC ) · C
 
1
b1 =  L 
0

(6.3)

(6.4)

Interval (1 − D)Tsw
During this OFF interval, switching S2 is at ON status. Therefore, following state
circuit could be provided:
Similarly, according to the basic KCL, KVL and the transformer model of the
tapped-inductor, the following equations for the off-state of TIBC can be derived.

"
#
2

R
+
n
·
R
//R
n·R
di

l
C
l


− vC ·
+ 0 · Vg
 dt = −il
L
(RC + R) · L
(6.5)


nR
v
dv
C
c


= il ·
−
+ 0 · Vg

dt
(R + RC ) · C (R + RC ) · C
Using matrix to express the equation 6.5 , being:


n·R
Rl + n2 · RC //R
· ¸
−
−
0
L
(RC + R) · L 


B2 =
A2 = 

1
0
nR
−
(R + RC ) · C
(R + RC ) · C
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Figure 6.5: Single phase TIBC at OFF Time

Therefore, according to above derivation for On-state interval and OFF-state interval, we also could get the following results based on the matrix expression. During the
period, 0 < t < DTsw , we could define the below expression for this state performance.
¦

x = A 1 x + B1 v g
y1 = C1T x

(6.7)

During the OFF-state interval, 0 < t < (1 − D)T s , we could define the similar
expression for this state performance.
¦

x = A 2 x + B2 v g
y2 = C2T x

(6.8)

Where we are going to give following definition.


dil
¦


x =  dt 
(6.9)
dvC
dt
Therefore finally, we also could get following expression according to above derived
results for different state internal.


 
R
(Rl + Rc //R)
¸
·
−
−
1

R
L
(R + RC ) · L 
T


 
A1 = 
 B1 = L C1 = RC //R R + R
1
R
C
0
−
(R + RC ) · C
(R + RC ) · C
(6.10)


n·R
Rl + n2 · RC //R
· ¸
·
¸
−
−
R
0
L
(RC + R) · L 
T


A2 = 
 B2 = 0 C2 = n · (RC //R) R + R
1
nR
C
−
(R + RC ) · C
(R + RC ) · C
(6.11)
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In order to get the state-space averaging model, we will suppose that the tappedinductor and the output filter capacitor are be not realized. Therefore this model
will be suitable for the generalized methods for the TIBC under any conditions even
including the ideal conditions. Besides this assumption, I also suppose that this converter will be operated on CCM condition. Firstly, according to above derived matrix
equation for the tapped-inductor buck converter, we could provide the basic matrix
equation in equation 6.10and equation 6.11.
Now, our objective is to replace the state-space description of the two linear circuits
emanating from the two successive phases of the switching cycle Tsw by a single statespace description which represents approximately the behaviour of the circuit across
the whole period. Therefore, we need to propose the following simple averaging steps:
take the average of both dynamic and static equations for the two switched intervals,
the linear continuous system results as below:
³
´
³
´
¦
0
0
x = dA1 + d A2 x + dB1 + d B2 vg
³
´
(6.12)
0
y1 = dC1T + d C2T x
This model is the basic averaged model, which is the starting model for all other
derivations. According to the basic equation for the state-space averaging derivation for
the continue system, meanwhile put the relative matrix equation into equation 6.10and
equation 6.11, following state-space averaging expression could be given:

  R + [d + (1 − d) n2 ] R //R

 
R [d + (1 − d) n]
l
C
dil
· ¸
−
−
d
 dt  
L
(R + RC ) · L 
 il +   Vg
=

L

 vC
1
R [d + (1 − d) n]
dvC
0
−
dt
(R + RC ) · C
(R + RC ) · C
(6.13)
·

R
y1 = RC //R · [d + (1 − d) n]
R + RC

¸· ¸
i
v

(6.14)

In order to connect or describe the dynamic circuit for the TIBC, we express the
capacitor voltage vC in terms of the desired output quantity y as:
R + RC
y1 − RC [d + (1 − d) n] il
R

(6.15)


· ¸
0
il
=
R + RC 
y
1
−RC [d + (1 − d) n]
R

(6.16)

vC =
Or, in matrix form:
·

il
vC

¸



1

Substitution of equation 6.13 into equation 6.11 gives

 

0
dil
Rl + dd (n − 1)2 RC //R
[d + (1 − d) n] · ¸  
d
−
−
 il
 dt  

L
·L
 L Vg
+
=

 y1

dvC
1
[d + (1 − d) n]
0
−
dt
C
R·C
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Figure 6.6: Circuit realization of the basic state-space averaging model of equation 6.17
using hybrid model

According to above derived equation 6.17, one can easily reconstruct the circuit
representation shown as Figure 6.6
Here, we have got the basic circuit averaged model for the TIBC. If the duty cycle
is one constant value so d = D, the DC regime can be found easily by considering
inductance L to be short and capacitor C to be open for DC. Hence the DC voltage
gain could be easily attained. Generally, under the DC condition or DC steady state
condition, the current variation and voltage variation could be supposed to be zero,
and therefore, we could get the following derivation according to equation 6.17
h
i
0
0 = − Rl + DD (n − 1)2 RC //R I − [D + (1 − D) n] V + DVg
1
0 = [D + (1 − D) n] I + − V
R

(6.18)

Simplified equation 6.18, and then the steady-state transfer function of TIBC can
be derived:
D
I
i
=h
2
2
0
0
Vg
Rl + DD (n − 1) RC //R + R(D + D n)
¡
(6.19)
0 ¢
D·R· D+D n
V
i
=h
Vg
Rl + DD0 (n − 1)2 RC //R + R(D + D0 n)2
If we ignore the parasitic resistance of the circuit inductor and the capacitor, below
results could be easily derived:
I
D
=
Vg R(D + D0 n)2
V
D
=
Vg D + D0 n

(6.20)

We have got the DC transformation of the TIBC, next step we are going to get
the small signal mode for TIBC. In order to get the AC small-signal model, we will
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suppose that the basic TIBC circuit is perturbed according to:
∧

hi (t)iTS = I + i (t)
∧

hv (t)iTS = V + v (t)
∧

hvg (t)iTS = Vg + vg (t)

(6.21)

∧

hig (t)iTS = Ig + ig (t)
∧

hd (t)iTS = D + d (t)
For the inductor current, considering the perturbation of the small signal as shown
in equation 6.21, we could get following expression:
#
"
·
µ
¶µ
¶
¸·
¸
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
dI di
0
2
+
= − Rl + D + d (t)
L
D − d (t) · (n − 1) RC //R I + i (t)
dt dt
·
µ
¶ ¸h
¶h
i µ
i
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
0
ˆ
v
− D + d (t) + D − d (t) n V + (t) + D + d (t) Vg + vg (t)
(6.22)
Simplified equation 6.22 and ignore the 2nd order ac terms, so as:
#
"
h
i
dI di
0
= − Rl + DD (n − 1)2 RC //R I − [D + (1 − D) n] y + DVg
+
L
dt dt
h
iˆ
ˆ
0
- Rl + DD (n − 1)2 RC //R i (t) − [D + (1 − D) n] v (t)−
h³ 0
´
iˆ
D − D (n − 1)2 RC //R · I − Vg + (n − 1) V d (t)

¸ h
i
h
iˆ
ˆ
dv
Y
y
dV
0
0
+
= D + D n I − + D + D n i (t) − (n − 1) I d (t) −
C
dt
dt
R
R

(6.23)

·

(6.24)

Therefore, considering the small signal perturbation and equation 6.23 and equation 6.24, we could get the following averaging model with small perturbation: Where

Figure 6.7: Combination of dependent sources into effective ideal transformer, leading to
the final model for the TIBC
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we would define the er as below:
h³
´
iˆ
0
er = D − D (RC //R) (n − 1)2 I + (n − 1) Y + Vg d (t)

(6.25)

In Figure 6.7 we have got the combination circuit for the TIBC with ideal transformer, next steps we will derive the canonical circuit model for the TIBC. Generally,
we expect that converters have similar physical properties should have qualitatively
similar equivalent circuit models. Hence, we can define a canonical circuit model that
correctly accounts for all of these basic properties. This canonical circuit will be used
to describe the circuit behaviours input-output and control properties. This model
allows us to extract physical insight and to compare the ac properties of converters.
Based on this proposal, below canonical circuit model could be derived.

Figure 6.8: Canonical model of TIBC with inclusion of ac duty cycle variations

In the Figure 6.8, some variations could be given as so:
#
"
¡
¡
0¢
0 ¢
D−D
s (n − 1) I D + D n Le
n
−
1
V
g
+
(RC //R) I(n − 1)2 +
Y +
e (s) =
D
D
D
D
(6.26)
·

D (n − 1)
j (s) = I 1 +
D + D0 n

¸
(6.27)

½
X (s) =

sL
RC = Rl = 0
0
2
R
6 0, RC 6= 0
sL + Rl + (n − 1) DD RC //R l =
Xe =

X (s)
(D + D0 n)2

(6.28)

(6.29)

The converter must also contain reactive elements that filter the switching harmonics and transfer energy between the power input and power output ports. Since it is
desired that the output switching ripple be small, the reactive elements should comprise a low-pass filter having a cut-off frequency well below the switching frequency.
This low pass characteristic also affects how ac line voltage variations influence the
output voltage. So the model should contain an effective low-pass filter as figure Figure 6.8. If we suppose that the inductor and the capacitor are the ideal components,
it means that equivalent resistance of the inductor and the capacitor will be ignored
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in order to simplify the circuit analysis. Therefore, we could get the following transfer
function for the TIBC.
sLD (1 − n) + nR[D + (1 − D) n]2
v (s)
£
¤¤
=£
Gvd (s) =
· Vg
d (s)
s2 LRC + sL + R D + (1 − D)2 [D + (1 − D) n]2

(6.30)

snRC + n + D (n − 1)
i (s)
£
¤¤
=£
· Vg
d (s)
s2 LRC + sL + R D + (1 − D)2 [D + (1 − D) n]2

(6.31)

Gid (s) =

Based on transfer function equation 6.30 and equation 6.31 for the TIBC, following
Bode graphics could be plotted and however due to page limitation it will be not
illustrated which can easily plotted using Matlab to configure. Furthermore, according
to above derived equation for non-ideal TIBC, it is also relative to obtain the smallsignal model of non-ideal TIBC. Following the main task is to derive the model for
interleaved TIBC.

6.2 Interleaved Multiphase Tapped-Inductor Buck
Converter
TIBC is a special power converter topology concerning a specific application situation of large voltage difference of output-to-input. With increasing output power a
single phase TIBC is not suitable for high power application due to efficiency and
dynamic response requirements. For the sake of this reason, interleaved multiphase
TIBC is recommended for high power converter aiming at large voltage gain difference
of output-to-input. The specific performance of a single TIBC has been described
through above derived steady-state and dynamic-state functions. Following detailed
description is focusing on theory analysis of steady-state and dynamic-state interleaved
multiphase tapped-inductor buck converter (IMTIBC). It is well know that an IMC
can be designed by separated inductors or coupled inductor. IMTIBC can be produced
through separated inductors and coupled inductor as well as.

6.2.1 State-Space Average Model
From the above mentioned section on how to get the state-space averaging model for
the single-phase tapped-inductor buck converter. However, what is the state-space
averaging model for the multi-phase tapped-inductor buck converter or multi-phase
coupled tapped-inductor buck converter, and it is not so clear now. For both of noncoupled and coupled situations, the approach could be generalized using one recommended method in [99] . [99] the generalized small-signal model of the multiphase
interleaved boost converter (IBoC) with coupled inductors is developed by using Lunzes transformation, which could be used to enable one to consider the inductor currents
as common-mode and differential-mode currents, respectively. Generally, the converter
is assumed to be operated in the continuous current mode. Looking in paper [99], it
is very interested to find that the author has defined the coupled mode of each pair
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coupled inductor. As regarding the opinion of the author in paper [99], the author
defined that the inductors are coupled with two different modes: adjacent coupled inductor will be coupled with inverse mode, compartmental inductors are coupled with
direct coupled mode. Actually, coupled approaches are not so limitation. Meanwhile,
according to the analysis chapter 3 and chapter 5 on interleaved buck converter, we
could find that inverse coupled mode will be more suitable for the multiphase converter
due to smaller ripple current and fast dynamic response under heavy load conditions.
Meanwhile, using two different coupled approaches in one system, the analysis process will be more complex. Therefore, in order to utility the advantage of the inverse
coupled mode and at the same time to simplify the derivation of the multi-phase interleaved coupled tapped-inductor buck converter(MICTIBC). Following derivations
steps will be aiming at unique coupled mode for the tapped-inductor: direct coupled
or inverse coupled. Therefore, the coupled inductance of the tapped-inductors will be
not defined, maybe positive or negative. Finally, one generalized approach to be given
for the MICTIBC is derived for the small signal analysis and the averaging current
control.

Figure 6.9: Interleaved Multiphase TIBC with coupled inductor

Figure 6.9 shows the multiphase TIBC with coupled tapped-inductors including
sum N buck converters are connected in parallel. Each phase is consisted of a tappedinductor, and meanwhile each phase will be strongly coupled using one single magnetic
core. It is assumed that the parallel converters are symmetrical and operated in continuous current mode. The coupled polarity of the coupling inductors will be not defined
here, and the generalized approach will be derived. At the same time, actually every
tapped-inductor could be regarded as one combination of a magnetizing inductor and
one ideal transformer. Hence, the coupled inductors will be considered as the mutual
coupled by magnetizing inductor Lm. Due to this consideration and derivation results
in the first period report, following theory derivation process will be based on the basic
concept of magnetizing inductor. The magnetizing inductor is regarded here to the
physical summed inductor of the primary and the secondary. For k th phase, we could
provide the circuit shown in Figure 6.10. If each buck converter is symmetrical, the
dynamic current of the every coupled magnetizing inductor can be written as:
For each phase converter, we could get following voltage expression for the inductor
considering the coupled inductor:
uL1 = L1

diL2
diLk
diLN
diL1
+M
+ ··· + M
+ ··· + M
dt
dt
dt
dt

(6.32)
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Figure 6.10: k th phase circuit converter with equivalent circuit by magnetizing inductor of
IMTIBC

Simplified equation 6.32so as:
uL1

N
diLj
diL1 X
+
M
= (L1 − M )
dt
dt
j=1

(6.33)

Therefore, the voltage expression of the k th phase could be derived as:
uLk = (Lk − M )

N
diLj
diLk X
+
M
dt
dt
j=1

(6.34)

Meanwhile, the inductor voltage of each magnetizing inductor for the tappedinductor could be expressed using the input and output variable at ON and OFF
states: Firstly, we need to define the switching state for each switcher as:
½
1 ON
(6.35)
sk =
0 OFF
According to the switching state of each phase, could be:
(
uLk = −r · iLk − vo + Vg on
uLk = −r · iLk − nvo + 0Vg off

(6.36)

Using switching to express the inductor voltage, it will be derived as:
uLk = −r · iLk − [n − (n − 1) sk ] vo + sk Vg

(6.37)

If we define below assumption:
L1 = L2 = · · · = Lk = · · · = LN = L
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Using matrix form, the inductor voltage of MICTIBC could be written as:
L

diL
= −r · iL − [nJ − (n − 1) S] vo + SVg
dt

(6.39)

£
¤T
WhereiL = iL1 iL2 · · · iLN ; r= equivalent resistor of the magnetizing inductor, and also as:
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The output capacitor or output voltage equation can be expressed as:

N

vo
dvo X


=
iLj sj −
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C


 dt
R
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dvo X


=
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(1
−
s
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−
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Lj
j
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(6.41)

Combine both equations in equation equation 6.41 using switching expression:
C

vo
dvo
= − + [nJ − (n − 1) S]T · iL
dt
R

(6.42)

Where R and C denote the load resistance and the output filter capacitance. The
equivalent series resistance of the output capacitor is ignored. The state equations in
equation 6.39, equation 6.42 describe the dynamics of the N phase MICTIBC. With
increasing of the phase number, the system dimension along with the coupling will be
becoming higher. Therefore, in order to simplify the derivation process, the Lunzes
transformation for the strong coupled symmetrically system. Using this recommended
transformation, the inductor current could be simplified to be one relative simple
matrix expression. Therefore, based on [102], [103] and [104], we can define equation
in order to simplify the inductor expression:
i = Γ · iL

(6.43)

Where Γ is Lunzes transformation for linear coupled symmetric composite systems
[104] so as below:


N −1
−1
...
−1
−1
 −1 N − 1 . . .
−1
−1

1


..
..
(6.44)
Γ =  ...
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.
−1
−1
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 −1
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1
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1
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0
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(6.45)

According to [103], the transformation in equation 6.45 replaces N phase inductor
currents by an average current and N-1 deviated current from their average which are
considered as the common-mode current and the differential-mode current respectively,
substation of equation 6.45 into equation 6.39 so derived:
di
= A11 i + A12 vo + B1 Vg
dt
dvo
= A21 i + A22 vo
dt

(6.46)

Where A11 , A12 , A21 , A22 , B1 can be written as:
A11 = −rΓL−1 Γ−1 , A12 = −ΓL−1 [nJ − (n − 1) S]
1
1
[nJ − (n − 1) S] Γ−1 , A22 = −
C
RC
−1
B1 = ΓL S

A21 =

(6.47)

Where the specific derivation for the inverse matrix and the combined matrix is not
recommended to be provided. We only give the derived results for every sub-matrix
in equation 6.47. Where we can give the following sub-matrix like:


β−1
0
···
0
0
 0

β − 1 ···
0
0


 ..

..
..
A11 = −r · α  .
(6.48)
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(6.49)
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The equation 6.49 can be further simplified to:
A12 = −ΓL−1 [nJ − (n − 1) S]
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A21 =

(6.51)

j=1

Then we can also get following equations for step analysis.
B1 = ΓL−1 S
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Where α, β are the expression using the self-inductance L and the mutual inductance M .
M
(6.54)
α=
2
(2N − 4) M − L2 − (N − 4) M L
"

L−M
β = − (N − 2) +
M

#
(6.55)

In next steps, the purpose of the derivation is to get the state-space averaging model
for the IMTIBC using the averaging operator [22]. Through state-averaging process,
the sub-matrix in equation 6.48, equation 6.49, equation 6.50 and equation 6.51 could
be expressed using the individual duty cycle of each phase converter as:
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Where dk denotes the duty cycle or the average value of the switching function
sk for each phase converter. According to Lunzes transformation, the average or the
common-mode current iN is defined as:
iN =

N
1X
iLj
N j=1

(6.60)

The differential-mode currents also can be defined as:
ik = iLk − iN

(6.61)

Actually, the general current sharing control is based on the concept in equation 6.60 and equation 6.61 define the differential-mode current due to un-equal inductance of each phase of equivalent resistance for each phase. Therefore, this equation
will be very useful for current sharing control late. It is the basic concept for extending
expression. Under the steady-state conditions, the averaging state equation should be
zero in equation 6.56 and solving the resulting algebraic equations the output voltage
and the inductor current in the k th converter in the steady state can be derived as
following expression:
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In the case of complete identical duty cycles:
D1 = D2 = . . . = DN = D

(6.64)

The steady-state performance can be summarised as:
N D [n − (n − 1) D]
Vo
=
Vg
r
+ N [n − (n − 1) D]2
R
Ik = 0, k = 1, . . . , N − 1

(6.65)

(6.66)
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IN =

D
Vg
·
R r
+ N [n − (n − 1) D]2
R

(6.67)

It is seen that the steady-state function of IMTIBC is not related to the coupled
inductor having inverse coupling, direct coupling or decoupling approach. It is mainly
decided by the operation phase, inductor resistance and output load.

6.2.2 Small-signal Model
In [102], the detailed derivation process on how to obtain the small signal has been
described. To derive the linearized small-signal model, the signal variables in equation 6.56 are expressed using a steady-state parameter and a perturbed variable as
below:
x̄(t) = X + x̂(t)
(6.68)
ˆ
d(t) = D + d(t)
ˆ are small variations. ThereWhere X, D are steady-state variable, and x̂(t) and d(t)
fore, through detailed description in [102] the small-signal mode of IMTIBC can be
derived as:
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(6.71)

Where Lm and Rm mean the magnetizing inductance and equivalent resistance of
magnetizing inductor. The expressions of output voltage and inductor current of each
phase has been provided which can be used to insert into above derived small-signal
functions for plotting Bode figures of IMTIBC. Here it will be not plotted in detail.
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6.3 Flux Model of Integrated Tapped-Inductor
For an interleaved multiphase buck converter, the integrated inductor is recommended
for optimizing converter performance such as reducing ripple current of each phase
and fast transient response. Similarly the integrated inductor can be also used for
IMTIBC, and all tapped-inductors can be integrated into one single magnetic core.
Normally, the two tapped-inductor La and Lb can be produced by two pairs of
separate U-I cores as shown in Figure 6.11. The air gap is distributed in center of the
outer leg or each leg

Figure 6.11: Integrated inductor structure of two phase tapped-inductor (a) without coupling (b) with coupling through air gap of middle leg

Because there is no air gap in the center leg of the combined integrated core,
the magnetic flux will be shorted circuit due to low reluctance as compared to the
reluctance placed on outer leg with fixed air gap. As a result, the fluxes produced by
two tapped windings from two outer legs will almost flow through the center leg. Thus,
there is no any magnetic flux overlap between two tapped windings and therefore the
actual activities of two tapped-inductors using integrated core will be as same with
two separated tapped-inductors. In order to achieve the coupled effect for two phase
tapped inductor, the same air gap has to be filled into the center leg of EE core as
shown in Figure 6.11. If two tapped-inductors are wounded around the recommended
core with coupled contribution, the magnetic flux of two windings could be plotted
out as Figure 6.11, which has shown the fixed air gap in center leg. An additional
benefit of integrated core structure is that the flux in the center leg has smaller ripples.
The large flux ripple could lead to high core losses, and however the core structure for
couple winding contribution will generate the smaller flux ripple due to flux cancellation
coming from coupled winding. In spite of all those mentioned advantages using coupled
tapped-inductor, the disadvantages are also obviously. For the multi-phase interleaved
converter, the integrated core structure will be complex and difficult to achieve the
actual concept using existent core production. However, obviously the advantages
of the integrated core structure for multi-phase converters have owned much more
percentage than disadvantages relatively. As a result, this kind of integrated winding
structure will be recommended to be as proposed for tapped-inductor structure in
following design.
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The flux interaction between the two winding as shown in Figure 6.11, and the
dotted line represents the coupled magnetic flux to another winding. Regarding recommend tapped winding structure, the flux reluctance model of the tapped-inductor
could be provided as Figure 6.12 shown.

Figure 6.12: Reluctance mode of two phase coupled tapped-inductor

We could employ basic circuitous philosophy to derive the relative equation for
coupled-tapped-inductor. Meanwhile, below conditions will be assumed for simplifying
the derivation.
N1
=n
(6.72)
R1 = R2 = R,
N2
Firstly, only i2a and i2b are as the driving source to the reluctance circuit, and hereby
i2a and i2b should be shorted circuit for obtaining equivalent magnetic reluctance. As
a result, equation 6.72 could be found:
Ref f 1 =

R · (R + 2Rm )
R + Rm

(6.73)

Meanwhile, the related flux can be expressed at:
φ11 =

N1 i1a + N2 i1b
(R + Rm )
=
· (N1 i1a + N2 i1b )
Ref f 1
R · (R + 2Rm )

(6.74)

Following we need to find the magnetic flux which is generated by i2a and i2b . Here,
i1a and i1b is short circuit, thus:
φ21 =

Rm
1
N1 i2a + N2 i2b
· (R//RM ) · =
· (N1 i2a + N2 i2b )
Ref f 1
R R · (R + 2Rm )

(6.75)

Therefore, we could get the combined magnetic flux following through reluctance
R1
φ1 = φ11 − φ21 =
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Rm
(R + Rm )
· (N1 i1a + N2 i1b ) −
· (N1 i2a + N2 i2b )
R · (R + 2Rm )
R · (R + 2Rm )
(6.76)

6.3

Because, u1a = N1 ·
"

u1a = N1 ·
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dφ1
, therefore it is derived:
dt

Rm
(R + Rm )
d
· (N1 i1a + N2 i1b ) −
· (N1 i2a + N2 i2b )
R · (R + 2Rm )
R · (R + 2Rm )
dt

#

(6.77)

Decomposing equation 6.77:
Rm
(R + Rm )
di1a 1 2 (R + Rm )
di1b
di2a
+ N1
− N1 2
·
·
·
R · (R + 2Rm ) dt
n
R · (R + 2Rm ) dt
R · (R + 2Rm ) dt
Rm
1
di2b
− N1 2
·
n
R · (R + 2Rm ) dt
(6.78)

∴ u1a =N1 2

Referring to the magnetic equivalent circuit for tapped-inductor, following relationship could be found:
1
1
i1m = i1a + i1b , i2m = i2a + i2b
n
n

(6.79)

Finally, simply equation for the primary of coupled-tapped-inductor could be given
as below equation:
u1a = N1 2

Rm
di2m
(R + Rm )
di1m
− N1 2
·
·
R · (R + 2Rm ) dt
R · (R + 2Rm ) dt

(6.80)

Where according to basic theory of inductor calculation we will assume below
conditions:
Rm
(R + Rm )
, M1a = N1 2
(6.81)
L1a = N1 2
R · (R + 2Rm )
R · (R + 2Rm )
Therefore, being:
u1a = L1a ·

di2m
di1m
− M1a ·
dt
dt

(6.82)

Due to the symmetrical structure of the reluctance model, similarly we also could
obtain:
di1m
di2m
− M2a ·
(6.83)
u2a = L2a ·
dt
dt
Given:
L1a = L2a = L1 , M1a = M2a = M1

(6.84)

Based on above derivation for reluctance model, the inductor voltage can be rewritten in the format of inductances and inductor currents as follows:

di
di

· ¸ ·
¸ · ¸
u1a = L1 · 1m − M1 · 2m
u
L
−M
i
1a
1a
1a
dt
dt ⇒
=
· 1m
(6.85)
di
u
−M
L
i2m
di

2a
2a
2a
u = L · 2m − M · 1m
1
2a
1
dt
dt
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Of course, equation 6.85 could be expressed by the magnetizing inductance between
port A and port B using same derivation method as follows equation:

di
di

· ¸ ·
¸ ·
¸
u1L = L · 1Lm + M · 2Lm
dt
dt ⇒ u1L = L M · i1Lm
(6.86)
u2L
i2Lm
M L

u = L · di2Lm + M · di1Lm
2L
dt
dt
Therefore, according to the derivation of the reluctance for the coupled-tappedinductor, the reluctance model for multi-phase coupled-tapped-inductor could be illustrated as Figure 6.13:

Figure 6.13: Reluctance model of coupled tapped-inductor using magnetizing inductance
to present

Where, NmL = N1 +N2 , iLmi means that the magnetizing current of the magnetizing
inductor.
The derived equation 6.84 describes actually the coupling relationship of 2-phase
TIBC. According to equation 6.84, it can be regarded as the mutual coupling of magnetizing inductor for IMTIBC The further investigation of equivalent inductance of
coupled inductors has been provided in [31]. Therefore, through utilizing equivalent
inductance illustrated in [31] the current waveforms of magnetizing inductor and subautotransformer are plotted as below:
It can be seen that with inverse coupling the ripple current can be reduced which
is similar to normal two phase interleaved buck converter. The specific characteristic
and performance have been illustrated in [31] concerning inverse coupling.

6.4 A Proposed Novel IMC with Tapped-Inductor
The purpose of this section is to present novel ideas for DC-DC converter with high
transfer gain M (D). In this section a novel high step-down and high step-up DCDC converter is introduced through using a new tapped-inductor structure. This
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Figure 6.14: Steady-state voltage and current of coupled inductors of 2-phase TIBC (a)
direct coupling (2) inverse coupling

tapped inductor structure can further improve the characteristic of voltage transfer
gain. Meanwhile, through specific verification using Mathcad for evaluating benefits of
proposed power converter topology, and as a result it shows that new DC-DC converter
topologies are suitable for high input voltage and low output voltage.

6.4.1 The Proposals of A New Tapped-Inductor Power
Converter
Normally, a traditional buck converter is used to step-down input voltage to lower output voltage for providing required voltage source for different application conditions.
For some special application associations, the standard buck converter is not suitable
for its requirements due to some additional considerations such as large voltage difference between input voltage and output voltage, which will lead to system dynamic
response, efficiency, thermal issues.
In order to overcome above mentioned existed problems concerning large voltage
difference, a buck converter with tapped inductor is reported and its advantages have
been introduced on above described sections. Using tapped-inductor the duty cycle
of a buck converter can be extended as compared to standard buck converter. Due
to extended duty cycle, the converter efficiency can be improved significantly with
increasing input voltage. It means, if we need constant output voltage with variable
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input voltage range, concerning entire power range under high power level this converter efficiency can be increased. However, with further increasing of input voltage,
this buck converter is not suitable due to high winding ration between N1 and N2 .
Because of high winding ration between N1 and N2 , concerning leakage inductance,
at primary side (N1 ) large leakage inductance will produce additional spike voltage
for high-side MOSFET, this overvoltage will let high-side MOSFET to be damaged
under high input voltage condition. In order to overcome mentioned shortcomings
using tapped-inductor buck converter for extended duty cycle application, the author
proposed a novel topology for buck converter concerning extended duty cycle for high
voltage gain application, which is illustrated as below:

Figure 6.15: A proposed buck converter using tapped-inductor

This buck converter is proposed based on normal tapped-inductor buck converter.
Using this converter topology, the duty cycle can be further extended as compared with
buck converter with tapped inductor under same input voltage and output voltage for
high voltage application.
M (D) =

D
Vo
=
Vin
D + 2n(1 − D)

(6.87)

For a general TIBC the voltage gain is described as below:
M (D) =

D
Vo
=
Vin
D + n(1 − D)

(6.88)

It is quite clear that this proposed buck converter can further extend duty concerning same high input voltage. Figure 6.16shows the detailed comparison between
standard buck converter, buck converter with tapped inductor and proposed novel
buck converter:
It can be seen that if M (D) is same, proposed new topology can further extend duty
as compared to conventional buck converter with tapped inductor. Therefore, with
extended duty cycle this proposed high step-down buck converter can provide better
performance such as converter efficiency due to suitable duty cycle. On the contrary
when using conventional buck converter, because of smaller duty cycle for high-side
power MOSFET the conduction losses of free-wheeling diode is raised. With this
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of voltage gain of different buck converter topology

unbalanced working point, the power converter efficiency is decreased. Furthermore,
due to additional power losses on power converter large area heat sink is required for the
purpose for removing produced thermal energy. As a result, for large input-to-output
difference application, normal buck converter and tapped-inductor buck converter have
poor converter efficiency and relative big volume. For the sake of verifying illustrated
merits of proposed new TIBC, following description is focusing on theory analysis to
present that new TIBC is suitable for high step-down situation.

6.4.2 Theory Analysis of Proposed Topology
In order to present the advantages of this novel tapped power converter, component
load factor and component stress factor are used to analyze the specific advantage of
proposed tapped power converter.
Component Load Factor (CLF)
Component load factor(CLF) is an existed method for distinguishing numerical
comparison of different power converter topologies, which was defined by[122]. Among
the different topologies, the primary components for determining the performance of
each topology are active components such as MOSFETs and Diodes, and passive components are also influence elements for showing characteristics of different topologies.
For the sake to knowing CLF of every key component composed of the power converter
topologies. For CLF there are two required parameters, which are peak voltage and
peak current and are defined as V̂ and Iˆ in this paper. Both V̂ and Iˆ are related to
specific components on power losses such as switching losses and conduction losses of
active components. Furthermore, the V̂ and Iˆ are also with respect to passive components such as filter inductors and capacitors, especially on the component volume.
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Therefore, regarding the comprehensive characteristic of different topologies, active
components and passive components should be as key elements by using CLF for a
direct insight to topologies selection. Actually, in this paper the CLF is defined as:
CLF =

V̂ · Iˆ
P

(6.89)

To simplify the CLF calculations, the output power is same with output power and
it means that the converter efficiency is 100%. Furthermore, inductor ripple current is
quite small and for active components the current waveforms are regarded as square
current.
Component Stress Factors (CSF)
In papers [123][124] [125] new method is proposed to enable comparison of different
power conversion topologies. The goal of this proposed method is to provide apples
to apples comparison between topologies, which provides numerical scores for each
component type for each topology for a specific set of operating conditions. Actually,
the difference between CSF and CLF lie in how to analyze the individual and total
component factors. In CSF it is assumed that all of selected topologies have the
same silicon area for active component, same inductor winding area and the capacitor
volume as well as.
Before calculating CSF a weighting factor for each kind of components is given as:
P
Wj
j
(6.90)
Weighting Factor for componenti =
Wi
Normally, in order to compare the different topologies semiconductor component
stress factor (SCSFi), winding component stress factor (WCSFi) and capacitor stress
factor (CCSFi) should be calculated. Then after calculating a component stress factor
for each component, a total system component stress factor (SCSF) can be estimated,
which will help engineer to use more precision approach to determine topology. CSF
of each component can be given:
P
Wj
VM AX,i 2 IRM S,i 2
j
×
(6.91)
CSFi =
Wi
P2
.
P
Where
Wj is the sum of the individual weights for all power semiconductors of
j

the same type in the power converter. VM AX,i is the maximum peak voltage applied
to the transistor, IRM S,i is the maximum RMS current in the power semiconductors.
And P is the total output power, assuming the power converter has 100% efficiency.
Concerning these two different approaches for helping on how to determine the
suitable topology, CLF is a quantitative measurement scaling of the performance of the
power converter and is also relative useful for make decision among different topologies.
Furthermore, in CLF the V̂ and Iˆ is used for calculating component stress factor and
however regarding power losses, components volume such as inductors 21 LIRM S 2 and
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capacitors 21 CVM AX 2 is addressed by IRM S 2 or VM AX 2 . Therefore, in the practical
calculation approach, CSF method is still further suitable for achieving on how to
determine the converter topology. In followed analyze of converter topologies, CSF
is selected for standard analysis method in order to finally prove the advantages of
proposed novel tapped inductor power converter.
Based on the basic theory definition, following description is mainly focusing on
specific calculation of critical components.
Active Component Stress Factor (ACSF)

Figure 6.17: Semiconductor Component Stress Factor- Power MOSFET

Figure 6.18: Semiconductor Component Stress Factor- Power Diode

Passive Component Stress Factor (PCSF)
From total system stress factor it can be seen that the proposed power converter
topology has lower component stress factor when duty-cycle is smaller than 20%.
Therefore, the derived results of component stress factors can be as a reference for
presenting advantages of proposed converter topology concerning smaller duty-cycle
application.
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Figure 6.19: Passove Component Stress Factor- Inductor Winding

Figure 6.20: Passive Component Stress Factor-Capacitor

Figure 6.21: Total system stress factor of proposed power converter
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Furthermore, the related equations for calculating each component stress factor
can be provided by following summarized equation list.
Table 6.1 shows a detailed components stress factor of passive and active components based on different power converter topology. Based on derived component stress
factor, related component stress factor and system stress factor have been plotted concerning benefits comparison of different scenarios of power converter topology. In a
result, with decreasing duty cycle, proposed tapped-inductor buck converter owns relative low system stress factor, which is quite suitable for smaller duty cycle application.
Furthermore, besides proposed tapped-inductor buck converter topology, a novel
boost converter topology and tapped-inductor boost converter are also proposed for
high step-up voltage application. Following figures displays proposed topology, which
is suitable for high step-up application.

Figure 6.22: Proposed topology of a novel boost converter with extended duty cacle

Figure 6.23: Proposed topology of a novel tapped-inductor boost converter with extended
duty cacle

With above tapped-inductor boost converter, the required duty can be also extended as compared to conventional boost converter topology. For the detailed description of proposed power converter topology, it is not summarized. The main purpose
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of this novel proposed topology is to extend tapped-inductor power converter to high
step-up power converter. Meanwhile, concerning high power application it can be also
used to produce a novel interleaved tapped-inductor power converter. Based on above
mentioned two primary conditions- high step-up and high power application, proposed
novel power converter is a good solution for that.

6.5 Summary
In order to analyze the dynamic performance of interleaved buck converter with
tappedinductor, a detailed analysis process of state-space average model is provided
for the purpose of implementing control for this converter. Based on a single tappedinductor buck converter, following related state-space average model of an interleaved
buck converter with tapped-inductor are derived.
In this PhD proceeding, one of important concept is to use integrated coupled
inductor to implement high compact power converter. For the sake of this reason, a
2-phase integrated tapped-inductor is analyzed and in the same time its flux model is
derived in detail. According to this flux model, multiphase coupled tapped-inductor
can be derived and analyzed.
Tapped-inductor is quite suitable for high step-down and step-up power converter.
However, with continue decreasing duty cycle, conventional buck converter and tappedinductor buck converter is not suitable for smaller duty cycle such as smaller than
0.2. Through increasing turn ratio of tapped-inductor duty cycle can be enlarged, on
the contrary additional leakage inductance and voltage stress on active components
will be increased. Therefore, summarized advantages of traditional tapped-inductor
buck converter are poor. In order to solve this critical problem, in this chapter a
novel buck converter with tapped-inductor is proposed for quite smaller duty cycle
application. Through making use of theory analysis by component stress factor, the
proposed topology has presented a low component stress factor which explains that
using this proposed power converter topology can probably have a better efficiency due
to low component stress factor which is tightly related to power converter efficiency.
Moreover, besides proposed buck converter another two boost converter are proposed
as well as. It is not only suitable for smaller duty cycle application, with increasing
output power, interleaved tapped-inductor with proposed converter topology can be
also employed for high power association.
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7

6-Phase IBC with High Frequency
Operation

In chapter 1 it has been introduced that EVs and PHEVs are becoming more and
more attractive for saving energy consumption and reduce CO2 emission considering
environment protection of human being. In order to achieve this goal, hybrid and EVs
are gradually getting attention due to the supposedly inadequacy of fossil fuel, which
leads to increased mobility price and worries concerning global warming. The low
energy and power density of the storage batteries and the resulting over dimensioned
size was the bottleneck for the breakthrough of EVs to the market [104]. However,
the diverse researches in the area of battery technologies have achieved remarkable
landmarks, particularly in lithium ion batteries. Currently, a battery sufficient for
driving about 160 km has a reasonable car to battery weight relationship of 4:1 [106].
Through power electronics devices have not been hurdles for the widespread presence of EVs on the automobile market, the design requirements of power supplying
devices have to be extended under consideration of the battery voltage range, components size and particularly the steady state performance for the ever increasing power
need. Among the power conversion devices for EVs the DC-DC step down converter
for supplying low voltage DC loads has significant part regarding the efficiency, size
and weight. Thus, accompanying the improvements of the battery with a suitable
power converter contributes a lot for extensive appearance of EVs.
In this chapter a 6-phase buck converter with high switching frequency for electric
vehicle applications has been designed, simulated, developed and tested. The goal of
this research is to verify specific application configurations regarding number of phases,
switching frequency, and efficiency of the converter.
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7.1 IBC for Low Voltage Automotive Applications
In automotive electrical systems power electronics is an enabling technology for a wide
range of future loads with new features and functions [107]. Among these power electronics devices the DC-DC converters are intermediating parts between power supply
sources and DC loads in automotive systems. In fuel or hybrid vehicles the DC-DC
converters are mostly bidirectional, which is visualized. In one direction they convert
the rectified alternator voltage to the system bus voltage of 14V or 42V based on the
equipped power train system. In this energy flow direction the battery act as a DC
load supplied directly from the bus voltage. The DC loads are supplied from the battery. In the reverse direction the DC-DC converter boosts the battery voltage to the
highest DC voltage level of the system. This high voltage is, for example, used for
ignition during start up.
Based on prominent advantages of IBC, a 6-phase interleaved buck converter is
selected for low voltage EVs and PHEVs application. The main advantages of IBC
have been illustrated from chapter 1 to 6. Using all introduced advantages of IBC,
following description is mainly focusing on high frequency operation (over 100kHz) of
IBC for the purpose of reducing total converter volume.

7.2 Advantages using IBC with High Switching
Frequency
Normally, in order to reduce the volume of power converters, on effective approach is
to increase switching frequency in a result of using smaller passive components. With
increasing operation switching frequency, the required quantity of passive components
such as capacitors and inductors is decreased. Due to its help, the power converter
system can own a relative compact volume and at the same time the system response
concerning some special applications like computer power supply of centre CPU unit,
which needs a quite fast feedback response. Based on this reason, most of power supply
system of CPU unit is operated by high switching frequency even over 1MHz.
However, for EVs and PHEVs its main benefits is focusing on reducing total power
converter volume and in a result of using smaller inductors and capacitors to associate
with light weight on power electronics converters. With help of light power converter
unit inside of EVs and PHEVs, the same battery packet can drive a longer driving
distance as compared to other options. Moreover, some related cost such as electricity
cost, maintains cost can be down as well as. Therefore, considering low-voltage power
converter for EV and PHEV application, high frequency switching is recommended to
be used. Meanwhile, high frequency power converter with interleaved phase operation
it leads to a smaller size of output and input filter capacitors.

7.2.1 Smaller Value Required for Passive Components
In an IBC the main passive components are inductors and capacitors, which are used
to smooth related electric variable such as current or voltage. In order to have a
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Table 7.1: Design specification of 6-phase IBC
Parameters

Value

Description

Input Voltage [V]

100-300

define high voltage battery range

Otput Voltage [V]

24 or 48

Normal used charging voltage for battery

Per phase full load current [A]

15

Io,total = 90A

Ripple current per phase [A]

4.5 (30% of Io )

Used for designing the filter inductors

Output ripple voltage [V]

0.48V or 0.24V (1% of Uo )

Usef for designing the filter capacitors

Switching frequency [kHz]

100-500

Efficiency comparison based on different frequency

specific understanding of volume reduction of passive components, following design
requirements are specified.
An inductor is used in a switching mode buck regulator for the purpose of limiting
the current slew rate during the switching actions of the semiconductor switch. It
stores energy when the semiconductor switcher is in the on state and supplies the
stored energy during the off state of the switch. Larger inductor size minimizes the
ripple current at the expense of transient response of the converter. Smaller inductor
size, on the contrary, improves the transient response at the expense of efficiency of the
converter due to increased ripple current and hence higher losses. The filter inductance
of a single phase buck converter operating in a CCM is calculated by:
For an interleaved multiphase buck converter the overall output ripple current is
smaller than the individual inductor ripple current due to the ripple cancellation effect.
The overall output ripple current of a multiphase buck converter is given by:
∆io = ζcf ·

Vo (1 − D)
L · fsw

(7.1)

Where ζcf is the ripple cancellation factor, 0 ≤ ζcf ≤ 1 and is calculated by
equation 2.15.
Thus, an interleaved multiphase configuration allows designing of the filter inductors smaller, which results in significant volume reduction of the converter.
According to the equation 7.1 a calculated inductance vs. frequency and duty is
computed and plotted in figure 7.1 by 3D model.
It can be seen that with increasing switching frequency the required filter inductance is reduced and at the same time regarding duty cycle output filter inductance
will be decreased with enlarging duty cycle.
The input capacitor supplies the switched AC current to the high side switch to
charge the inductor supposing that the DC current is supplied by the source. It also
keeps the voltage ripple at the input terminals of the converter within the allowable
range. For higher switching frequency applications, film capacitors are more suitable
because of their low ESR and lower failure.
Interleaving of multiphase stages reduces the size of the input capacitor by increasing the effective ripple frequency of the input current. The output capacitor of a buck
converter buffers the output ripple current for keeping the output ripple voltage in
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Figure 7.1: 3D figure for a calculated inductance of interleaved buck converter

its desirable value. The deficit or excess of current during load change is supplied or
absorbed respectively by the output capacitor. The output capacitor in a switching
regulator plays a vital role in overall converter feedback system [114]. So the design
and selection of a proper output filter capacitor is crucial for stable operation of the
converter. The minimum capacitance has to be used for keeping the output voltage
ripple within the allowable range and its calculation can be given by:
∆vo =

∆iL
8 · Co · fsw

(7.2)

Equation 7.2 shows that dimensioning the filter inductor larger results in a smaller
filter capacitor and vice versa. Designing the filter inductor smaller instead of the
capacitor reduces the output impedance of the converter, which results in a better
dynamic response of the converter. Parallel combination of different types of capacitors
is more effective in reducing the output impedance because of the specific frequency
band of different types of capacitor [114].
According to equation 7.1 the size of output capacitance is also influenced by the
ripple cancellation factor of the interleaving.
∆vo =

ζcf · Vo (1 − D)
8 · Co · L · fsw 2

(7.3)

Figure 7.2 shows the size of calculated output capacitors for interleaved and non
interleaved multiphase buck converter. It illustrates that due to the current distribution among the parallel phases an interleaved configuration decreases the size of the
output capacitor by a factor N .
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Figure 7.2: 3D figure for comparison of a calculated Capacitance of interleaved and noninterleaved buck converter

7.2.2 Smaller Size Required for Passive Components
The switching frequency of power electronics for automotive applications lies between
82 kHz and 200 kHz, where 100 kHz is used for most operations of DC-DC converters
[115]. Compact and light weight power supply design requires smaller passive components because they occupy the largest weight and volume in the whole converter
circuitry. The volume and weight of the components can be reduced either by realizing an interleaved topology which results in ripple cancellation or by increasing the
switching frequency of the converter.
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Figure 7.3: Volume of filter inductor and capacitor for different switching frequencies and
constant duty cycle

The illustration in Figure 7.3 shows the advantage of increasing switching frequency
of the converter in decreasing the volume of the passive components for a single phase
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Figure 7.4: Volume of filter inductor and capacitor for the different phase operation on
constant switching frequency, fsw = 100kHz

buck converter in CCM. The volume of the filter inductor is obtained by calculating its
size for variable frequencies keeping the ripple current constant. The volume reduction
of the capacitor is, therefore, only due to the increase in fundamental frequency of the
output ripple current.
The volume of filter inductors and capacitors shown in Figure 7.4 that the required
capacitance size with a fixed ripple current is decreased with increasing number of
phases. Thus, the total volume of inductors in the converter is obtained by calculating
the volume a single inductor and multiplying by N . It can be seen that with increasing
switching frequency and operation phase number the total volume of passive components is decreased. For the same frequency operation if phase number is over three
phases, sometimes the total volume of passive components is no always lower than less
phase number operation. Therefore it means that multiphase operation has not always
reduced volume.
Based on the basic specification of 6-phase interleaved buck converter, the filter
inductors are designed based on different switching frequency.

Figure 7.5: Different sizes of inductors used for the experimental test (16kHz to 800kHz)

With increasing switching frequency from 16kHz to 400kHz, the inductor volume
is also reduced significantly. However, with further increasing of switching frequency
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up to 800kHz, it can be observed that the inductor volume and also predicted total
passive component volume are kept at relative same level value. Therefore, a suitable
selection of high switching frequency is quite important in term of compact power
converter with high converter efficiency.

7.3 Converter Losses and Performance Analyses
Normally for passive components such as inductor the copper loss is relative important as compared to core loss, and however regarding high switching frequency core
loss will be increased significantly. For active components like MOSFETs and Diodes,
the conduction losses and switching losses are two typical main losses parts for presenting converter efficiency. For normal frequency operation, conduction losses are
primary part and with increasing frequency switching losses are playing important
role as part of power losses. Following, the main mission is to analyze power losses of
6-phase interleaved buck converter for the purpose of evaluating converter efficiency
and performance.

7.3.1 Passive Component Losses
The passive component loss in this chapter denotes the losses of filter inductors and
capacitors. These include copper and core losses of the filter inductor and the ESR
losses of the input and output capacitors. At high switching frequencies the required
number of turns of an inductor becomes fewer. Thus, for a given per length resistance
of a copper wire, an inductor with less number of turns results in smaller DCR.
Normally the total core loss density for a sinusoidal inductor current can be expressed.
I
2
Pcore
Ac fsw 2 Bm
= Ph + Pev = fsw HdB + kec
(7.4)
Vc
ρc
It means the total time-averaged core power loss per unit volume, or the core power
loss density or the specific core loss, due to mechanisms, hysteresis and eddy current,
meanwhile for a sinusoidal excitation of frequency f can be described by the Steinmetz
equation [116].
b
Vc
(7.5)
Pcore = kfsw a Bm
Where Bm is the amplitude of the ac component of the magnetic flux density in
milliteslas, fsw is the operation frequency in kHz, Pc is the total core loss, Vc is the
core volume and k, a, b are constants for a given core material. Normally, for a ferrite
core, b lies between 2.6 and 2.8, which can be determined by fit curve of the datasheet
of the ferrite manufactures.
Actually, for the practical application the inductors have not always sinusoidal
current, for the non-sinusoidal inductor current, the total core losses can be computed
by [117]:
¯
¯
ZT
¯ dB ¯α
1
¯ (∆B)β−α dt
¯
ki,core ¯
(7.6)
Pv,core =
Tsw
dt ¯
0
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ki,core =

α−1

(2π)

R 2π
0

k
|cos θ|α 2β−α dθ

(7.7)

Where Pv,core is the core loss of unit volume, ki is also related to core material
which is expressed through Steinmetz parameters.
At high frequency operation there is one critical penetration of the conductor by
the magnetic field and produce ohmic losses by converting electromagnetic energy into
heat, which are produced by two kinds of eddy-current effects: the skin effect and
the proximity effect. For the sake of this reason, the related winding power loss is
composed of skin-effect loss and proximity effect loss at high switching frequency. At
DC and low frequencies, the current density is uniformly, and with increasing switching
frequency the current density is being non-uniform due to eddy currents. Therefore,
the winding power loss of inductors can be expressed as:
2
Pw = Ps + Pp = FR (fsw ) RDC Irms
+ GF (fsw ) RDC Ĥs2

(7.8)

Where FR (fsw ) is the AC resistance factor which is defined as the AC-to-DC winding resistance ratio and mainly determined by conductor type and switching frequency,
GF (fsw ) is the proximity factor related to operation frequency and conductor type as
well as.
By making use of power loss equation 7.6 to 7.8, the calculated power losses of
output filer inductor for a 6-phase interleaved buck converter is plotted:

Figure 7.6: Calculated inductor losses for 6-phase interleaved buck converter

It can be seen that with increasing switching frequency there is minimal power
losses. Therefore, a suitable switching frequency is quite important for determining
the converter efficiency regarding two kinds of important factors: power converter
efficiency, minimized converter volume. A relative reasonable switching frequency is
the determination factor for indicating summarized converter performance.
The ESR loss of the capacitor depends on the size of the ripple current and the
type of capacitor. Electrolytic capacitors have relatively higher ESR, while ceramic
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and film capacitors are characterized by their low ESR. Higher switching frequency
along with interleaved multiphase approach allows the use of film capacitors. The loss
of a filter capacitor is given by:
2
PC,ESR = IC,rms
RC,ESR

(7.9)

Where IC,rms is the RMS current value of ripple current on filter capacitors, RC,ESR
is the ESR of filter capacitors.
For the ESR loss of filter capacitors, the ripple current is the main role for determining ESR loss. With increasing interleaved phase number, the input and output
ripple are reduced and in the same time the RMS current of filter capacitors are lowed
due to decreased current amplitude. Therefore thanks to interleaved pattern it can
take additional contribution on power converter efficiency even by small scaling.

7.3.2 MOSFETs and Diodes Losses
The losses of the semiconductor switches have the highest share in the whole converter
losses. These losses are categorized into conduction and switching loss. The conduction
loss of a MOSFET is due to its on resistance RT,ds and is significant for larger duty
cycle and higher load current.
2
PT,cond = RT,ds IT,rms

(7.10)

Where PT,cond is conduction loss of power MOSFET, RT,ds is on-state resistance of
power MOSFET, IT,rms is RMS current of power MOSFET through drain-source.
The switching loss of a MOSFET on the other hand consists of turn-on and turn-off
losses. These losses depend on the duration of time required to charge and discharge
the gate capacitances of the MOSFET. For increased switching frequency besides the
gate capacitances, the parasitic inductances of the MOSFET and hardware layout also
have a significant contribution for rise of switching losses. At high switching frequency,
due to stray inductance owing to PCB tracing some additional ringing currents loop
is produced due to resonant current between output capacitor of MOSFET and stray
inductors of PCBs, and therefore optimal PCB layout is quite important for obtaining
better efficiency. Following switching losses calculations are based on ideal situation
on no ringing situation. Regarding ideal assumption, the on/off-state voltage/current
of a power MOSFET can be illustrated as:
The switching loss of a MOSFET during a switching on transition occurs during
time intervals of tri and tf v , where the drain current begins to flow and the drain to
source voltage drops from its maximum to the on time voltage drop caused by the
RT,ds . The turn on loss of a MOSFET is given by:
1
PT,sw−on = VDS · ID,on · (tri + tf v ) · fsw
2

(7.11)

Where VDS is the voltage between MOSFET drain and source., ID,on is the drain
current during at the moment VDS starts to fall dwon, tri and tf v are rising and falling
time of drain current and drain to source voltage of the MOSFET respectively.
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Figure 7.7: Ideal MOSFET switching characteristics helping switching losses calculation

The losses during turn-off transitions occur during periods of trv and tf i is calculated
by:

1
PT,sw−of f = VDS · ID,of f · (trv + tf i ) · fsw
2

(7.12)

Where ID,of f is the maximum drain current, trv and tf i are rising and falling time
of drain to source voltage and drain current of the MOSFET respectively.
Meanwhile, the switching losses of a power MOSFET can be calculated by stored
energy of output capacitor. For the turn-off interval, the energy loss in parasitic
resistance of the capacitor charging path is the turn-off energy losses. For the turn-on
interval, the energy stored in output capacitor discharging path through on-resistance
RT,ds and then all stored energy in the MOSFET output capacitor is dissipated as
heat in on-resistance RT,ds . If the MOSFET output capacitance is regarded as a linear
capacitance, the total switching losses can be derived by:
PT,sw = PT,sw−on + PT,sw−of f = fsw · CT,o · UT,ds 2

(7.13)

However, actually the MOSFET drain-to-source capacitance Cds is a nonlinear capacitance, which is mainly determined by the drain-to-source voltage UT,ds . In [49],
a detailed derivation concerning MOSFET drain-to-source capacitance has been illustrated. Therefore, for a certain drain-to-source voltage UT,ds , the Cds can be calculated
as below:
5Cds25
(7.14)
Cds (Uds ) ≈ q
UT,ds
1V

Meanwhile, the total switching losses of a transistor can be calculated through:
2
PT,sw = fsw · Ceq,sw · UT,ds

(7.15)

The equivalent switching capacitance for calculating switching losses is depended
on Cds25 and drain-to-source voltage UT,ds , which can be defined such as:
10Cds25
Ceq,sw = q
UT,ds
1V
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The other sources of losses caused by the semiconductor switching behaviours of the
converter are freewheeling or body diode losses. These include the forward conduction
loss due to its forward voltage drop and switching losses due to the diode reverse
recovery current. The reverse recovery current of a diode causes not only switching
loss of the diode but it also increases the turn on loss of the high side MOSFET. The
conduction and reverse recovery losses of a diode are respectively given by:
pD,cond (t) = uD (t) · iF (t) = uD0 (t)iF (t) + RD · i2F (t)

(7.17)

For a whole switching period, the average conduction loss can be derived according
to dynamic conduction loss as following:
PD,cond

1
=
Tsw

ZTsw
2
(uD0 (t)iF (t) + RD · i2F (t))dt = uD0 · ID,F avg + RD · ID,F
rms

(7.18)

0

The recovery losses of a power diode can be estimated according to:
PD,rr = QD,rr · UD,of f · fsw

(7.19)

Where uD0 and RD representing diode on-state zero-current voltage and a diode onstate resistance receptivity, which can be read and calculated from the diagrams in the
MOSFET datasheet. ID,F avg and ID,F rms representing diode average forward current
and RMS forward current, which are determined primarily by current waveform. QD,rr
is the diode reverse recovery charge, UD,of f is blocking-voltage between freewheeling
diode when it is on turn-off time interval.
The reverse recovery loss of a silicon diode is more significant than its conduction
losses due to stored minority charge carriers at the PN junction. This loss strongly
depends on the rate of change of diode forward current, dIF /dt. For a SiC diode,
on the contrary, the main source of loss is its forward conduction loss and recovery
loss is almost zero. Therefore, for high switching application SiC diode is strongly
recommended as a freewheeling diode for improving converter efficiency.

7.3.3 Gate Driver Loss
The gate driver loss of a converter is due to charging and discharging of gate capacitances of the MOSFET. This depends on the charging and discharging time of these
capacitances, and it is given by:
PT,DR = Qg · UT,DR · fsw

(7.20)

Where UT,DR is gate driver voltage, Qg is gate charge of the MOSFET which is
mainly determined by driver voltage, drain-to-source voltage of the MOSFET.
The gate charge Qg for the high side MOSFET is the sum of charges between gate
and source Qgs and between gate and drain Qgd whereas for the low side MOSFET Qg
equals Qgs because the low side MOSFET switches with diode forward voltage which
is almost a zero voltage switching (ZVS).
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7.3.4 Predicted Converter Efficiency
The related equations of power losses calculation for Power MOSFETs and Power
Diodes have been presented, according to illustrated methods on different losses calculation the specific losses comparison of a multiphase buck converter is done by using
the switching devices CoolMOS IPW60R070C6 and SiC-Diode C4D20120A.
This power losses calculation is based on maximal 6-phase interleaved buck converter, and it is operated at 100kHz (fsw ) for 100V input voltage (Uin ) and 48VDC
output voltage (Uo ).
As can be seen from the Figure 7.8, the conduction loss of the high side MOSFET
rises with increasing load current. For increasing phases the conduction loss is roughly
reduced by a factor of operated phase number N . For a total load current of 72A,
increasing the number of phases from one to six a reduced the power loss of the
converter is approximately by 20% lower. Moreover, according to the calculated power

Figure 7.8: Converter losses comparison based on different phase number up to 6 phase

losses of critical components, the power converter efficiency for different operation
phase can be predicted as below:
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Figure 7.9: Calculated efficiency of a multiphase buck converter with CoolMOSIPW60R070C6 and SiC Diode-C2D20120, Uin = 100V, Uo = 48V and fsw = 100kHz

Figure 7.9 shows the efficiency of a buck converter at 100kHz switching frequency
for different phases. The figure illustrates that the efficiency of the converter becomes
flatter for increasing phases. Due to the fact that RMS current related losses of the
converter are lowered approximately by a factor of N . Therefore, according to this predicted efficiency for difference phase, it can be concluded that dynamic phase operation
is recommended for a different load requirement and hereby the weighted converter efficiency among whole output power range will be relative flat as compared to a single
phase converter with high power output or a 6-phase power converter.
In battery powered applications, the battery voltage is highly dependent on the
discharging current. Therefore, during the design of the converter the variations of the
battery voltage have to be considered. For example, if we assume a lithium ion battery
pack one cell has maximum voltage of 4.1-4.2 V and minimum discharge voltage of 2.73.0 V [118]. In order to have a battery pack with voltage of 200V, around 60 cells have
to be connected in series at normal operating conditions. Thus, the minimum discharge
voltage of the battery pack will be around 162V. Furthermore, in case of upgrading or
defect of the battery pack, the converter does not necessarily be changed. Therefore,
designing a converter for a wide voltage range avoids unnecessary expenses.
However, if a converter has to be designed for a wide range of input voltage, the
components of the converter have to be designed and/or selected for the maximum
voltage. As a result, the sizes of the filter inductors and capacitors become larger in
order to maintain the ripple current and voltage within the permissible range. The
effect of wide input voltage range on the inductor ripple current for constant inductor
size and switching frequency. Moreover, a wide input voltage range and the resulting
small duty cycle limits the maximum attainable switching frequency because controlling the high side switch is difficult if its conduction time is shorter than the drivers
rise and/or fall time.
In order to improve the performance of the converter due to smaller duty cycle,
multilevel approach and operation with extended duty cycle have been proposed by
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different works [119], [113]:
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Figure 7.10: MOSFET and Diode losses concerning input voltage (12A/phase)

The increased ripple current causes raise of conduction and switching losses in the
converter. Because the RMS currents are functions of the converter duty cycle wide
input voltage range has a converse effect on the RMS currents of high and low side
switches. Thereby, the conduction loss of the high side switch decreases with decreasing
input voltage whereas the conduction loss of the low side switch increases. However,
the switching losses of both switches will increase with increasing input voltage, which
is partly related to drain-to-source voltage. When drain-to-source voltage is increased,
the stored energy in output capacitor is increased as well as. Therefore, during turn-on
time interval, the dissipated energy on on-resistance will lead higher switching losses.

7.4 Simulation of 6-phase IBC
A multiphase buck converter up to six phases has been simulated using Matlab/Simulink. A continuous conduction mode of the converter is considered for normal
operating conditions. During the simulation, the ideal power electronics components:
MOSFETs, diodes, inductors, capacitors and resistors are directly used from Plecs
simulation toolbox.

7.4.1 Simulation with Separate Inductors
In the case of identical power stages, variations in component values and tolerances, the
control delay and the resulting differences in duty cycles of each phase are neglected.
One PWM output signal with appropriate time delays could be used to control the
parallel stages. Accordingly, the phases will operate with the same duty cycle and the
inductor currents are identical without any current control loop.
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Figure 7.11: Simulink model of six phase buck converter with current sharing control

These resistances represent the MOSFET on-resistance, inductor direct current
resistances (DCR).and PCB tracing resistances. In order to simulate the behaviours
of non-identical stages and to design a current controller for achieving equal current
sharing, 25 m resistance differences were introduced between adjacent phases.
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Figure 7.12: Four phase buck converter inductor currents at steady state before and after
current sharing using current mode control

Figure 7.12shows the current distribution among these phases before and after
current sharing. The phase with the smallest series resistance carries the highest
current and the lowest current flows through the phase with the largest resistance,
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which is mainly due to different output impedance. This causes additional issues
concerning electrical and thermal stress once no any current sharing strategy. However,
once current sharing controller is included, each phase can own almost same phase
inductor current even through each loop having different output impedance.

7.4.2 Simulation with Coupled Inductors
The aim of coupling inductors of the multiphase buck converter is to improve the dynamic response performance of the converter without making a tradeoff to converter
efficiency. For an interleaved 6-phase buck converter, the phase inductors can symmetrically be coupled with either 60◦ or 180◦ phase shift.
In order to compare the results of different coupling configurations with separate
inductors, a 6-phase buck converter has been configured as: two phases uncoupled and
two paired phases with 60◦ and 180◦ phase shift coupled. Each configuration has been
simulated for positive and inverse coupling as shown in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14
respectively.

Figure 7.13: Inductor currents for uncoupled and positive coupled inductors

Figure 7.14: Comparison of inductor currents for coupled and uncoupled configurations
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In the positive coupling configuration the 60◦ phase shift results in smaller ripple
current than the 180◦ phase shift and vice versa. For an inverse coupling, on the
contrary, the 180◦ phase shift configuration results in lower ripple current as compared
to 60◦ coupling and separate inductor configurations.

7.5 Control Strategy of Multiphase Buck Converter
In most DC-DC converter applications the output voltage is held constant regardless of
line and load changes. Controlling the output voltage of a single phase buck converter
can be done using a single loop voltage mode control. However, if two or more stages
are to be operating in parallel, regulating only the output voltage is not sufficient
because of non identical stages and the resulting unbalanced current flow. This requires
additional control loops in order to allow a balanced current flow among the parallel
stages. The causes for unequal currents flowing through the parallel stages could
be rising due to component parameter variations like on resistance of MOSFETs,
DCR of Inductors, PCB tracing resistances, component value tolerances and duty
cycle variations due to control delays. Thus, controlling only the output voltage of
a multiphase buck converter leads to unbalanced current flowing through the stages.
Hence the components will suffer from electrical as well as thermal stresses, which
result in poor performance of the converter and in the worst case failure of power stage.
Paralleling scheme of multiple power stages depending on current sharing mechanism
detailed in [120]
The simplified small signal model of a multiphase buck converter is obtained by
paralleling the small signal models of a single phase buck converter as in [22]. The effect
of the phase shifting among the phases is removed through the averaging and linearizing
of the converter over a switching period and particular DC operating condition[121].

7.5.1 Voltage Mode Control with Current Sharing
A voltage mode control (VMC) is the first control mechanism that has been used for
controlling switching power supplies in industries. In this control mode the output
voltage of the converter is compared with a constant reference voltage and the error signal is amplified and compensated. The compensated signal is compared to a
constant frequency ramp signal to control the duty cycle.
However, a voltage mode control has the drawback of slow response for a line or
load change because the change must be first sensed and then regulated using the
feedback system. In addition, a ringing may occur during these changes due to the
introduction of complex double pole of the output filter to the control loop. In order
to overcome above mentioned drawbacks, an additional current loop at outer loop is
required, which is illustrated as following figure:
In this control scheme the compensation for current control loops is done independently and is added to the compensated error voltage signal. This type of control
is addressed in many literatures with a main variation of the reference value for the
current control loops where the peak, valley or average current of the converter are
used. Despite the control complexity this parallel control structure allows both voltage
and current loops to have high bandwidth [121].
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Figure 7.15: Multiphase buck converter with voltage mode control and current sharing
control

7.5.2 Cascad Voltage and Current Control
Current mode control unlike a voltage mode control has inner and outer loops. The
outer loop senses the output voltage of the converter and compares it with a reference
value. The resulting error signal is amplified, compensated and used as a reference
value for the inner loop (current control loop). The current loop monitors and controls the inductor current forcing the inductor to act as a controlled current source,
programmed by the voltage loop.
In summarized basically the specific comparison of voltage mode control and current control mode is given as following:

7.6 Lab Verification of Hardware Design
In order to verify theory analysis of a 6-phase multiphase interleaved buck converter,
an evaluation lab test including different inductor configurations is performed for the
purpose of investigating specific performance mainly such as converter efficiency and
current sharing.
Different inductor configurations are referring to separated inductors and coupled
inductors, and for the coupled inductors there are several different coupled approaches
as well as. Concerning the detailed test method and configuration it will be described
in following sections.
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Figure 7.16: Multiphase buck converter with current mode control and current sharing
among each phase

7.6.1 Hardware design
The power stage of the converter is laid independently from the control board. Designing the power stages independently provides ease of carrying out different tests
with individual modules. However, connecting the stages results in undesired parasitic
effects.
This 6-phase interleaved buck converter is composed of three sub PCBs, and each
PCB has 2-phase interleaved buck converter in parallel connection. Furthermore, three
sub PCBs are connected through using bus-bar in parallel. Figure 7.17 shows the
complete hardware layout of a 6-phase buck converter.
For the current measurement three options are used in this layout. These are:
a shunt resistor where its voltage drop is sensed and amplified to the appropriate
level, using the inductor DCR using and a current sensor. Only the latter has been
used during the experimental tests in this work. This current sensor is CMS2025
of Sensitec, which is a MagnetoResistive current sensor and has 0.5% error accuracy
and 100kHz upper cut-off frequency. Because in order to implement current sharing
a mean current value is required for, actually 100kHz cut-off frequency is enough for
over 100kHz switching frequency. With over 100kHz current ripple measured current
signal will be smoothed by a low pass filter so as to providing a mean current value.
In order to force each phase having almost same current, each measured phase
current signal is as input of control board. The control board of the converter is laid
on a separate module shown in Figure 7.17 the core of the control board, the microcontroller (UCD9240) is from Texas Instrument which is designed for voltage regulator
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Table 7.2: Summary of voltage and current mode control

Voltage Mode Control

Current Mode Control

Easy to design and analyze due to single feedback loop

Two feedback loops make design and
analysis complex

Good noise immunity

Less noise immunity in case of resonance in the power stage

Slow response to line change

Better line regulation because of inherent feed forward resulting in immediate
duty cycle correction

Double pole in the compensation circuit results in complex feedback loop
and phase lag

High phase margin due to single pole
introduction to the compensation circuit

For a multiphase configuration additional current control loops are needed
for current sharing

Straight forward usage for multiple
power stages

Poor load regulation for large dynamic
load changes

Improved small signal and large signal
responses

No slope compensation is needed

Need for slope compensation for duty
cycles above 50 %

applications. This microcontroller is capable of controlling DC-DC converters up to
four rails and eight parallel configurable stages. Its programming is done with fusion
digital power designer software which is able to program more than 45 microcontroller
types.

7.6.2 Experiment Results
The main and central point of this work is to design and analyze the performance
of a multiphase buck converter under the variable operating conditions. Accordingly,
various tests have been carried out for different number of phases, wide input voltage
ranges, variable load currents and switching frequencies. As has been shown in the
theoretical performance analysis section, the experimental test results confirm that
multiphase buck converter has a better efficiency than its counterpart as the output
power increases.
In order to verify power converter efficiency based on different switching frequency,
followed figure shows a measurement on a 4-phase interleaved buck converter. This
4-phase power converter is operated by a switching frequency from 100kHz to 500kHz.
For increasing switching frequency the effectiveness of the current sharing loop decreases. This might be because of low band width of control components and delays
in sensing and compensating the error signals.
Efficiency Analysis
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Figure 7.17: Six phase interleaved buck converter with center control board

As shown in the theoretical performance analysis the experimental test results confirm that a multiphase approach significantly improves the converter efficiency as the
output power increases. These efficiency measurement results shown in Figure 7.19 are
done with a high side MOSFET CoolMOS IPW60R070C6 and a SiC freewheeling diode
C4D20120A. As expected, for increasing load, the efficiency of the single-phase buck
converter decreases very drastically whereas the efficiency of a multiphase converter
stays flatter for increasing load current.
The significant drop on efficiency of a single-phase buck converter is due to increasing conduction losses as the load current becomes higher. These losses are also
responsible for temperature rise of the converter, which increases on-resistance of the
MOSFET and the forward voltage drop of the diode. Due to the quadratic relationship
of conduction losses of the converter with the load current, increasing the number of
phases reduces these losses approximately by a factor of N .
In order to optimize power converter efficiency, a dynamic phase operation is recommended, which is directly related to output power level. With increasing output
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Figure 7.18: Four phase inductor currents at full load (12A/phase) and switching frequency
is from 100kHz to 500kHz
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Figure 7.19: Measured efficiencies of a multiphase buck converter based on different phase
opeartion

power, required active phase will be performed for the purpose of delivering enough
power and robust power converter efficiency and then making this parallel connection
system have maximal optimized converter efficiency. Figure 7.20 illustrates the efficiency of a multiphase buck converter for varying number of phases, which is obtained
by modifying the measured efficiencies shown in Figure 7.19.
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Figure 7.20: Power converter efficiency comparison between 1 phase and dynamic phase
operation

At light load, even the conduction loss of a multiphase converter is higher than a
single-phase buck converter. Particularly, the switching losses of the control switch and
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rectifier diode conduction losses are the main causes for low efficiency of the converter
during light load operation. Thus, dynamic operation of phases allows the converter
to have better efficiency for a wide range of loads. However, implementation of phase
shading requires reliable control in order to allow equal current flow after activation
or deactivation of one or more phases.

Figure 7.21: On-resistance comparison between SiC and CoolMOS

One of main purpose in this chapter using 6-phase interleaved buck converter is
to verify the practical efficiency of a multiphase power converter performed at high
switching frequency. For this purpose a SiC MOSFET (CMF20120D) with a small
on-resistance has been selected. This MOSFET was driven by a gate voltage of 15V
which is below the recommended gate voltage of 20V. However, this measurement still
illustrates that a better efficiency can be achieved if an appropriate gate voltage is
applied. In order to find out the disadvantage of driving the MOSFET below the
recommended gate voltage, the related on-resistance of both MOSFETs was measured
as shown in Figure 7.21. These measurements are done at room temperature and zero
MOSFET drain current.
It can be seen that with increasing gate driving voltage the on-resistance of both
MOSFET is reduced, and however the on-resistance of CoolMOS is always smaller than
SiC. Especially for 15V gate driving voltage, there is 0.075ohm difference, and due to
this difference it has been verified that CoolMOS has better efficiency as compared
to SiC. Furthermore, the gate driver must be convenient for fast switching of the
MOSFET. Therefore, these test results should rather be used to roughly estimate how
efficient the converter could be, if the SiC MOSFET was driven with the recommended
gate voltage and the appropriate gate driver. From this point of view, it can be
deducted that the converter can reach efficiencies above the maximum achieved values
from these test results.
The efficiency analysis in Figure 7.22 is done for uncoupled and coupled inductor
configurations. For EV applications coupling of inductors intended to improve the
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steady state performance of the converter and reduced inductor volume. By using
a proper configuration, the number of cores can be reduced, which in turn reduces
the core loss and the inductor volume. Accordingly, the test has been carried out for
two different conditions: (a) separated inductors are used (b) each two inductors are
coupled by 180o inverse coupling configurations.

Figure 7.22: Efficiency comparison of six phase buck converter for separate and two phase
coupled inductor with 180 phase shift (dash-dot lines) for Vin = 100V and Vo = 48V,
fsw = 100kHz and full Load (12A/phase)

As shown in the simulation part, 180◦ inverse coupling results in smaller ripple current and the test results also confirm that the efficiency of the converter lies above the
uncoupled one. However, the illustration in Figure 7.23 shows that improper coupling
increases the ripple current and hence deteriorates the efficiency of the converter. It
can be concluded that proper coupling of inductors results in improved steady state
as well as transient performances of converter.
At the same time the comparison between calculated converter efficiency and measured efficiency is confirmed based on different phase operation. The illustration in
Figure 7.24 compares the calculated and measured efficiencies of a multiphase buck
converter. The calculated efficiencies are done for operating temperature of 75◦ C.
Thereby the on resistance of the MOSFET and forward voltage the freewheeling diode
are used as functions of the load current. For lower output power the measured efficiencies are higher than the calculated due to smaller on-resistance and smaller conduction
losses. However, as the load current increases, on-resistance and load current also increase causing higher loss of the converter.
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Figure 7.23: Efficiency comparison of six phase buck converter for separate and two phase
coupled inductor with 60phase shift (dash-dot lines) for Vin = 100V and Vo = 48V, fsw =
100kHz and full Load (12A/phase)

Figure 7.24: Efficiency comparison of six phase buck converter for calculation and based
on Vin = 100V and Vo = 48V, fsw = 100kHz and full Load (12A/phase) using IPW0R070C6
and SiC-Diode C4D20120
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8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this present PhD work, the multiphase power converter with using uncoupled inductor and coupled inductor is investigated. Based on the theory analysis and lab
verification, the multiphase power converter with symmetrical coupled inductor is
evaluated to be most valuable solution with respect to a high achievable efficiency,
a worthy possibility of small converter volume and a potential implementation of high
power density. At the same time, regarding high frequency operation, a 6-phase interleaved buck converter is investigated through changing switching frequency beginning
at 100kHz up to 500kHz. The main purpose of using over 100kHz frequency is to verify
the illustrated advantages of multiphase interleaved converter with coupled inductor.
As a result the lab-test shows that the multiphase interleaved power converter at high
switching frequency can also contribute a better performance such as high efficiency,
high power density and so on. During this PhD proceeding, there are still some issues
which are not deeply investigated such as using interleaved tapped-inductor especially
concerning the lab demonstration. Therefore in the future it would be done for the
purpose of a completely understanding on multiphase power converter.

8.1 Conclusions
In chapter 2 the main work is focusing on theory analysis of the multiphase converter.
A brief review of the IMC for large power system application is done, highlighting the
main benefits of IBC and IBCC for improving the converter efficiency of large power
converter system with using parallel operated converters. In the same time, using IMC
the related ripple current of input and output is cancelled by certain scaling under
different situations. For this reason, the reduced ripple can make the required filter
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capacitors and filter inductors to be resized. Although the IBC has provided the quite
significant advantages as compared to a single-phase converter, this approach cannot
supply contribution for reducing the ripple current of each paralleled phase. As a
result of this reason, IMC with coupled inductors is proposed for reducing the ripple
current of each channel. As compared to IBC, IBC with coupled inductors can help
the converter to own smaller ripple current in each operation phase, and moreover it
can improve the dynamic performance as well as. Moreover, the detailed comparison
of the passive components volume is done between IBC and IBCC. Based on this
comparison, it is shown that using coupled inductors can have the smaller components
size as compared to separated inductors. Following, through the specific theory analysis
and circuit simulation, the IBCC has displayed prominent advantages of ripple current
reduction for each operation channel and volume reduction of passive components.
Due to those contributions the coupled inductor is verified to be quite suitable for
high power applications. Meanwhile, concerning the EVs/PHEV applications for the
sake of light weight requirements the volume reduction of passive components can
provide the chance for practical design to implement a compact converter system by
making using of coupled inductors. With resized components and improved converter
efficiency, required high power converter will have better thermal performance, smaller
heatsink, reduced weight and high reliability.
In chapter 3 the main issues such as harmonic current and asymmetrical coupled
factor are presented, and in the same time the related optimization methods are described on how to achieve smaller THD and obtain symmetrical coupled factor. Based
on theory analysis, a project W-charge is introduced for achieving demonstrations on
converter behaviours and thereupon then implementing verification of the theory of
multiphase interleaved converter. Due to asymmetrical physical structure of coupled
inductors, the coupled coefficients have unequal value. This asymmetrical property
makes the coupled inductors own non-uniform coupled factor to each pair coupled inductors, and thereby it leads to influent the specific performance of interleaved power
converters such as ripple current and power converter efficiency. In the lab tests, the
efficiency measurement by using symmetrical coupled inductor has proved that the
symmetrical structure of coupled inductor can save energy loss on related components
such as power semiconductors, inductors and filter capacitors.
In chapter 4, a detailed analysis and approaches concerning symmetrical structure
of coupled inductor is provided and described deeply such as using multi-winding
transformer, Y magnetic core and so on. With increasing phase number of coupled
inductor, it is regarded to be difficult to make so many sub-winding on the same phase
leg. Therefore, a multi-winding transformer with normal magnetic core structure is
only suitable for the less coupled phase number like below three phases. 3-phase
coupled inductor using toroidal core can make a perfect symmetrical coupled inductor,
and each phase has almost same leakage inductance and mutual inductance base on
the model analysis of magnetic circuit. Therefore, it is recommended for multiphase
interleaved converter with coupled inductor. However, one of main disadvantage of
this core structure is concerning air-gap. For a storage inductor, an air-gap is quite
important for the consideration in case of magnetic saturation under high current
condition. Therefore, with increasing of output current, the practical inductance of
using toroidal is possible to be decreased, and in a result output ripple current is also
enlarged due to decreasing inductance. Y type magnetic core is quite novel due to its
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special core structure, using this special coupled inductor coupled coefficients of each
coupled inductor are almost same. However, one of main difficult issue is regarding the
production process. For the sake of this very special magnetic structure, it will directly
raise the production cost. Through it has cost issue on production process, it can be
balanced by reduced power losses and higher converter efficiency, which are alternative
for reducing production cost. As a result there is an opportunity to make a balance
for a whole production cost. Furthermore, with increasing of power converter power,
probably the required phase number is also increased and therefore coupled windings
are raised in the same time. With Y core structure, it is not difficult to produce a multiwinding coupled inductor, even if over three phases. On the other hand, with increasing
output phase current each winding inductance can be controlled by regulating the
air-gap considering magnetic saturation. Meanwhile, through theory analysis needed
coupled coefficient can be also regulated by adding a suitable air-gap. Therefore, Y
core structure can overcome the existence issues of other two illustrated symmetrical
structure, and it can provide a smooth possibility on producing a symmetrical coupled
inductor for a multiphase interleaved converter even on high power, multi-windings
situation.
In chapter 5 concerning current sharing issue of multiphase interleaved converter,
some related introduction and method on how to implement shared current for each
phase are done. Droop controller, master-slave controller, out-current controller are
normally used control strategy for current sharing. However droop controller will bring
additional power losses especially for high power converter application. Master-slave
controller is related easy to be implemented and has high control accurate. Therefore, it
is selected as the current sharing controller of W-charge project. In order to have a stable control system, a small-signal model of the multiphase boost converter is introduced
and analyzed based on the transfer function of control-to-output, input-to-output and
also output impedance. Based on this controller topology and AC small-signal model,
a current sharing controller is designed and meanwhile some related compensations
are provided for displaying the stability of current sharing controller. Actually, the
lab-test is performed for verifying current sharing through comparing with no current
sharing. As a result, it indicates that designed current sharing controller is quite useful
for distributing an equal phase current for a multiphase interleaved power converter.
Furthermore, it helps to reduce the total filter ripple current which will be associated
to decrease power losses of power converters in a result optimized converter efficiency
and better dynamic system response.
In chapter 6 the main core contents are focusing on interleaved power converter
with tapped-inductor topology. Tapped-inductor has been evaluated for high stepdown or step-up voltage application. In order to analyze the dynamic performance
of interleaved buck converter with tapped inductor, a detailed analysis process of
state-space average model is provided for the purpose of implementing control for this
converter. Based on a single tapped-inductor buck converter, following related statespace average model of an interleaved buck converter with tapped-inductor are derived.
Meanwhile a 2-phase integrated tapped-inductor is analyzed and its flux model is
derived in detailed. According to this flux model, multiphase coupled tapped-inductor
can be derived and analyzed. Furthermore regarding high step-down ratio such as lower
0.2, a novel buck converter with tapped-inductor is proposed for quite smaller duty
cycle application. Through making use of theory analysis by component stress factor,
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the proposed topology has presented a low component stress factor using this proposed
power converter topology can probably have a better efficiency due to low component
stress factor which is tightly related to power converter efficiency. Moreover, besides
proposed buck converter another two boost converter are proposed as well as.
In chapter 7, the main works are to investigate a 6-phase multiphase buck converter operated at high switching frequency. The switching frequency of recommended
6-phase buck converter is changed from beginning of 100kHz to 500kHz. For each operation frequency, separated inductors and coupled inductor are tested. The practical
test results shows that using coupled inductor can improve converter efficiency and
however with increasing switching frequency this advantage is becoming light. The
main problem resulting using coupled inductor at high frequency is due to increasing
core losses of high frequency operation. Moreover current sharing issue of interleaved
power converter using high switching frequency is also investigated. With increasing
switching frequency due to current measurement problem current sharing of 6-phase
buck converter is not so desired, and therefore in order to obtain better current sharing accurate current measurement is required and at the same time the control board
should have strong ability to be against high frequency disturbance. With increasing
switching frequency the related HF disturbance will be critical issue for measurement
and control technology. Considering this point in the further work current sharing of
HF power converter shall be regarded as the key point.
Altogether, a multiphase power converter is quite suitable for high power application, and with increasing output power level dynamic phase operation and coupled
inductor are strongly recommended to be employed for the purpose of achieving robust converter efficiency. Asymmetrical coupled inductor is easy to be produced as
compared to symmetrical coupled inductor, and however regarding converter efficiency
symmetrical coupled inductor can contribute better efficiency due to symmetrical coupled factor. Therefore, comparing with asymmetrical structure symmetrical coupled
inductor has significant potential to be used for mass production.

8.2 Future Work
Future investigations on this researched PhD work are mainly focusing on how to implement low cost for multiphase power converter with symmetrical coupled inductor,
accurate current measurement of high frequency multiphase power converter and detailed analysis of dynamic response of multiphase power converter at high switching
frequency. Besides, the specific behaviour performance of multiphase power converter
with tapped-inductor is worthy to be investigated when regarding high gain ratio.
Furthermore, in this work only the non-isolated interleaved power converters are investigated, and in the future work isolated power converters have to be investigated
concerning reduced volume of power transformer.
For cost down of symmetrical coupled inductor, the main mission is trying to find
out suitable economic method to reduce production cost. Accurate current measurement is related to production cost and current sharing. Normally high precision current
device is expensive, and however in order to implement current sharing control of high
power converter an accurate measurement component is quite required considering
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efficiency and thermal balance. Based this point, one of option is to use sensorless
measurement which needs a complex preparation of mathematic derivation. However
for PhD research it is necessary to make a deep and detailed study on specific method
of sensorless measurement. By the way there is also possibility to integrated current
measurement winding with coupled inductor together, which can be directly used for
coupling measured current. But the difficult point is to design hardware especially at
high switching frequency.
In this PhD thesis, a novel topology mainly regarding high gain ratio is proposed
and analyzed, which is limited on theory analysis through component stress calculation.
In the future, the following step is to complete lab tests to verify derived theory results,
including making using of symmetrical coupled inductor.
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DCR

Direct Current Resistance

eCPS

e-mobile Contactless Power Supply

ESR

Equivalent Series Resistance

EV

Electric Vehicle

fN

Grid Operation Frequency

FCV

Fuel Cell Vehicle

GHG

Gree House Gas

HCF

Harmonic Cancellation Factor

HEV

Hybrid Electric Vehicle

HV

High Voltage

Ibatt-batt-1p

Maximal Battery Current of 1-Phase

Ibatt-batt-3p

Maximal Battery Current of 3-Phase

IBC

Interleaved Buck Converter

IBCC

Interleaved Buck Converter with Coupled Inductor

IBoC

Interleaved Boost Converter

ICE

Internal Combustion Engine

IMC

Interleaved Multiphase Converter

IMTIBC

Interleaved Multiphase Tapped-Inductor Buck Converter

LV

Low Voltage

MCS

Multiphase Converter System

MICs

Multiphase Interleaving Converters

MICTIBC

Multi-phase Interleaved Coupled Tapped-Inductor Buck Converter

MMF

Magneto-Motive Force
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MPCS

Tapped-Inductor Buck Converter

MTBF

Mean Time Between Failure

Pcmax-1p

Maximal Output Power of 1-Phase Charge

Pcmax-3p

Maximal Output Power of 3-Phase Charge

Pwmax-1p

OutpCharge Efficiency of 1-Phase Wireless Charge

PDSs

Power Distriution Systems

PHEV

Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle

PoL

Point-of-Load

THD

Total Harmonic Distortion

TIBC

Multiphase Power Converer System

TIBC

Tapped-Inductor Buck Converter

Udc-batt

Used Battery Voltage Range

Udc-link-w

Minmal Charge Efficiency of 1-Phase Wireless Charge

VMC

Voltage Mode Control

VRM

Voltage Regulator Module

ZVS

Zero Voltage Switching
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